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Introduction and Executive Summary 
 
This Telecom Note was written by John Ure with assistance from Jenny Wan, Research 
Officer of the TRP and Terence Graham, Research Assistant of the TRP.1  
 
The research finds that while there has been a significant reduction in overall and private 
sector investment in the telecom sector (Part 1) following the Asian economic crisis of 
1997 and the downturn in the telecom cycle after 2000 when the Internet boom came to 
an abrupt halt, investor interest remains significant. Interest is especially high where 
divestiture of incumbents is involved or where mobile cellular opportunities arise. Non-
Asian foreign strategic investors mostly exited from their investments, and so did most of 
the financial investors, but Asian investors and some smaller strategic investors, notably 
from Scandinavia, have generally remained. Despite the financial difficulties of the 
period from 1997 onwards, the majority of local Asian telecom companies who were new 
entrants in the 1990s have survived, usually with support from family-run conglomerate 
businesses and from Asian strategic investors like Singapore Telecom and NTT (Japan).  
 
Financial investors and strategic investors have different sets of priorities (Part 5). For the 
immediate future, financial investors are the least likely to focus on developing EAP 
countries with the exception of large growth economies like China, India and Vietnam if 
the opportunities arise. Strategic investors, who remain wary, are looking for more long 
term involvement and are prepared to accept lower rates of return than financial investors 
if the market conditions and the operating environment justify such an investment. The 
general view is that there is little room left for new entrants, but the number one concern 
of both sets of investors is regulatory risk and the need for a high degree of certainty. 
 
When the investment trends since 1997 and the investment needs of the region are 
examined, it would seem there is an investment gap (Part 6). This gap cannot be filled by 
public sector funding alone, and one reason for this is that the business models associated 
with SOTEs (state owned telecommunication enterprises) are losing their validity. In 
particular, disruptive technologies are creating arbitrage opportunities to by-pass the tariff 
levels and tariff structures of the PSTN (public switched telecommunications network) 
and competition is taking full advantage of these opportunities.  
 
Therefore the central argument of this Note is to stress the importance of flexibility in the 
application of regulations to allow the working of a ‘virtuous loop’ that exists between 
technology-regulation-markets (Part 2). Not all telecom markets are elastic, yet evidence 
from the mobile cellular sector and in particular the mobile pre-paid card market suggests 
that the growth potential is enormous. (See Philippines case study.) A focus on policy and 
regulatory flexibility has the advantage of being able to gel with the telecom model of 
any country. An approach that only or mostly focuses on outcomes and ‘best practice’ in 
reality may not gel. The virtuous loop argument is that within each model the emphasis 
should be on the process through which an opening to the private sector can be achieved. 

                                                 
1 Thanks are also due to Diosalyn Calado for painstaking proof reading and Web searching. 
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The most challenging set of circumstances to start from are the models found in the 
Pacific Islands, but even here there are cases where the virtuous loop could produce 
results. (See Pacific Islands case study.)  
 
Telecom has most of the economic features of a utility, but has one enormous advantage 
over most other utilities. Through the revolution in digital electronics, 
telecommunications enjoys economies of scope as well as scale resulting in a new range 
of revenue streams to replace tradition revenue sources (Part 3). Telecom has another 
distinguishing feature. As a network industry it supports duplex communications that 
give rise to network economics. The larger the network the more valuable it becomes to 
subscribers. Although new technologies have lowered in absolute terms the cost barriers 
to entry, network economics ensure these barriers remain in place. In most cases this 
results in oligopolies replacing monopolies, but their market segments tend to be highly 
contestable and that ensures competitive forces remain strong if regulation supports them.  
 
The role of the public sector is changing, but not diminishing. The investment gap 
remains, and in cases where the state remains full or partial owner of the incumbent, 
public sector investment will be involved. But the real challenge lies in attracting private 
capital to fill the gap because public finances will have other more pressing demands on 
them. There is already a wealth of examples that can be drawn upon from around the 
region and in other regions of the world to demonstrate different approaches to opening 
markets to private initiatives, including coaxing private investment in areas of marginal 
economic status (Part 4) Large scale public-private projects fit some telecom models 
better than others (for example, see section 5.2.3) and are one way to actively engage 
private participation. At a more micro-level there are opportunities to open markets to 
municipal initiatives and community initiatives, and accompany them with incentive 
schemes to encourage private telecom companies to participate. Serving the universal 
access objectives in uneconomic areas will always require state intervention and funding 
at some level, but there are many examples of reducing the costs by involving the private 
sector, for example through the use of least subsidy auctions.  
 
Telecom has only minor effects on the environment in the physical sense, but access to 
ICTs can bring major improvements in welfare and opportunities to remote communities. 
Much of the focus of aid agencies has been on the need for institutional reform, capacity 
building and inter-agency coordination to plan and execute programmes for ICT 
deployment. The approach developed in this Note is to place more stress on the process 
through which private sector and community involvement can be achieved. The process 
involves applying policies and regulations in a flexible way that encourages greater 
participation at the local level. Often this will require a regulation that safeguards the 
local carrier in the revenue-sharing arrangement on long distance traffic, or a spectrum 
allocation policy that makes frequency available at low cost to local projects, or a 
financing scheme that encourages local banks to lend to SMEs involved in telecom and 
ICT infrastructure projects. This policy focus is not a substitute for other reforms, which 
are highly desirable, but one that may engage more realistically with a telecom model 
that actually operates in a country since it does not require major institutional changes as 
a precondition. On the contrary, an approach that introduces greater flexibility into policy 
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and regulatory responses to the challenges of new technologies and demands for network 
access by opening up to public-private participation and private and community 
initiatives is a way forward. 
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Part 1: Evolution and Role of Public and Private Sector Investment 
 
1.1 Investment in Telecommunications 
No utility sector has been more subject to technological change and innovation over the 
past twenty years than telecommunications. It has fuelled a rapidly growing demand 
worldwide for personal, business and machine communications. Supply and demand have 
formed a virtuous loop, chasing each other and creating commercial opportunities that 
during the 1990s attracted private sector capital on an unprecedented scale. Private 
investment into telecommunications especially in the form of FDI grew faster than in any 
other sector.2  
 
The databases of the ITU (International Telecommunications Union) and the World Bank 
PPI track investment in telecommunications at the international level. The ITU database 
purports to measure total investment, public and private, while the World Bank PPI 
database attempts to measure private investment in public-private investment projects, 
including telecommunications. Therefore the ITU ‘numbers’ should in theory exceed 
those in the PPI database. In the four developing EAP countries for which both databases 
have continuous figures 1994-2001 the match is not perfect. It works well for Malaysia, 
but in Thailand the PPI data slightly exceeds the ITU data for 2001, in the Philippines it 
does so for 1997 and 2001 and in Indonesia the PPI data stands above ITU data for all 
years excepting 1997 and 2001. The comfort is that the trends are a close match. 
 
The World Bank PPI database records $331.4 billion of private investment going into 
telecommunications in the world’s developing countries, 1990-2001. This represents 44 
per cent of all investment going into infrastructure projects over this period, the bulk of it 
going into divestitures in the regions of Latin America and the Caribbean, and Europe 
and Central Asia. Of the total $331.4 billion, 20 per cent, around $65 billion, was 
invested in telecommunications in East Asia and the Pacific region (EAP). According to 
Sader (2000) 3 FDI accounted for 89.4 per cent of private investment in telecom between 
1990 and 1998. Two-thirds went to divestiture (half into the purchase of state assets and 
half into sector expansion) and one-third to greenfield projects. In the EAP region 
greenfield projects accounted for 59 per cent of private investment. According to the draft 
UNCTAD 2004 World Investment Report (forthcoming), FDI in telecom in developing 
countries from 1990-2002 reached $274 billion, or around 83 per cent of all private 
investment in the sector, using the PPI database estimate. Among the top twenty 
recipients of FDI in telecom globally, China came 5th, Thailand 8th, the Philippines 11th, 
Indonesia 12th, and Malaysia 13th. A large part of the FDI into China came from the 
foreign listing of China Mobile (1997) followed by China Unicom and China Telecom,4 

                                                 
2 In many developing countries telecom became one of the two leading contributors to national budgets, for 
example in China (after the tobacco monopoly), Lebanon and Vietnam (after petroleum).  
3 Sader (2000) is cited in a UNCTAD World Investment Report for 2004 (forthcoming). 
4 The listings raised US$5 billion, US$5.6 billion and US$1.4 billion respectively. The last, China Telecom, 
was half the amount planned after the initial offering failed to attract sufficient international response.  
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otherwise FDI was limited to IPOs and joint ventures in value-added service areas.5  
Generally, the EAP region attracted a high level of involvement by domestic private and 
state capital, China accounting for the bulk of state capital investment.6 Appendices 1.1 
and 1.2 show the large scale of entry of domestic private capital into markets in countries 
such as Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand.  
 
1.2: Modes and Sectors of Entry 
The PPI database tracks private sector participation in four forms: concessions, greenfield 
sites, management contracts and divestitures. The database distinguishes between a 
Concession in which the private partner manages an existing state-owned infrastructure 
on a long-lease, and invests in expanding and operating the network, and a greenfield 
project that is also a BTO or BOT. In reality there is scant difference between the two and 
for the purposes of this Note, BTOs and BOTs are treated as forms of Concessions. By 
contrast a management contract is defined as not involving private investment as both 
investment and risk are taken by the state, not the private party. The private party just 
manages the network, but again this distinction only loosely applies to telecom. For 
example, in Mongolia, Mongolian Telecoms manages the network of the PTA (Posts and 
Telecommunications Authority) who is responsible for network investment, but in reality 
Mongolian Telecom also invests, for example in Wireless Local Loop. 
 
Divestitures are usually of State-owned telecommunication enterprises (SOTEs) but can 
be of private entities, like AT&T in the USA in 1986 or more recently (and more 
partially) of NTT in Japan where NTT became the holding company of domestic carriers 
NTT East, NTT West and international carrier, NTT Communications. By contrast with 
other regions, SOTE divestitures in the EAP have been far more partial than total, and the 
bulk of investment goes not into divestitures but into greenfield projects, as Appendix 1.4 
and Table 1.1 below illustrate. However, it should be noted that investor interest in 
divestment in EAP has been sustained even following the 1997 crisis (see Figure 1.1)  
 

Table 1.1 
Telecommunications Public-Private Projects and Investments in EAP, 1990-2001 

 Concessions Divestitures Greenfields Contracts Total 
Projects 7 10 46 2 65 
Investment $5 billion $26 billion $34 billion na $65 billion 
Source: PPI Database 
 
1.2.1 Divestitures 
Only two-fifths of investment in Asia-Pacific took place in the context of privatization 
deals, compared with about three-quarters in Latin America and the Caribbean. This is 
because in developing Asia-Pacific economies prior to 1997 private investment was seen 
by the State more as supporting Government policies and development plans than as a 

                                                 
5 China prohibits direct foreign control of networks, and throughout the 1990s foreign indirect investment 
and non-state capital never reached 20 per cent of China’s network development throughout the 1990s. See 
Ure (2004) http://www.trp.hku.hk/papers/2004/fdi_asia_telecoms.pdf. 
6 ITU data shows total annual investment in China’s telecom sector for 2001 of US$32 billion, the World 
Bank PPI database for private investment shows US$6 billion. 
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means of wholesale transfer of assets from the public to the private sectors. It also reflects 
regional sensitivities about foreign ownership of national assets. Table 1.2 summarizes 
when the privatization of incumbents began.  
 

Table 1.2 
Privatization and the Incumbent 

Country State of Incumbent 
China China Mobile, China Unicom, China Telecom – IPOs began 1999 

(NYSE, HKSE); China Netcom still to come.  
Cambodia Cambodia Telecom – talk of privatization began in 1999.  
Indonesia PT Telkom – partly privatize1995 (NYSE, London, Jakarta) 

Indosat – partly privatized 1994 (NYSE, Jakarta); 2002 (STT = 49.94%) 
Lao PDR LTC –  in 1994 partially privatized, 51 % owned by the government 

ETL – SOTE 
Malaysia Telekom Malaysia – partly privatized 1990. 
Mongolia Mongolia Telecom – Partly privatized 1995 with Korea Telecom; second 

stage privatization under consideration. 
Myanmar Ministry of Communications, Posts, and Telegraph - SOTE 
Philippines PLDT – privatized 1973; publicly listed 1994 (NYSE, Manila) 
Thailand TOT & CAT – privatization first proposed in 1992; still under discussion. 
Vietnam VNPT – SOTE; submitted proposal in 2001 to privately list affiliates. 
Source: TRP research. 
 
In some cases, for example Malaysia and Singapore, partial privatization was used as a 
means of boosting the capacity of the local stock market as well as a means of 
replenishing the national treasury. A mix of state development commitments, nationalism 
and ideology led governments to prefer either partial privatization, leaving the state as 
majority shareholder, or non-equity revenue-sharing state-private sector partnerships as in 
the case of Indonesia or Vietnam. However the fiscal crisis of the state and the financial  
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crisis of the economy in 1997 forced some countries to consider anew the privatization 
option, and all the evidence suggests that investor interest in fixed line incumbents 
remains strong. See Figure 1.1. 
 
1.2.2 Greenfield Projects 
Most of the greenfield projects were mobile cellular operations. Worldwide their share of 
annual investment increased from 9 per cent in 1990 to 43 per cent in 2001 and over the 
period nearly 400 mobile operators entered the markets. Appendix 1.4 demonstrates the 
great majority of investments in the EAP region were either in mobile networks or a mix 
of fixed and mobile networks. Table 1.3 (extracted from Appendix 1.2) shows how much 
new entry there has been. 
 

Table 1.3 
Mobile Cellular Operators 

Country Mobile Companies 
Cambodia Camintel; Casacom; CamShin; MobiTel; Camtel 
China China Mobile; China Unicom 
Indonesia Komselindo; Prima Bhakti; Mobisel; Satelindo/IM3;Telkomsel; 

Excelcomindo; smaller regional operators. 
Lao PDR Lao Telecom; ETL; Lao Asia Telecom; Tango (Millicom) 
Malaysia Telekom Malaysia-Celcom Merger; Maxis-TimeCel Merger; DiGi.com 
Myanmar MPT  
Mongolia Mobicom; Skytel; 3rd licence to be issued.  
Philippines Smart and Piltel (PLDT); Globe Telecom; Sun Cellular (Digitel); Extelcom. 
PNG Pacific Mobile Communications 
Timor Leste Timor Telecom 
Thailand AIS; DTAC; TA Orange; Hutchison CAT; Thai Mobile  
Vietnam Vinaphone; VMS; City Phone; S-Fone; Vietel 
Source: TRP research. 
 
Within the EAP region mobile cellular networks grew at a rapid rate, so by 2002 mobile 
subscriber numbers had overtaken fixed line subscriber numbers in all but two countries, 
Myanmar and Vietnam. See Table 1.4. 
 

Table 1.4 
Dates when mobile subscribers overtook fixed-line subscribers 

1993-1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 
Cambodia Hong Kong, China 

Korea (Rep.) 
Brunei 
Malaysia 
Mongolia 
Philippines 
Singapore 
Taiwan, China 

Australia 
French Polynesia 
Macau, China 
New Caledonia 
New Zealand 
Thailand 

Bangladesh 
China 
Fiji 
Indonesia 
Japan 
Lao PDR 
Maldives 
Sri Lanka 

Source: ITU Asia Pacific Telecommunication Indicators, 2002, table 1.1. 
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1.2.3 Concessions 
Concessions offer a contract for a fixed period of time during which a private company 
invests in and operates the network, paying taxes and royalties to the government. Macau 
and Timor Leste, both ex-Portuguese colonies, are using the Concession method. This is 
discussed further below in the context of modes of entry. 
 
1.3 Opportunities for Public-Private Participation in EAP 
Driving this private sector interest globally was an opportunity to participate in the 
enormous growth potential of the industry itself. Driving it in the Asia Pacific region 
were the double-digit growth rates achieved by the newly industrializing Asian ‘tiger’ 
economies, and the commitment of many Asian governments towards the sector. During 
the 1980s numerous Asian countries were producing national plans that recognized the 
strategic importance of telecommunication network investment to promote economic and 
social development and the creation of an information society. To achieve this they 
recognized the need to open their economies to increase their regional competitiveness, 
and a sign of this was the widespread reference within their plans to the idea of becoming 
regional communications hubs, including transport and telecommunications.7 To a 
greater or lesser extent these plans embrace public/state-private/non-state participation as 
the model for development, even in the case of China, Laos and Vietnam.8 See 
Appendices 1.1 and 1.2 for a detailed review of the entry of domestic and foreign private 
operating and investment companies in developing EAP economies. 
 
The growing awareness of the importance of telecommunications as a development, trade 
and investment issue was helped when the International Telecommunications Union 
(ITU) started publishing series of reports on teledensities of different countries. The 
reports produced graphs of the correlation between per capita incomes and telephone 
lines per 100 of the population, and these were widely used as benchmarks to compare 
country performance.9  Graphs 1.1 and 1.2 clearly illustrate the relationships for fixed and 
cellular mobile with per capita GDP, and identify outliers such as PNG as a laggard in 
both fixed and mobile, and China’s cellular mobile sector as far ahead. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
7 By the end of the decade just about every middle-income country aspired to be a regional hub.  
8 China, Laos and Vietnam have adopted different models from each other. China has recently opted for the 
IPO model, Laos has a partnership model that involves FDI by the Shinawatra Group from Thailand as well 
as a cellular joint-venture with Millicom, and Vietnam uses a Business Cooperation Contract model that 
offers revenue-sharing in exchange for investment but without ownership. 
9 These top-down reports were supplemented with bottom-up studies of the economic and financial benefits 
of investment in telecommunications. The econometrics used in some of these reports has since been 
challenged, but the bottom-up stories remain influential.  
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Graph 1.1 
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Ministries and governments were responding with longer-term plans to achieve 
developed country status by the twenty-first century. For example, ‘Vision 2020’ in 
Malaysia, Indonesia’s ‘Broad Outline of National Policy’ (Garis-garis Besar Haluan 
Negara, or GBHN) that optimistically aimed to achieve full development by 2019, and 
the Philippines ‘National Telecommunications Development Plan, 1991-2010.’, China’s 
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5-Year Plans, and so forth.10 What these countries had in common, despite their diverse 
political, social and economic systems, was a commitment to development, and 
recognition that development required much stronger public-private participation.11 On 
the mobile cellular side this was more easily accomplished as there were few established 
vested interests and the potential of mobile both as a growth sector and as a disruptive 
technology were not widely recognized. Mobile tended to fall below the radar screen. It 
was more difficult to achieve on the fixed line side where incumbents were determined to 
protect themselves from competition, and the capacity of governments to fulfill the 
commitment was in some doubt, as the collapse of the KSO joint operating schemes 
showed in Indonesia after 1997, but even in that case the failure caused the government, 
under pressure from the IMF and the World Bank among others, to look in another 
direction to achieve the same objective of attracting investment, of further privatization 
and policy liberalization towards private sector entry. The pressure to privatize was 
apparent across all utilities, but in the case of telecommunications there were evidently 
plenty of opportunities in the form of willing investors, especially in the mobile cellular 
sector but also in the incumbent fixed line operator. Telecom was in this regard an easy 
and obvious candidate for liberalization.  
 
Thailand is another case where liberalization was set in motion, but ran into frustrations. 
By the late 1980s Thailand was enjoying an economic boom fuelled by FDI in 
manufacturing. Per capita income was growing at 15 per cent annually, but with less than 
4 phone lines per 100 population, the telecommunication network was a serious drag on 
economic activity. Thailand’s Constitution did not allow foreign ownership of 
infrastructure, so in 1990 the first Build-Transfer-Operate (BTO) scheme was introduced 
to skirt round the problem and attract private sector investment. After the restoration of 
democracy in Thailand in 1992, the new government removed the military from the 
boards of directors of the incumbents, the Telephone Organization of Thailand (TOT) 
and the Communications Authority of Thailand (CAT), and proposed their privatization. 
Strong opposition from labour unions and frequent changes of government has 
continually stalled the process, so the BTO model currently remains in place as an 
exercise in public-private participation. 
 
1.4 After 1997 
The total number of public telecommunication projects attracting private sector finance 
dropped after 1997 to levels below the early 1990s. See Figure 2.1. By the turn of the 
century both public and private sectors were coming to accept that involvement in the 
sector needed to be far more discriminating between countries according to perceived 
risk, and between companies with strong fundamentals and good cashflow and less well 
managed companies or late-comers to highly competitive markets or facing major entry 
barriers. However, the high survival rate of local companies into the 2000s, despite 
serious debt problems, strongly suggests that the commercial sector can mostly look after 
itself.  

 
 

                                                 
10 See Ure (1995; 1997) Telecommunications in Asia: Policy, Planning and Development, HKU Press 
11 Where they tended to differ was in the capacity and lead role of the state in the development process. 
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Figure 2.1 
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1.5 Private Sector Capital  
1.5.1 Equity 
Equity, public and private, was the dominant entry mechanism for private sector capital 
in telecommunications in the EAP region.  By 2002 over 30 telecommunications 
companies were publicly listed in the EAP region compared with just four companies in 
1990. 12  The total market capitalization of these companies in October 2003 stood at over 
US$465 billion, the listed cellular companies (ex-Japan) representing an average weight 
of 4.5 per cent in their respective markets, and the integrated carriers over 9 per cent (ex-
Japan). Of this total market capitalization around 38 per cent is accounted for by 
privatization (see Appendix 1.5) and as these data only record publicly held equity it is 
clear that divestiture has not been the dominant mode of entry, as we saw above. The data 
also under-represents the extent of private company IPOs as several companies were 
acquired by others during this period. For example, Celcom stopped trading prior to 
acquisition by Telekom Malaysia, and similarly for TimeCel acquired by Maxis. 
Together with Digi, Telekom Malaysia and Maxis represent over 12 per cent of the 
Malaysian stock market. In the Philippines, telecommunication companies account for 
nearly 25 per cent of the market, and in Indonesia, over 20 per cent.  
 
1.5.2 Colonial Incumbents 
In several cases in the Pacific Islands the incumbents are minority-owned by foreign 
companies from the colonial period, such as Cable & Wireless (UK) in the Solomon 
Islands, France Telecom in Vanuatu and Telstra (Australia) in Kiribati. Or they hold a 
licence from the incumbent, as in the case of Cable & Wireless (international) and 

                                                 
12 NTT (Japan) and SK Telecom (Korea) both went public before 1990, as did Hong Kong Telecom which 
was subsequently acquired by PCCW (Hong Kong). PLDT was a private company and already the 
dominant carrier in the Philippines long before it went public in 1990. 
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Vodafone (mobile) in Fiji. (See Appendices 1.1 and 1.3 and the Pacific Islands case 
study.) An alternative entry strategy is by auction. In 1991 the government of New 
Zealand privatized Telecom New Zealand by auctioning the company to a consortium 
including Ameritech and Bell Atlantic, and currently the government of Papua New 
Guinea is looking to do the same. The advantage of this approach is twofold. First, it 
brings funds directly into the treasury. Second, it can ensure that the telecommunication 
network is in the hands of an experienced and resourceful international company.13  
 
1.5.3 Concession Contracts 
The usual concession14 contract is a BOT (Build-Operate-Transfer) but there are many 
variations that we shall discuss under this heading. Where the Constitution of the country 
prohibits or policy restricts private or foreign ownership of network assets, the 
Concession method has been used. Macau and Timor Leste, both ex-colonies of Portugal, 
are using concessions of 10 years and 15 years respectively.15 These are BOT schemes 
that maintain ultimate ownership by the state. While they provide a clear path for 
investment by the operators, they involve exclusive rights that block new entrants into 
domestic and international voice services. With this type of arrangement there is usually a 
problem period towards the end of the contract unless agreement is reached on some form 
of accelerated depreciation of assets or net value compensation. Otherwise the incentive 
to invest in assets with a life expectancy beyond the end of contract disappears. Also, 15 
years is a long time in telecommunications, and what seems a practical solution to an 
immediate problem today may seem a constraint later on.  
 
In the case of Thailand the BTO (Build-Transfer-Operate) model was adopted because 
the Constitution prohibited non-state ownership of network assets. The most limited form 
of allowing direct private participation is Build-Transfer (BT). Under Law Number 3 in 
1989, nine local companies in Indonesia were permitted to enter into PBH (Pola Basi 
Hasil) revenue-sharing agreements with PT Telkom. They built networks and transferred 
ownership to Telkom who then paid them through a revenue-sharing agreement. In 1995 
a further step was taken when five revenue-sharing KSO (joint operating schemes) were 
formed allowing foreign partners to BTO, employing Telkom staff.  
 
In China during the 1990s, an ad hoc arrangement of leaseback grew up outside the direct 
control of the central Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT). Under this 
system, local posts and telecommunication administrations (PTAs) eager to cash-in on 
the rapidly developing boom in demand for telecommunication services, fixed line and 
especially mobile, would reach agreement with local cash-rich companies outside the 
sector. There were two ways of structuring the deal. Either these companies would buy 
network equipment and lease it to the PTA and revenue-share, or they would buy the 
equipment from the PTA and lease it back on a revenue-sharing basis, a BLT or BTL 

                                                 
13 For PNG’s experience, see Pacific Islands case study. 
14 The World Bank PPI database classifies some BTOs as Concessions and others as Greenfield projects. 
See table 1.1 and footnote 6. 
15 The CTM (Telecommunications Company of Macau) led by Cable & Wireless and Portugal Telecom 
enjoyed a 20-year monopoly from 1981, renewed with exclusivity over fixed line services to 2011. Portugal 
Telecom heads a consortium running Timor Telecom with exclusivity for 15 years over fixed and mobile.  
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model. Either way, non-state capital was being made available to the SOTE (state-owned 
telecommunication enterprise).16 Other ways to engage private and non-state capital with 
SOTEs include Vietnam’s revenue-sharing BCC (Business Cooperation Contract) that 
can be regarded as a form of BT (Build-Transfer) without direct operational control, and 
the ill-fated China-China-Foreign (Zhong-Zhong-Wai) partnerships of China Unicom.  
 
The final step is to allow BOO (Build-Own-Operate) especially in the context of full 
market liberalization, with or without foreign ownership restrictions. From Table 1.5 it 
can be seen that full liberalization, at least on paper, has occurred only in Mongolia and 
the Philippines among developing economies of EAP.   
 

Table 1.5 
Levels of Restrictions on FDI in Selected Asia Economies 

 
Economy Restrictions on 

FDI 
Comment 

Australia None FDI is limited to 35% of Telstra’s 49.9% equity; 
individual foreign investors limited to 5% of the 
49.9%. Approval required for FDI in other entities.  

Brunei Darussalam SOTE FDI in resale services 
China 49%  FDI up to 50% in VAS 
Hong Kong, China None Fully liberalized from 2003 
Indonesia 35% Local services provided by KSO schemes 
Japan None FDI in NTT limited to 33% of equity 
Korea 49% Foreigners can be largest shareholders in KT 
Lao PDR SOTE Foreign participation in State JVs encouraged 
Macau, China Concession FDI in fixed/international concession; FDI in mobile 
Malaysia 30% Permit >50% but has to be reduced after 3 years 
Mongolia None Markets open 1999-2002; fixed line duopoly exists 
Myanmar SOTE FDI in VAS  
New Zealand None 49.9% in Telecom NZ for any single foreign investor 
Papua New Guinea SOTE Under review 
Philippines 40% All markets open 
Singapore 49% 49% only applies to facilities-based supply 
Taiwan 49% Plans to liberalize 100% indirect foreign investment 
Thailand 49% Privatization of SOTEs planned 
Vietnam SOTE Foreign participation in State JVs and VAS 
Source: TRP research 
 
1.6 Conclusion 
Evidence of the number of new entrants, of the strong position listed telecom companies 
occupy in their respective stock markets, and of the ongoing interest in divestiture in a 
region where the state has shown reluctance to give up its ownership of the incumbent, 
suggests that policies of liberalization have been generally successful and generally 
sustainable.  
                                                 
16 For example, China’s international trade and investment company CITIC became a big local investor and 
now provides corporate services through its Hong Kong subsidiary, CITIC Pacific. 
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The Asian economic crisis of 1997 was clearly a turning point for many developing EAP 
countries and for investors, issues which is discussed further in Part 5 along with the role 
of capital markets. The overall level of investor interest has fallen, but past patterns also 
suggest that telecom cycles are partly to blame. However renewed investor interest is 
likely to be far more focused on particular growth economies or upon particular 
companies within the region, for example well-entrenched incumbents and leading 
mobile cellular operators. Other areas are identified in Part 5.  
 
This leaves the issue of public sector investment. The strength and success of private 
sector entry suggests that the role of the public sector in telecoms should (a) take full 
advantage of ‘new’ capital that the private sector can bring into the sector, acting as a 
catalyst in cases where private sector capital alone will not enter, such as large 
infrastructure projects that are justified on grounds of strategic national investments; (b) 
create the policy and regulatory conditions to encourage private sector interest, for 
example in encouraging property and building management companies to invest in their 
own infrastructure with the right to connect to the public network, helping to free-up the 
network resources of the public carriers; (c) maintain an operating environment 
conducive to private sector network investment, growth and innovation so that areas of 
marginal commercial importance stand a chance of becoming less marginal; and (d) take 
responsibility for the goals of universal access and bridging the digital divide. Taking 
responsibility can embrace policies such as auctioning the universal service obligation, or 
providing incentives to the private sector to extend their networks into uneconomic areas, 
and more broadly collaborating and coordinating with other government and non-
government agencies to provide models of sustainable ICT services supported by a 
telecom infrastructure.  
 
The problem with drawing up a list of public sector aims and objectives is that they are 
bound to sound quite obvious to reformists and idealistic to realists. In the real world of 
policy making, markets are not allowed to work efficiently, companies exercise influence 
over policy-makers for the own ends, and regulators do not have sufficient, let along 
perfect information or powers to perform independently of the industry and are not free 
from political interference. While the big picture of investment, new entry and teledensity 
shows considerable progress, the ground story reveals huge gaps in terms of unserved 
areas, poor network quality and customer care, misdirected resources and considerable 
corruption in contracts.  If policy recommendations are to be relevant, and lessons 
learned from telecom that can be applied to other sectors, it is important to engage with 
the realities and to show how progress can and has been accomplished. Understanding 
process becomes as important as understanding ‘best practice’. These issues are 
addressed in Part 2. There the central argument is that in countries with potentially strong 
economies a crucial role for the state is to adjust regulation to accommodate advances in 
technology and free up the market to put into motion a virtuous loop of growth, 
innovation and investment. By focusing on this process, including demonstration effects, 
rather than on ideal outcomes and ‘best practices’ that require sophisticated resources, 
policy recommendations and donor commitments can be made more relevant to the 
political economy of developing countries, less prescriptive and more demonstrative.  
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Part 2 – Policy, Regulation and Political Economy in 
Telecommunications 
 
2.1: Liberalization and Competition Policies 
There is a very well known literature on the economics of utilities, and an equally well 
known literature on the economics of regulation, but the reality of utility regulation is that 
it is a highly charged political process. In many cases scarce and therefore valuable 
resources are being used. In the case of telecom these include radio spectrum frequencies, 
land rights-of-way and telephone numbering. Nationalist sentiments are often strongly in 
favour of keeping these scarce resources under national, sometimes state, control. For 
example, in Indonesia in 2003 on grounds of ‘national interest’ labour unions joined with 
Islamic organizations and prominent politicians, including ex-President Abdurrahman 
Wahid and even the sister of President Megawati Sukarnoputri, to challenge in court the 
sale of just over 40 per cent of PT IndoSat to STT of Singapore. Politically well-
connected interest groups lobby hard to find rent-seeking activities, and private investors 
also lobby to protect their investments, for example against the licensing of new entrants. 
And because utility goods and services are considered essential to modern living and 
business life, the public is actively involved and interested in their availability and scope, 
quality and price. Within governments there are also significant turf wars over who has 
authority and jurisdiction over telecom and ICTs (information and communication 
technologies) such as cable television or the Internet. Under these circumstances the art 
of policy recommendation risks becoming either a bland proclamation that ‘no one size 
fits all’ and that every country has to find its own path, or a declaration of first principles, 
such as First Best pricing (marginal cost pricing) or Second Best pricing (marginal cost 
plus mark-up) that fails to engage with the real processes of decision-making.  
 
Bridging the gap first requires a conceptual framework, and then some illustrations of the 
ways forward and the lessons learned. Part 2 is designed along these lines. What are the 
factors that combine with political realities at the local level that drive telecom regulation 
towards open markets and public-private participation? How far are these factors at work 
in other utility sectors, or are they special to telecommunications? The fact is that the 
telecommunications sector has developed many unique features that have accelerated its 
structural transformation and driven policies in the direction of liberalization. These 
features are best captured in a triangular relationship, a virtuous cycle of technological 
innovation driving policy and regulatory relaxation that allows markets and business 
models to develop that in turn drive further innovation. The cycle accommodates other 
cycles, and the ‘communities of interest’ to which they give rise. For example, the cycles 
(a) of domestic and international migration - people calling home; (b) of generations - 
young people instant messaging and gaming with their peers the world over; and (c) of 
economic globalization - telecom services become tradable as in the case of international 
and regional managed data networks.  
 
A key question is what path do the developing countries travel to take advantage of these 
cycles, and what explains the pace and the direction? To provide answers it is helpful to 
conceptualize the process. We begin by recognizing just how far the developing countries 
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of EAP have come. Until the early 1990s very little progress had been made in opening 
the telecoms sector to private investment. The situation changed within a very few years 
across the region, suggesting common factors. In 1988 Vietnam signed its first revenue-
sharing BCC (Business Cooperation Contract) with OTC, now part of Telstra (Australia), 
to build satellite earth stations for international traffic. In 1989 the Philippines opened up 
international, domestic and mobile. A year later Thailand introduced the BTO (Build-
Transfer-Operate) model for two mobile cellular operators AIS and UCOM/TACS with 
the TOT and CAT respectively. China opened nine value added services area to 
competition in 1993, the same year the Government in Lao PDR granted a joint venture 
licence to Shinawatra (Thailand) to operate a GSM mobile network. Malaysia first 
opened its fixed and mobile services to competition in 1994. Cambodia’s Ministry of Post 
& Telecoms (MPTC) and Camintel took possession of UNTAC’s infrastructure in 1995 
on the fixed line side, but opened the mobile side.17 In the same year Mongolian Telecom 
was formed as a joint venture with Korean Telecom and the first mobile private joint 
venture with KDDI (Japan) was launched in 1996. By the end of the decade only 
Myanmar had not opened it doors to joint ventures and foreign investment in 
telecommunications, and it had shut down the only two independent Internet service 
providers in the country. 
 
2.1.1: Models of Liberalization 
How do telecom policy makers and the industry get from the original PTA (Post and 
Telecom Administration) model to a competitive state of attracting investment and taking 
advantage of these growth factors? Table 2.1 offers a schematic phasing of the 
development based upon the experience of the developing EAP countries. The 
‘Restricted’ category is the starting point for most of these countries, the PTA model, 
from the late 1980s and early 1990s. The Philippines is exceptional in having a privately-
owned dominant incumbent that was listed in the 1980s, and an early 1990s policy of  

 
Table 2.1 

Models of Liberalization 
Model Restricted Restricted Entry Restricted Operation Unrestricted  

Phase 1 China (PTA) 
Malaysia (PTA) 
Thailand (PTA) 
Myanmar (PTA) 

Indonesia (BT; 
IPO) 
Vietnam (BCC) 

Cambodia (Fixed) 
China (VAS) 
Mongolia (Fixed) 
 

Cambodia (Mobile) 
Mongolia (Mobile) 
Philippines 

Phase 2  China (IPO) 
Malaysia (IPO) 

Indonesia (KSO) 
Lao PRD (JV) 
Thailand (BTO) 

Cambodia 
 

Phase 3   China (under WTO) 
Malaysia (FDI cap 
temporarily lifted) 
Vietnam (JV in ISPs; 
mobile and fixed  from 
2005 under the US-BTA) 

Mongolia (planned) 
Thailand (planned) 
Indonesia (planned) 

Source: TRP research 
 

                                                 
17 Cambodia is an interesting contrast to Timor Leste. Both small economies starting from ‘ground zero’ 
after many years of devastating war, Cambodia opts for an open market, Timor Leste for a closed market. 
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market opening. Cambodia and Mongolia emerged from years of conflict in the first case 
and Soviet control in the second with very few technical or financial resources.  
 
Liberalization of the mobile cellular sector was a response to the need for fast telecom 
solutions that would attract much needed investment. Between these two ends of the 
spectrum ‘Restricted Entry’ allows for private capital to participate in the industry in a 
non-operational role. The ‘Restricted Operation’ category offers limited operational 
involvement, usually with less than 50 per cent equity. 
 
Phases 2 and 3 are actual progressions that have been made and generally did not require 
an overnight wholesale dismantling of regulations or 180 degree changes of policy. In 
most cases they are incremental steps, responses to changes in the financial environment 
such as additional listings, and experiences gained, such as the progression in Indonesia 
from BTs to BTOs (KSO) and from SOTE majority ownership to minority ownership. It 
would be wrong to believe that each EAP developing country offers a model to the others 
because local circumstances vary too much and developing countries tend to look to 
developed markets to guide their policy-making. What these models do offer is the idea 
of the progression. This would be a much more powerful influence if trade in 
telecommunication services between developing EAPs were more pronounced because 
private investment would tend to follow the most efficient producer of services. For a 
while in the 1990s the concept of Growth Triangles did seem to promote the debate, 
especially within ASEAN countries. The emergence of China as the region’s low-cost 
manufacturer has severely undermined if not entirely replaced the concept of Growth 
Triangles, but the concept of becoming a regional telecom hub remains part of national 
rhetoric, political shorthand for competitiveness within the region.  
 
Leaving aside the Pacific Islands for separate treatment, among the countries of 
Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Mongolia, Myanmar, the Philippines, 
Thailand and Vietnam, only the Philippines has fully opened all its markets to 
competition - although the legislative process required to get a licence and FDI 
restrictions place practical limits upon entry. China has developed a policy of domestic 
competition between State-owned enterprises in ‘basic’ services that includes mobile 
cellular, and permits non-state owned Chinese companies to participate in the services 
sector, as ISPs (Internet Service Providers) and CSPs (Content Service Providers) and 
other VAS (Value Added Services providers). China’s growth market easily attracts 
investors, and China takes advantage by listing its major carriers on the New York and 
Hong Kong stock markets who in turn use the proceeds from the IPOs and stock issues to 
buy network assets from 100 per cent State-owned holding companies. An FDI ceiling of 
49 per cent agreed under the WTO assures China of control for the immediate future, a 
kind of ‘managed privatization’ process. Between this managed privatization model of 
China and the openness of the Philippines come all the rest, with the exception of 
Myanmar, the outlier that operates a monopoly through the Ministry of Posts and 
Telecommunications. Myanmar did place a turnkey cellular contract with Loxley 
(Thailand) in 1995 and entered into a BOT with Shin Corp (Thailand) to provide services 
buy satellite to villages in remote areas, but the service  failed to materialize, and 
Myanmar’s telecom sector remains closed to the private sector. 
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2.1.2: From the PTA/SOTE Model  to Liberalization 
Two factors, the degree of central government financial control and the degree to which 
there was central planning, are key to differentiating the way the PTA model worked 
among the developing economies of the EAP region. They may also offer an explanation 
of the different trajectories taken by each of the countries concerned. Indonesia and 
Thailand are examples of countries in which funds for reinvestment had constantly to be 
revised according to the state of central government finances.18 In Indonesia during the 
1990s the government was taking around 60 per cent of PT Telkom’s pre-tax profits. For 
good reason therefore Indonesia looked for ways to involve private sector capital, and 
Law Number 3 in 1989 opened the way for the PBH (Pola Basi Hasil) scheme whereby 
local private companies could Build-Transfer networks for Telkom on a revenue-sharing 
basis. Several other experiments were tried, including a duopoly mobile cellular model 
for the provinces, known as STKB (Sambungan Telephone Kendaraan Bermotor or 
Mobile Telephone Connection System) in which Telkom operated one system in 
competition with a Telkom joint venture. Finally a series of KSO (joint operating 
scheme) BTO joint ventures were set up on the fixed line side with foreign partners. In 
Thailand a similar story unfolded. Until the restoration of democracy in 1992, policy-
making and the Board of Directors of the domestic and international carriers, the TOT 
(Telephone Organization of Thailand), and the CAT (Communications Authority of 
Thailand) were dominated by the military. Thereafter, state budgetary requirements left 
both SOTEs looking for outside funds, and the BTO model conveniently met the 
Constitutional requirement of state-ownership of infrastructure assets. By mid-1994 two 
fixed-line BTOs, two cellular BTOs, one BTO wireless (CT2) network and six BTOs in 
paging had been established attracting US$10 billion of private sector capital at market 
values.  
 
By contrast, China managed to turn the PTA model into an effective instrument of central 
planning. But because the country is so large the provincial PTAs, especially the richer 
PTAs such as Guangdong and the New Economic Zones such as Shenzhen, were able to 
undertake their own initiatives and this built in an unplanned element of flexibility. For 
example, in the early 1990s the MPT (Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications) had 
decided to adopt the CDMA (code division multiple access) technology for mobile 
cellular that was still under development, while Guangdong PTA went ahead 
independently with the European GSM (General Mobile System). This was so 
commercially successful other PTAs began following suit and mobile cellular developed 
at a much faster pace nationwide than planners had anticipated. Guangdong was on the 
political ascendancy at the time following a ‘tour of inspection’ in 1992 by China’s 
Paramount Leader Deng Xiaoping who used the clandestine journey to reassert his own 
political position within the CCP and the country. A combination of politics, distance 
from Beijing and financial strength allowed Guangdong and Shenzhen to set the pace for 
other PTAs. Underpinning these developments was the important decision taken by 
                                                 
18 For background reading on this entire section, see J. Ure (1995; 1997) Telecommunications in Asia: 
Policy, Planning and Development, HKU Press. 
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China’s central planners in the 1980s that identified telecom infrastructure as one of the 
‘pillar’ industries and giving the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT) 
special tax advantages. These were named the ‘three 90 per cents’ - the MPT could keep 
90 per cent of central government loans, the PTAs could keep 90 per cent of their 
revenues, and the MPT could keep 90 per cent of foreign currency earnings.19  Over the 
following decade annual investments rose from less than RMB 1billion in 1986 to over 
RMB 103billion in 1996.20  
 
Somewhere between these opposites of the government using telecom to support the 
budget and using the budget to support telecom stood Malaysia. Telekom Malaysia was 
incorporated in 1987, being relieved of accumulated past debts and becoming financially 
autonomous. The company was partially privatized in 1990 raising around US$960 
million on the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange, but investment policy remained strongly 
influenced by the position given to telecommunications in the Government’s national 
plan, Vision 2020. Telekom’s largest shareholder was PNB (Permodalan Nasional 
Berhad), Malaysia’s largest investment company set up as part of the Government’s New 
Economic Policy in 1978 to spread investment and ownership among ethnic Malays. The 
privatization of Telekom was part of a wider planning strategy launched in 1986 as the 
Industrial Master Plan that included electronics and computer technology as priority 
sectors, and to mobilize public-private participation around a planning model. Most of the 
direction for the issuing of licences to new entrants in the telecom market during this 
period came from the Prime Minister’s Office rather than the regulator’s office, in 
particular the issuing of mobile cellular licences. Eventually five cellular operators were 
licensed before the Asian financial crisis in 1997, and thereafter two were more or less 
forced from the market in what was widely seen as a Government-inspired restructuring 
policy. (See Part 5 for more details.)  
 
In this sense the Malaysian model has often been described as ‘managed competition’ 
and the ‘management’ of the model shows one way in which the model has progressed. 
The reforms also involved the establishment of an autonomous regulator, the MCMC 
(Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission) in 1998 following two Acts 
to establish the regulator and a licensing regime appropriate to an era of multimedia 
convergence. The MCMC has subsequently introduced cost-based network 
interconnection charges, some degree of tariff rebalancing and, less successfully, an 
effort to offer local open access to long distance services through the use of operator 
calling codes. 21 By contrast, after the Asian crisis China adopted a different approach, 
the divestiture of monolithic SOTE, the MPT’s China Telecommunications.22 As early as 
1994 the State Council had agreed to over-rule the MPT and licence a second network, 
China Unicom, the creature of the Ministry of Electronic Industries (MEI). The original 
PTA model was developed further with the structural separation of China Mobile, and 
                                                 
19 The Leading Goup for the Revitalization of the Electronics Industry, established 1984, designated 
telecommunications as an industry to revitalize electronic equipment manufacturing. The following year 
the MPT submitted a report to the State Council China to the Year 2000, forecasting 33.6 million 
mainlines. China was approaching 180 million by 2000.  
20 By 2001 nearly 2.5 times this amount according to the ITU database. 
21 Telekom’s remaining competitors, Digi and Maxis, both see little value in offering fixed line services. 
22 China was also shielded by the non-convertibility of the remninbi. 
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then even further with the splitting of China Telecommunications in China Telecom (for 
the south, east and west) and China Netcom (for the north). The new model sees four 
major all-China competitors and several smaller SOTEs in the market, such as Railcom 
and Satcom. And like Malaysia, China has taken steps to create a Telecommunications 
Law and is preparing to establish a Telecommunications Authority (TA), as yet 
identified. There are several factors at work influencing the evolution of the model in 
China, including the pursuit of an industrial policy to create a market for home-grown 
standards and technologies, yet it shows a flexible response to a changing environment. It 
avoids the static approach adopted in Mongolia, for example, where a twenty year 
concession was granted to a joint venture with Korea Telecom.  
 
Vietnam is another version of the PTA/SOTE model and has only very gradually opened 
its doors to private capital in a highly restricted manner using the BCC (Business 
Cooperation Contract) as a joint-venture BT revenue-sharing concession. However 
Vietnam has committed itself to separately listing various local telecom entities, mostly 
equipment manufacturers, and in a recent BTA (Bilateral Trade Agreement) with the 
USA Vietnam has pledged to open its markets to FDI leading to speculation that the BCC 
model may give way to the joint venture model. Lao PDR took the joint-venture model 
further by allowing majority foreign ownership, then stumbled in the process and re-
established a SOTE ending with a duopoly version of the model for fixed line networks. 
The duopoly model also works in the mobile cellular market, but both companies are 
foreign majority owned joint ventures. Cambodia retains a SOTE fixed line operator, 
although it is contemplating privatization, but has licensed six foreign owned mobile 
cellular operators. In Mongolia, the PTA retains ownership of the fixed line network, 
however a government majority owned joint venture runs the network, and the cellular 
market is operated by two foreign owned companies. A part-time regulator has been 
upgraded to full time, although with slender resources, and the issues are being debated 
of privatizing the fixed line business and issuing a third cellular licence. Even Myanmar 
showed signs of moving from its SOTE model with tentative steps to offer joint services 
to neighbouring Thailand and offering a joint venture in mobile cellular, but the political 
situation in Myanmar for the time being has brought progress a halt. 
 
If Myanmar is the outrider on the side of closure, the Philippines has been the outrider on 
the side of openness. The PLDT’s private monopoly, granted under the rule of President 
Marcos, was ended in 1986 after is his fall and by 1993 President Ramos was able to 
replace the pro-Marcos directors of the PLDT. Thereafter, through the use of Executive 
Orders 59 and 109, authority was given to the regulator, the NTC (National 
Telecommunications Commission) to enforce interconnection between the PLDT and 
new entrants and a Special Area Scheme (SAS). The SAS required holders of mobile and 
international licences to build 400,000 and 300,000 fixed lines respectively in the 
country. This unorthodox approach to raising teledensity did not achieve its targets, but 
the number of fixed line capacity was raised to over 7 million by the time the scheme was 
brought to an end in 2002. Failure to meet the original target came about mainly because 
of an unanticipated shift in demand to mobile cellular, in particular to pre-paid. Only half 
the capacity is being used today. The point is that the operating environment has changed 
in a fundamental way since the early 1990s, reducing the certainties that use to 
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characterize telecom planning.23 The new environment was made by and for competition, 
driven by technological innovation and enabled by changes in regulation.  
 
It is sobering to note that by 1994, the two least reformed telecommunication markets in 
East Asia were the telecom powerhouses and hubs of Hong Kong and Singapore. One 
was dominated by a privately regulated monopoly, Hong Kong Telecom, and the other by 
a SOTE, Singapore Telecom. This serves to underscore the point that the PTA monopoly 
model, or variants of it, was sustainable politically and in many cases financially up till 
the 1990s. It also serves to show that one by one each of the countries concerned made 
efforts to move the model in the direction of public-private participation. Even China 
opened its doors to non-state investment in non-basic services from 1994 onwards, and 
only Myanmar failed to follow through with its reforms.  
 
2.1.3 Lessons 
The lesson to be learned is that the telecommunications sector is progressing from a 
tightly restrictive model which had its own variants to a competitive model that has even 
more variants. The progression is paced and shaped differently across the EAP region, 
but with it come changes to regulations that make the introduction of ‘best practices’ and 
benchmarks for the sector, such as cost-based network interconnection charges, tariff 
rebalancing and autonomous and independent regulation, realistic agenda items. In some 
cases, notably China, regulation is caught up in industrial policy issues,24 but in most 
cases it is constrained less by conscious policy making, in other cases by central 
government caution towards foreign control of assets, for example in Vietnam, and in 
many other cases simply by the lack of local resources and the strength of local interest 
groups, for example in Mongolia.  
 
The positive lesson is that experience in all these cases shows that public-private 
participation works, even when problems arise. There has been no case of a general 
retreat from liberalization. There have been cases of failure, and foreign investors have 
withdrawn in large numbers since 1997, but local and regional private capital mostly 
survived the debt crisis and sustained its involvement. It follows that when the investment 
opportunities are offered to the private sector and the operating environment is right, a 
sector with high fixed and sunk costs like telecom can sustain growth throughout the 
cycle. The implication for other utilities would seem to be that revising operating models 
to encourage public-private sector participation is possible. Telecom does not have the 
same scale of environmental issues surrounding it as water, power, roads, etc., and 
community health and safety safeguards are of an entirely different order, 25 so there are 

                                                 
23 Telecom planning used to be essentially an engineering exercise in estimating the equipment required to 
meet forecast demand derived from urban and rural building plans, plot ratios, zoning, etc. Business 
planning was essentially about shopping around between vendors on the supply side, and introducing new 
services over fixed lines and tariff plans on the demand side.  
24 For example, the 3G debate in China revolves around the adoption of China’s own TD-SCDMA standard 
with some senior officials arguing for a merger between China Telecom and China Unicom and between 
China Mobile and China Netcom to restrict to two the number of licences as a means to buy time for the 
TD-SCDMA standard to mature. See South China Morning Post, B1, 7 July 2004. 
25 For example, wireless radiation hazard and equipment type approvals are important issues, but rarely of 
the life and death variety. 
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obvious differences, but these are issues of contract and regulatory design, and should not 
be allowed to become operational issues.26 
 
2.2:  What impact did market opening have on investment?  
In most sectors of the economy, private investment and especially FDI flows tend to 
follow cycles. The period of liberalization in telecom in the EAP region began in a 
systematic way from the early 1990s, for example China opened its doors to FDI into 
nine areas of value-added services in 1993, and the world recession in FDI ended the 
same year. At US$28 billion, China emerged as the second largest recipient of FDI after 
the USA. 27 It is therefore necessary to distinguish between cycles and trends, and 
between global, regional and country sentiments and country-specific sector policies such 
as telecom liberalization. Such a detailed study is not the subject of this Note, but looking 
at the data in the following section it would seem that general investor sentiment towards 
the region, towards the ‘Asian economic miracle’, and towards specific countries, notably 
China, dominate the figures.  
 
Is this to say that telecom liberalization was a relatively passive factor, just creating 
another opportunity in an ongoing gold rush? To answer this question it is helpful to 
construct a conceptual framework within which to understand the investment process. 
There are two sides to the question. On the one hand the motivation of the policy makers 
in liberalizing, their aims and expectations. On the other hand the motivation of the 
investors, their aims and expectations.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
26 In industries where health and safety issues are paramount, contracts and regulations should explicitly de-
link the costs of monitoring and assurance of safety from returns on investment.  
27 ‘The year 1993 marked the end of the FDI recession that had prevailed in 1991 and 1992.’ UN, 1995 
World Investment Report, p.13. 
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On the investors’ side the important factor is WACC (Weighted Average Cost of Capital) 
in which the key elements are the estimated cost of equity and the cost of debt which has 
to be risk-adjusted. The cost of equity is ultimately a judgment about what is the share 
price necessary to keep shareholders willing to hold onto their shares. For fund investors 
the share value of interest is the price of equity of the target company, while for strategic 
investors the share value of interest is the price of their own equity. Fund investors are 
looking for exit, strategic investors are looking for revenue growth, and preferably for 
majority ownership so they can book the revenues into their company consolidated 
accounts. In some cases, the primary motivation of a strategic investor is the portfolio 
effect; so for example, Deutsche Telekom invested in P.T. Satelindo of Indonesia to 
stimulate their IPO in Europe the following year.  
 
On the policy makers side the motivation is growth, even when the immediate 
circumstances may lay elsewhere, for example in a government fiscal crisis. Without 
growth the state reaps no economic reward and without an increase in teledensity reaps 
no political reward. Since nationalist sentiment can be a major hurdle to opening markets 
to foreign investors in particular, a growth in teledensity is a justification for a policy 
change. The stepping stone to growth is getting the regulatory framework right, and this 
is where the difficulties and real politics arise. From this conceptualization it can be seen 
that opening the market is necessary but not sufficient to achieve investment. On both 
sides of the equation there is the issue of risk, principally regulatory risk.  
 
It follows that how developing countries handle regulatory risk is an important ingredient 
to the longer term success or failure of investment in telecom. Given the very favourable 
investment climate in the EAP region up to 1997, it was easy to attract investor interest, 
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slightly more difficult to attract investor commitment, but difficult to sustain investor 
confidence after 1997. The same favourable investment climate before 1997 attracted 
policy maker interest, but formulating and successfully implementing policy often proved 
less than easy, and after 1997 several EAP developing countries were forced into radical 
policy shifts of gear as private investor confidence sagged, dollar-denominated debts rose 
in the face of a major currency crisis, and foreign investors pulled out.  
 
The difference since 1997 is the balance between risk and uncertainty. Before 1997 risk 
could be high, but most investors had confidence in the growth potential of the markets, 
and saw technological innovation as working for them, especially the new standards in 
mobile cellular and wireless technologies, but also the improvements in optical fibre 
technology, transmission and switching technologies. (See Part 4 for details.) Since 1997 
future growth is less assured as some countries reach close to saturation levels in primary 
markets, as the number of competitors grows, and as technologies, such as VoIP (Voice 
over Internet Protocol), NGNs (Next Generation Networks) and emerging wireless 
standards such as 3G and WiMax28 are seen as disruptive of business models. On the side 
of risk, some countries have taken steps to reduce it by putting in place regulatory 
agencies and procedures that follow WTO Reference Paper guidelines, while others have 
poor track records that have become part of the collective memory of investors.29 (These 
issues are examined further in Part 5.) 
 
What then is the nature of the link between liberalization and investment? Clearly the 
first link is opportunity. Does this mean that a more liberal country will attract more 
investment? The answer is clearly, no. For example, investors see China as a stable 
growth market despite being not very liberal, whereas the Philippines is regarded as being 
less stable and less of a growth market despite being very liberal. So other links are 
growth prospects and stability. Further issues and the views of investors are discussed in 
Part 5.  
 
What does the data show? The World Bank PPI database provides estimates of private 
investment, and shows, for example, that in 2001 China received US$5.9 billion as 
against US$5.5 billion for the Philippines, a more liberal regime and much smaller 
market. Malaysia, a higher income market but less liberal than the Philippines or 
Thailand where private investment reached US$3.7 billion, received US$2.6 billion. 
These figures do suggest that more liberal regimes do relatively better, but they do not 
show the whole moving picture. The ITU’s database shows total annual investment from 
1993-2001. The general trends seem to indicate that during the 1990s investment went by 
sentiment rather than by country, from ‘Asian economic miracle’ to ‘Asian economic 
crisis’. China is the obvious exception, where the sentiment is the country. Predictably, 
the trend shows the peak in 1997. Within the trend however there are sub-trends. 

                                                 
28 WiMax is a forthcoming broadband wireless technology able to cover distances of between 30-50km.  
29 Just how collective is that memory is debatable. Memories can be stored in databases for appropriate due 
diligence, if it is carried out, but the recent history of telecom investment in this regard is mixed. As a 
strategic investor in Thailand referring to the 1997 crisis pointed out ‘People learn lessons, not 
institutions… and people eventually move on and you have a new generation come in – so this could 
happen again.’ 
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Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand all benefitted from policies of opening 
their markets in different ways, whether through BTO or FDI. Laos and Mongolia 
benefitted from market opening with donor-assisted investments, but have had difficulties 
facing the consequences of 1997. Vietnam suffered a blip 1997-9, but otherwise 
investment opportunities were opened up in a very managed way that induced little 
fluctuation in either direction. Myanmar showed encouraging signs in the early 1990s, 
but has since managed few opportunities and predictably suffered after 1997. 
 
2.2.1:  Country Investment Profiles 
China has to be taken alone because the size of investment in the telecommunications 
sector dwarfs the rest of the region, ex-Japan. China has no significant problems 
attracting funds from domestic or foreign sources. China’s Ministry of Information 
Industries (MII) has steadfastly resisted pressure to open the sector to foreign direct 
investment beyond China’s WTO commitment to a phased-in 49 per cent cap for fixed 
and mobile cellular networks. In the 1990s around 40 per cent of funds were raised from 
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installation fees and a further 40-50 per cent from revenues and domestic funds. The 
abolition of installation fees on 1 July 200130 marked a turn towards public listings in 
New York and Hong Kong by China Mobile, China Unicom, China Telecom. Next in 
line is China Netcom.31  
 

                                                 
30 Announced jointly by the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Information Industries, this reduced 
earnings by $2.4 billion a year. In the 1990s China Unicom attracted foreign investment in an indirect way 
through a series of China-China-Foreign joint ventures. The State Council ruled these as illegal. The 
revenue sharing between the China-China and then the China-Foreign parts of the commercial chain 
involved installation fees that according to MPT regulations could only be used for network reinvestment 
and without these revenues the joint ventures were not commercially viable. 
31 Funds raised by each of these are used to purchase the network assets of their respective state-owned 
holding companies.  
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The Southeast Asian countries of Malaysia, Thailand, the Philippines and Indonesia form 
a consistent group. They were all beneficiaries of Asian economic growth of the 1990s, 
attracting capital investment through sector liberalization. Malaysia licensed several new 
entrants in the mobile cellular sector who were all well connected to government, and 
they in turn attracted foreign partners.32 Indonesia, the Philippines and Thailand all 
succeeded in circumventing constitutional restrictions on foreign ownership of public 
services. Indonesia and Thailand adopted BTO models to attract foreign investors as 
partners with well connected local players and opened the mobile cellular markets,33 
while the Philippines adopted a Service Area Scheme (SAS) that opened the country to 
new entry for local companies with foreign partners. (See case study.) They each suffered 
badly from the 1997 Asian economic crisis which started with the collapse of the Thai 
Baht, spread quickly to the Rupiah and Peso, but was staunched in Malaysia when the  
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country suspended convertibility.34 The recovery to 2001 was slow but steady, except for 
Indonesia where the bounce back was dramatic during the optimism of the immediate 
post-Suharto era. The financial crisis had undermined the KSO (joint operating schemes) 
triggering a policy rethink and a substantial restructuring of the telecommunications 
market which saw several foreign investors withdraw, but a major increase in interest 

                                                 
32 BT (UK) and MediaOne (US) partnered with Maxis, Telenor (Norway) and Swisscom (Switzeralnd) with 
Digi, Deustche Telekom (Germany) with Celcom.  
33 In Indonesia the KSO (joint operating schemes) involved Singapore Telecom, Cable & Wireless, France 
Telecom, AT&T, Telstra, NTT together with some fund investors, such as AIF. The cellular sector 
attracted investments from Singapore Telecom, Nynex/Verizon, Deustche Telekom and Korea Telecom. In 
Thailand Nynex/Verizon partnered with TelecomAsia, NTT West (Japan) with TT&T, Singapore Telecom 
with AIS, France Telecom with TA Orange, Telenor with DTAC, Hutchison with the Communications 
Authority of Thailand (CAT), Telekom Malaysia with Samart.  
34 Of the original partners only Telenor remains. Singapore Telecom and NTT were rebuffed by Prime 
Minister Mahathir in 2000 in their bids to invest in Time dot.Com and Telekom Malaysia (TM), the former 
on ‘security’ grounds, the latter because NTT required areas of management control TM was unwilling to 
concede. However, in March 2004, Temasek (Singapore) was allowed to buy 5 per cent of Telekom 
Malaysia under the new government of Prime Minister Abdullah Ahmad Badwadi.  
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from Singapore. During 2001 and 2002, Singtel Mobile bought 35 per cent of Indonesia’s 
largest mobile cellular, Telkomsel, paying over $1 billion. In 2002 STT won an auction 
to take a 41.9 per cent stake in Indosat.35 
 
For comparison, the World Bank PPI database provides the following details of private 
investment for the same set of countries. For Malaysia the private figures are less than the 
ITU total as should be expected, but for Thailand they are higher for 2001, higher for the 
Philippines in 1997 and 2001, and only lower for Indonesia in 1997 and 2001.36 
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The patterns of telecom investment in Laos and Mongolia are strikingly similar. Both 
countries relied heavily on donor aid for projects starting from the mid-1990s, especially 
on German government funding for the Rural Telecoms Project in the case of Laos, and 
in the case of Mongolia from 1994-98 the PTA (Posts & Telecoms Authority) invested 
US$58million, mostly ODA money from the ADB, with co-financing from Germany, 
Japan and Nordic agencies. Both countries opened their mobile cellular markets to 
foreign strategic investors, starting in Laos to Shinawatra (Thailand) in 1994 and later to 
Millicon (Sweden), and in Mongolia to KDDI and Sumitomo (Japan) in 1996, and to 
S.K.Telecom and Taihan Electric (Korea) in 1999.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
35 Telekom Malaysia was the final rival bidder. 
36 Presumably data collection and classification methods are at the root of the differences. 
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Vietnam has tightly controlled the entry of foreign, mainly private investment through its 
own version of the BTO, the Business Cooperation Contract (BCC). Vietnam 
experienced only a dip in investor interest after 1997 and slight recovery from 1999. This  
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can be explained by the fact the BCC contracts are long term and Vietnam remains a 
potentially large growth market for investors. 
 
Myanmar, with the exception of a great leap forward between 1994-1997, has remained 
static in terms of investment, and investment opportunity is more or less closed for the 
immediate future. General macro-economic growth would be necessary to attract private 
investment on a significant scale, and this looks unlikely given the country’s current 
political situation.  
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These patterns of investment include public and private, domestic and foreign. The data 
on exit by foreign investors (see Appendix 1.1) following the Asian economic crisis, the 
collapse of the dot.com bubble, and in the case of many European operators the debt 
incurred in bidding for 3G mobile licences, marks the end of an investment cycle 
investment in the region. Only China, always an exceptional case, managed to maintain a 
high and growing level of investment, its annual average for 1998-2001 was over 160 per 
cent higher than the annual average for 1993-2001. But the picture is not all gloom. 
Similar averages for the Philippines, Lao PDR, Malaysia and Thailand were 94 per cent, 
85 per cent, 84 per cent and 73 per cent respectively.37 Indonesia’s average fell to 62 per 
cent but with signs of a strong recovery in 2001, Mongolia’s to 24 per cent and 
Myanmar’s to just 7 per cent.  
 
The question in Part 5 is whether the end of the cycle also marks the end of an era. But 
from these figures it seems that open economic policies do show resilience.  
 
 

Box 2.1: Message 
Message 1: Governments can succeed with policies of liberalization and competition that 
open doors to investment, but they are not too successful at predicting longer term 
outcomes. The apparent demise of the ASEAN growth triangle projects occasioned by 
the rise of China is an example. 
 
Message 2: The whole region benefited from private investment attracted by the ‘Asian 
economic miracle’ during the 1990s, but countries following more open economic 
policies, especially towards FDI such as the Philippines, do seem to have attracted a 
higher proportion of private investment than less liberal countries, such as Malaysia. 

                                                 
37 The average for Vietnam is 99 percent, but the data is incomplete.  
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 Liberal policies were not sufficient to prevent the end of the investment cycle after 1997, 
and especially the pullout of foreign companies. But what the charts do reveal is that 
countries with open markets showed resilience, a point borne out by the survival of the 
majority of local Asian telecom companies. China’s relatively immunity from the cycle 38 
and its ability to attract IPO funds marks it out as an exception to the rule.  
 
2.3 Privatization 
Except in the Philippines where the PLDT (Philippine Long Distance Telephone 
Company) has been in private ownership since 1973, the fixed line incumbent is either 
fully or partially state-owned. Countries currently contemplating initial or further 
divestitures are Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam and Mongolia, where 
the state-owned PTA (Posts and Telecoms Administration) owns the network which is 
operated by Mongolian Telecoms, a state-owned joint venture with Korea Telecom. But 
in some cases these proposals are not new. Privatization was first proposed in Thailand in 
1992. See Table 1.2. Unlike many Latin American countries, most Asian countries, with 
the notable exception of the Philippines were not too heavily debt-burdened during the 
1990s, so privatization was a less urgent issue until 1997 when Indonesia in particular 
was forced to change course.  
 
While privatization as a policy issue is often ideological, in terms of investment it is a 
purely practical issue. During the 1990s China’s model and Singapore’s model of SOTE-
directed investment worked very successfully in terms of achieving network and 
subscriber growth. If the State can accumulate and direct sufficient resources to telecom 
there is no reason in principle why this should not be done efficiently and effectively. 
Resource allocation is always measured in terms of opportunity cost, and markets have a 
straightforward way of measuring that. Governments take a broader range of metrics into 
account, such as social capital, and so long as these ultimately feedback in terms of 
enhanced economic productivity, general levels of welfare should benefit. Both China 
and Singapore have moved away from this model to introduce competition, by opening 
markets to FDI in Singapore’s case and by promoting competition between SOTEs in 
China’s case, although China’s 49 per cent ceilings in FDI may be relaxed in years to 
come. An important issue therefore is how important is privatization relative to 
competition?  
 
 
 

Box 2.2 
Privatization, competition and their effects on Performance  

Shirley and Walsh39 for the World Bank review 52 studies of privatization, 32 of which found 
significant improvements in performance of private and privatized companies, 15 found no 
significant differences and 5 found superior performances in publicly-owned companies.  
 

                                                 
38 South Asia was also relatively unaffected by the East Asian crisis. See Ure (2004) ‘FDI in 
Telecommunication Services in Asia’ http://www.trp.hku.hk/papers/2004/fdi_asia_telecom.pdf  
39 Shirley, Mary and Patrick Walsh (2000) ‘Public versus Private Ownership: The Current State of Debate’ 
Development Research Group, World Bank. url: http://econ.worldbank.org/files/1175_wps2420.pdf  
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Boubakri and Cosset40 examine the post-issue stock price performance of 120 privatization issues 
in developing countries and find statistically significant abnormal returns over a period of three 
years after the IPO. One way to achieve abnormal returns is to grant a long period of exclusivity 
following privatization.  
 
Wallsten41 studied telephone privatization and finds that periods of exclusivity can double a 
firm’s sale price ‘but at the cost of substantially reducing investment: exclusivity periods are 
associated with up to 40 per cent reduction in growth in the number of telephone mainlines.’ 
(p.16)  
 
Xu42 for the World Bank uses country-level panel data from 1981-1998 43 and finds that 
privatization did result in a significant shedding of labour, output growth and network expansion 
and to both labour and total factor productivity improvements.44  However the effects of 
privatization and competition were complementary, accounting for around fifty per cent of the 
growth, with competition having the greater impact on labour and total factor productivity. The 
effects on employment of privatization and competition tend to cancel out each other, so ‘it is not 
surprising that telecommunications employment was stagnant over the past two decades even as 
output in this sector demonstrated robust growth.’ (p.25) 
 
Bortolotti et al.45 examine the records of 31 national telecommunications carriers from 14 
industrialized and 11 non-industrialized economies that have been fully or partially divested by 
IPOs between October 1981 and November 1998, and find that employment fell but not 
dramatically, from 67,000 to 63,000. They also find no significant effects of privatization on 
investment levels one way or the other but they do find some evidence to suggest ‘regulation may 
strongly affect the strategic investment decision of firms’ in a negative direction where ‘a more 
competitive environment may crowd out investment by the incumbents, as they will have to share 
some of the benefits from these investments with their competitors.’ (p.264)  They also see 
problems of attribution when they find sales of fixed lines and profitability generally increase 
following privatization. Prices tend to be restrained either by competitive entry or by regulation, 
especially in cases where an independent regulator has been established and introduces incentive 

                                                 
40 Boubakri, Narjess and Jean-Claud Cosset (2000) ‘The Aftermarket Performance of Privatization 
Offerings in Developing Countries’, Working Paper. Montreal: Ecole des HEC. 
url: http://www.crefa.ecn.ulaval.ca/cahier/0016.pdf  
41 Wallsten, Scott (1999) ‘An Empirical Analysis of Competition, Privatization, and Regulation in Africa 
and Latin America’ Working Paper, Stanford University and The World Bank. url: 
http://econ.worldbank.org/docs/553.pdf  
42 Xu, Lixin Colin (2002) ‘The Impact of Privatization and Competition in the Telecommunications Sector 
around the World’, World Bank, Washington, D.C. 
43 ‘Ideally the study of the effects of privatization and competition should be based on firm-level data. 
But such data are hard to come by . . . The telecommunications sector offers a convenient setting since 
the industry tends to be dominated by a very small number of players in any given country. As a result, 
the distinction between country-level and firm-level data in telecommunications industry is not as 
significant as in many other industries.’ Xu (2002) p. 5 
44 Total factor productivity picks up productivity gains that cannot be easily attributed to increases in the 
productivity of labour or capital usage alone. This residual productivity is attributed to the combined effects 
rather than to other factors. 
45 Bortolotti, Bernard and Juliet D’Souza, Marcella Fantini, William L. Megginson (2002) ‘Privatization 
and the sources of performance improvement in the global telecommunications industry’ 
Telecommunications Policy, v.26.n5/6, pp. 243-268 
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regulation, 46 so this implies profits rise because of sale volumes rather than price hikes. But they 
also find that ‘output per worker increases more after privatization for telecom employees in 
economically advanced countries than it does for telecom workers in less developed nations.’ 
(p.258) 
 
Boylaud and Nicoletti47 in their study of 24 OECD countries 1991-1997 conclude ‘no clear 
evidence could be found concerning the effects on performance of the ownership structure of the 
industry’ but the ‘prospect of competition (as proxied by the number of years remaining before 
liberalization) generally has a strong positive effect on the productivity and the quality of services 
and a strong negative effect on prices.’ (p.7) 48  
 
Summary: Some researchers predict that in a competitive environment there would be little to 
choose between publicly and privately-owned companies, others suggest that other things being 
equal privatization always improves performance, yet others stress complementarities between 
privatization and competition. There is no over-riding evidence to place any one of these 
statements beyond dispute, but on balance it does seem that competition can be potent with or 
without privatization. But how effective a SOTE can be in the long-term in a highly competitive 
environment is questionable, unless it radically changes its business model. 
 
 
The privatization of incumbents is usually highly attractive to investors, even in the case 
of China where the IPO takes place through an overseas financial vehicle, leaving 
operational control of the network assets and investment decisions entirely in the hands 
of the SOTE. Generally the advantages of economies of scale in the incumbent network 
have, in the past, proved compelling. Today this is less true as returns to fixed line 
operators are reduced to utility rates, whereas mobile cellular returns remain much 
higher. See Part 5 and Table 5.1 for a broader discussion.  
 

Box 2.3: Message 
Message: Privatization and competition are complementary. Either one on its own can 
bring benefits, but without competition privatization is likely to be less effective in 
achieving efficiency targets or innovation. The broader social objectives such as universal 
access do not necessarily benefit from telecoms remaining in state hands. On the other 
hand, there is no reason in principle why a SOTE cannot be run efficiently in a 
competitive environment, but conflicts of policy interests and regulation will arise. 
 
 
 

                                                 
46 Incentive regulation refers to the price-cap model whereby price rises are capped at the level of increase 
of the retail or consumer price index minus X, where the regulator determines X. Firms are therefore 
encouraged to lower their unit costs by more than X to boost profits. 
47 Boylaud, Olivier and Giuseppe Nicoletti (2000) ‘Regulation, Market Structure and Performance in 
Telecommunications’ Economics Department Working Papers No.237, OECD, Paris. url: 
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/13/26/1884238.pdf  
48 The standard method used in studies is to examine the three years pre-privatization and the three years 
post-privatization because panel data - that is data across countries - beyond three years is often not 
available, but realistically this is too short a timeframe in which to analyze factors such as economic growth 
and the effects of competition policy.  
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2.4 Regulatory Frameworks  
2.4.1 Institutional Weakness 
The key issues facing regulators are political will and institutional design. Without the 
political will to promote independent regulation not much can be achieved. Governments 
are coalitions of interests, some of the coalition partners being political insiders and some 
influential outsiders. This is true even of totalitarian and authoritarian governments, and 
finding the will to over-ride these partners by taking regulation out of the immediate 
sphere of influence-peddling and special-pleading is no easy task, even if WTO 
commitments have been undertaken. In reality the process is either one of working 
towards a culture of civil service independence and neutrality, an idea rejected as 
‘Western values’ in some Asian circles, or of ‘muddling through’. The latter is more 
common in the EAP region and more conducive to Asian companies who are familiar 
with the environment than non-Asian international and multinational companies.  
 
One of the important considerations therefore is the nature of Asian companies, their 
traditions of governance, especially where they are family-run, and the local concepts of 
contracts and commercial law. When incumbents IPO if they list on the NYSE they are 
immediately under pressure to adopt Western standards of accounting and disclosure,49 
but local Asian companies tend to list locally.50 Transparency runs against the advantages 
of close-knit Asian ways of doing business and the traditions of trust based upon family 
ties and personal acquaintance. For example, family-run businesses are tempted to cross-
finance parts of their businesses that face financial difficulties, a cause of dispute among 
one of the foreign investors (interviewed) in a local Thai mobile company. Regulators are 
particularly disadvantaged in such an environment, and regulatory approaches have to 
cope with this reality. 
 
However, if the political will is there, design is important. Design includes the legislation 
that empowers the regulator and that defines the scope as well as the nature of those 
powers, the contractual relationship between the relevant ministry and the regulator, the 
structure of the regulatory body (for example, a unitary body or a commission), and the 
funding of the regulatory body. Achieving any of these tasks is easier said that done 
because overseas models cannot be simply transplanted because legal systems and 
government structures differ so widely. For this reason, telecommunication laws are often 
short on detail, deferring issues to ministerial decrees that are issued from time to time. 
Indonesia’s Telecommunications Act of 1999 is an example. This has the advantage of 
starting the process and the disadvantage of subjecting the evolving regulatory 
framework to the whim of changing ministers, or the changing whim of ministers. It is 
better than nothing, but the process needs identification of aims and objectives. The 
challenge was clearly articulated recently by the chairman of Indonesia’s Board of 
Investment  
 

                                                 
49 This was used by the management of PLDT, a NYSE listed company, when fighting off a takeover bid in 
July 2002. A law suit was filed in a U.S. court to compel First Pacific to disclose the terms of its  
Memorandum of Agreement with the Gokongwei group. During 2003 PT Telkom was almost forced to de-
list from the NYSE because of difficulties with auditing its accounts. 
50 This is not true of Chinese companies who are able to raise foreign currencies by overseas listings. 
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Box 2.4 

Theo F. Toemion, Chairman, Indonesia Investment Coordinating Board 
‘Let me deal with several issues to modernize our telecom sector, to improve service 
quality and expansion of telecom network to the more remote areas of our vast 
archipelago. We have long recognized that our domestic resources would not be 
sufficient to modernize the sector. FDI holds the key to how quickly we can develop and 
keep up with fast changing global telecom evolution. We face the following key 
challenges to promote FDI in the sector. There are: 
 
• To improve government policies to raise sector competitiveness and efficiency, 

promote investment and timely implementation of new technologies to improve 
service capacity, quality and expand coverage; 

• The functioning of an independent regulatory body that can be reasonably 
autonomous and respond to industry effectively including its ability to set tariffs and 
remove the impediments to FDI, and 

• Accelerate investment including to the outer areas with inadequate access to telecom 
services.’ 

Seminar on FDI in Services and Competitiveness in Asia: UNCTAD and ASEAN March 2-4, Kyoto, Japan 
 
 
What are the types of problems that need to be overcome if regulation is to meet the 
challenges articulated in Box 2.4? 
 
2.4.2 Conflicts of Interest 
Conflict of interest is bound to arise whenever a regulator also serves as a director or 
advisor to any of the operating or service companies or vendors, or receives payment or 
other advantages from any of them.51 In Cambodia the head of the regulatory body in the 
Ministry in 2001 was in receipt of payments from Mobitel as an advisor. In Indonesia in 
2003 the Director General of Telecommunications appointed himself as head of the 
newly created BRTI while remaining a commissioner on the Board of Telkom, raising 
doubts about how the BRTI could guarantee impartiality in handling disputes. The 
ministerial decree establishing the BRTI following the 1999 Telecommunications Act 
was unclear as to the degree of autonomy the BRTI was to have. Vietnam in 2004 was hit 
by allegations of malpractice in the issuing of supply contracts, illustrating the dangers of 
corruption in non-accountable state-run systems. In Indonesia accusations of favoritism 
arose over VoIP licences issued to certain ISPs.  
 
2.4.3 Regulatory Independence 
The influence that industry can exert over the regulator stems from two sources. First, if 
the statutory powers given to the regulator confers insufficient authority. Second, if the 
regulator has inadequate resources (i) to obtain the information required to make 

                                                 
51 In developing countries with large budget deficits the ability to pay state officials and civil servants a 
decent living salary is a real problem leading to widespread acceptance of a cultural of unofficial payments 
leading up to forms of bribery and corruption.  
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judgements and decisions, and (ii) to execute, monitor and enforce decisions.52 In 
Mongolia, the Communications Regulation Commission (CRC) finds itself with 
insufficient statutory power to do more than merely provide guiding principles. For 
example, Mongolian Telecom (MTC) wants to change the fixed-mobile termination fee 
from 35:15 togrog in favour of mobile to 25: 25 Tg (originally the split was 45:5 Tg) but 
the CRC has no powers of determination. Calls between Railcom and MTC networks 
carry networks charges of 7 Tg (MTC) + 6 Tg (Railcom) in either direction. Railcom, the 
smaller of the two networks, would like to see them reduced to zero, but the CRC lacks 
powers to intervene one way or the other. According to interviews new entrants in the 
mid-1990s insisted the CRC, then a part-time commission, only be given powers to 
‘request’ tariff changes. The CRC also suffers from a lack of resources, for example its 
radio monitoring equipment was inherited from Soviet times and (interview) ‘is too old to 
do the job.’  
 
2.4.4 Regulatory Autonomy 
The concept of ‘independence’ always refers to independent of the industry, never 
independent of Government. In respect of Government, regulators should be quasi-
autonomous and therefore free from day-to-day interference by a minister, but ultimately 
policy decisions are taken at ministerial level or above. In some cases a higher level 
authority usurps the functions of the regulator. For example, the Prime Minister’s Office 
in Malaysia in the 1990s seems to have made key decisions regarding who would get 
cellular licences. Indonesia suffered similar problems in the 1990s. In China, it seems the 
new entrant China Netcom was originally authorized by the State Council, not by the 
MII. In other cases the regulator is just one part of a complex legal process to issue 
licences. In the Philippines a national carrier must first secure the passage of a bill 
through Congress to receive a franchise, a lengthy and expensive process, followed by a 
Provisional Authority issued by the regulator. A public hearing them follows, which can 
also be lengthy and expensive, before the NTC finally issues a Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity (CPCN). Even then the CPCN may be challenged through 
the courts. The issue here is not whether a system with so many checks and balances is 
well designed or not, but whether it fits the needs and institutional capacity of a 
developing country.  
 
The institutional arrangement that perhaps best signals the degree of autonomy of the 
regulator is the employment contract. In Mongolia the Chairman and CEO of CRC has a 
six year contract, although whether it would stand the test of a change of government is 
not certain. By contrast, in the Philippines the head of the NTC was dismissed at 24 hours 
notice in 2004, apparently due to a close relative contesting the presidential election.  
 
 
 

                                                 
52 Major operators make it their business to influence the character of telecommunications law and 
regulation by becoming closely involved in its drafting. In some developing countries it is the case that 
sections of draft laws are literally written by the people working for the operators. In one notorious case in 
the Philippines in the 1990s the wording of a court judgement was matched word-to-word with a draft from 
a private company. 
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2.4.5 Clarity versus Confusion and Uncertainty 
Delays, uncertainty and policy confusion contribute to slowing down reforms and 
attracting investment. In Thailand political disagreements about nominations to the 
proposed NTC has delayed its formation for nearly a decade. In 2002 the Ministry of 
Information and Communications was created and absorbed the well-respected PTD 
(Department of Posts and Telegraph Department) and has become the provisional de 
facto regulator. For the same reasons, BTO structural reform and the privatization plans 
for the TOT and CAT have been held up for years. In Lao PDR in 1996 the state-owned 
Enterprise of Telecommunications Lao (ETL) was merged with the joint venture Lao-
Shinawatra Telephone Company (LST) and given a five-year monopoly over fixed and 
mobile services. The Japanese government immediately ended donor aid on the grounds 
that assets purchased with Japanese taxpayers money was being gifted to the joint venture 
with Shinawatra. The monopoly was allowed to run its course, ending in 2002 without 
meeting its targets and the ETL was reformed clearing the way for renewal of donor aid.  
 
Confusion arose in Thailand when the Thai Telecommunications Act in 2001 was passed 
agreeing to set up the NTC, but also reducing the foreign ownership ceiling from 49 per 
cent to 25 per cent. The government under intense pressure from industry quickly 
reversed the decision, but this illustrates the extent of regulatory risk in Thailand that can 
only be completely dispelled by a genuinely independent regulator. Confusion also arose 
in 2002 in Indonesia when the ministry announced it would restrict VoIP licences to ISPs 
with 28 port E-1 access (2 Mbps) which in practice meant just five licences.53 The 
ministry backed down after an outcry from the industry. Policy twists and turns indicate 
either regulations that are not well thought through, which is a capacity issue, or the 
influence of special interests, which is a transparency issue.  
 
2.4.6 Regulating People 
The economic purpose of regulating operators and service providers is to ensure a 
competitive market, an efficient allocation of resources, and a Second Best solution in 
cases of market failure. There are issues that have both economic and non-economic 
consequences, such as spam emails that eat up network capacity, cause annoyance, often 
misrepresent, and increase the cost of doing business. There are other issues, such as 
controlling the use of the network for undesirable purposes. All the above have 
acceptable and unacceptable forms, and then there is regulation that regulates people to 
prevent their use of a mode of communications. For example, since 1999 Internet access 
is severely restricted in Myanmar, and it is illegal to possess or use a fax machine without 
a permit. The Greek military junta in the late 1960s used a similar prohibition. The 
consequence of such regulation is to inhibit the growth of communications and 
investment and, in consequence, welfare.  
 
2.4.7 Licensing 
The most important regulatory function is licensing as it controls opportunity for new 
investment. Consistency in licensing policy is the key issue for investors, more than 
interconnection insofar as the latter can always be achieved at a price. The EAP region 
abounds in examples of inconsistency in licencing policies and procedures. It was noted 
                                                 
53 Telkom, Indosat, Satelindo, Atlasat Solusindo and Gaharu Sejahtera. 
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above that an authority higher than regulators sometimes intervenes to issue or influence 
licence awarding process. The term ‘crony capitalism’ was common currency within the 
industry in Indonesia and Malaysia in the 1990s. This affected investors both in terms of 
opportunity, and in the cost of doing business and finding partners.54  
 
In some cases it has also led to a confusion of licence types and conditions. In Cambodia 
there is no consistency for mobile licences regarding different periods of expiry and 
revenue-sharing arrangements. In Thailand, BTO arrangements, including revenue-
sharing schemes, differ between operators. In Laos a monopoly for five years gave way 
to a duopoly in 2002. In Malaysia FDI restrictions on partners in licensed operators was 
lifted from 49 per cent to 61 per cent for five years. Each of these developments may or 
may not lead to a licensing structure with more uniform and consistent terms and 
conditions. A good example of where licensing procedures and categories have been well 
mapped out is in Malaysia, see Part 4.3.1. 
 

Box 2.5: Message 
Message: Consistency of regulatory policy, such as licensing, is the number one investor 
concern. Even without the necessary authority to be an effective regulator, a regulatory 
authority can have a positive influence on investment if the regulator becomes a clear 
advocate of policy and regulatory consistency and of due process where change is due to 
take place. Honest brokerage will at least attract the respect of investors and consumers.  
 
2.4.8 Tariffs 
Determining tariffs in utility industries has been a core function of regulators, but in the 
telecommunications industry it may be of declining importance. There are three aspects 
of tariffing that are important in telecoms. First, networks charges, which are dealt with 
under Interconnection below. Second, wholesale tariffs (network charges can be regarded 
as a sub-set) that are especially important in vertically integrated industries. In telecoms, 
for example, this applies to the tariffs ISPs have to pay the incumbent for circuits. Best 
regulatory practice is to require non-discrimination between affiliated and non-affiliated 
companies and, ideally, cost-based charges that do not impose profits squeeze on 
downstream competitors. In developing countries this is rarely the case. For example, in 
Mongolia, Mongolian Telecom is not at all constrained in favouring its affiliate, Micom.  
 
Third, retail tariffs, local, NLD (national long distance) and IDD. Traditionally the issue 
here has been rebalancing. Logically, if competition is introduced into the network but 
local tariffs remain below cost there in no incentive to invest in the local loop. 
Competition in IDD markets and NLD from new entry is lowering prices and competition 
from new technologies such as VoIP is lowering prices, and pressure from the FCC 
(Federal Communications Commission) in America to lower accounting rates is lowering 
prices. Fixed line networks have suffered falling profitability as a result, but tariff 
rebalancing is a politically charged issue. In February 2002 Indonesia raised local tariffs 
on average by nearly 17 per cent and by a further 33 per cent in December, but was 
forced to withdraw them following strong public protests about these and other utility 

                                                 
54 Positive investment sentiment during the 1990s seems to have over-ridden these concerns in most cases. 
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price hikes. Subsequently telecom tariffs were raised in three tranches of 15 per cent 
annually, but in 2004 the third rise was reduced to 9 per cent.55 In more affluent Malaysia 
local tariffs were raised by 33 per cent in 2002 without difficulty. 
 
 

Box 2.6: Mongolia 
The regulator in Mongolia, the CRC, only has powers make guidelines for tariff 
rebalancing. Mobile operators Mobicom and Skytel set their own prices and in 
consequence a 1 minute local call from a mobile handset is 88-110 Tg compared to 7 Tg 
from a fixed line phone. With calling party pays (CCP) it is not surprising that most calls 
are made from fixed line phones. For example, Skytel customers receive nearly four 
times as many incoming calls from MTC as they make to MTC, even when taking into 
consideration Skytel’s subscriber base is around 40 per cent of MTC’s. A common 
strategy among post-paid mobile users, despite being higher income (and make up only 
5-6 per cent of subscribers) who pay from US$15 – US$21 per month for their SIM card, 
after they have used up their 40 to 60 units of free airtime, is to receive calls only. The 
mobile operators benefit from termination fees between fixed and mobile networks split 
35:15 togrog per minute in either direction. Mongolian Telecom Corporation (MTC) is 
arguing for 25: 25 Tg, but the CRC cannot impose a determination. 
 
Local fixed call tariffs have been adjusted upwards from 2 to 5 Tg since the early 1990s, 
and the plans of MTC, agreed to by the CRC are to finally rebalance to 18 Tg, the 
estimated real cost. Even then the imbalance between the services will remain substantial, 
although Mongolia has plans to licence a third mobile operator and the resulting 
competition could bring about its own tariff rebalancing. 
 
 
The logic of rebalancing remains for as long as tariffs are below cost, or unless a cheaper 
substitute replaces the demand for a fixed line connection.56 The cheaper alternative 
could be mobile cellular. In the Philippines SMS is widely used for communications as it 
is cheaper than voice and often more convenient. Pre-paid is not so cheap per call but the 
total cost of ownership is cheaper than fixed, and everywhere across Asia the demand for 
mobile cellular outstrips the demand for fixed except in Myanmar where there is no or 
little competition in the sector and until recently Vietnam. 
 
IDD and NLD tariffs will continue falling whatever happens to local tariffs so the one is 
not a necessary or sufficient condition for the other.57 See Vietnam’s decision to reduce 
IDD and NLD in the name of trade and investment policy, Part 4.1.3. 
                                                 
55 The regulator, the BRTI gave as the reasons that the economy was improving so revenues were 
increasing, that Telkom had lost its monopoly with the entry of IndoSat, and that competition with cellular 
was encouraging new operational efficiencies. Only the last reason tackles the issue of cost-recovery prices. 
56 In Malaysia in 2002 cellular operators Digi and Maxis stopped building further fixed line networks and 
pulled out of an Equal Access arrangement to allow subscribers to Telekom to choose them for NLD on the 
grounds that fixed line tariffs were too low. 
57 There is little conclusive evidence regarding how price elastic is the demand for IDD and NLD traffic. 
For convenience it is often assumed IDD to have a price elasticity of –1.5, but it is by no means certain. 
Income elasticity may be the more important factor, hence the focus on trade and investment issues. 
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Box 2.7: Message 

Message: While the logic of tariff rebalancing will not disappear, it may become less of 
an issue as mobile cellular substitution for fixed lines spreads and other factors force 
down IDD and NLD prices. Fixed line operators will be forced to seek other ways to turn 
loss-making local networks profitable. 
 
2.4.9 Interconnection 
After licensing, interconnection is the most important, certainly the most contentious 
issue. Network economics requires interconnection other than for closed user groups 
(where regulation prohibits two-ended breakout into the public switched 
telecommunications network for fear of unauthorized by-pass.) Interconnection consists 
of (i) international-international (traditionally the accounting rate regime); (ii) 
international-domestic (if separate networks, usually a local access charge or leased 
circuit charge); and (iii) national core networks, including fixed-mobile. A fourth type of 
interconnection that is sometimes mandated but remains contentious is local loop 
unbundling in which incumbents give up control of local access circuits to second 
networks who, in reaching new customers, prefer to lease network connections than to 
build them.58 Most interconnection issues refer to core network interconnection. 
 
The problem for developing countries is threefold. First, incumbents very genuinely do 
not know the true costs of providing network services because they were never 
previously required to know them. British Telecommunications faced exactly this issue in 
the 1980s, so applying cost-based principles to network charges is not so easy. However, 
the process of competition forces incumbents to learn about their costs over time. Second, 
regulators have less knowledge of costs than the companies they regulate. Imposing 
heavy-duty cost accounting requirements on incumbents is a regulatory cost that is 
difficult to justify when resources are scarce. Policies that incentivize incumbents to 
reduce costs such as incentive pricing, or to reveal costs through bidding mechanisms, 
can be more efficient. Third, imposing an interconnection regime is just the first step. 
Forcing an incumbent to ‘act in good faith’ is very far from easy.  
 
In the early years of liberalization the usual practice is to allow commercially agreed rates 
to be established, often on a revenue sharing basis, although sometimes the incumbent 
charges the retail price. This was the case in Malaysia when the first two mobile cellular 
operators, Celcom and Mobikom, struck agreements with Telekom Malaysia. With no 
national backbone of its own, Celcom had no alternative than to seek an agreement with 
Telekom. Under the original agreement in 1995 Celcom paid Telekom the full PSTN rate 
for calls delivered to Telekom, but received only 13 cents plus 5 cents per minute for 
calls terminated by Celcom. As a subsidiary of Telekom, Mobikom received the same 
payment as Celcom for incoming calls but was only required to pay 13 cents to Telekom 
for outgoing calls. The following year another agreement was reached for long distance 
traffic. The originating network would keep 35 per cent of the call charge, the terminating 
network 30 per cent and the network providing the backhaul 35 per cent. Hence long 

                                                 
58 In Hong Kong over 10 per cent of local loops are unbundled. 
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distance calls from Telekom resulted in Telekom retaining 70 per cent of the call charge. 
(For fixed-mobile interconnect in Mongolia see Box 2.6) From 1996 Malaysia launched a 
reform of interconnection under the General Framework for Interconnection and Access 
(GFIA) which introduced the principle of cost-based interconnect.59 The Philippines 
similarly follows the conventional path of requiring cost-oriented network charges based 
upon long run average incremental costs, or LRAIC. 
 
Vietnam’s military-affiliated second operator Vietel is reported to have faced difficulties 
of another kind when negotiating interconnect arrangements with local entities of the 
national carrier VPNT. Vietel ended up receiving just one leased circuit to carry 
interconnecting traffic rather than the three or four requested, and failed to gain 
intervention from the regulator, the DGPT. In Cambodia recent disputes between mobile 
networks and MPTC have been over who should be responsible for bad debts incurred on 
international calls. In Thailand, Orange (France Telecom) gave (by interview) the reason 
for withdrawal from TA Orange, Thailand’s third network, as being the interconnection 
charges demanded by TOT. DTAC and TA Orange, both CAT concessions, have to pay 
Baht200 a month per mobile subscriber to TOT, while AIS, a TOT concession, pays a 
lower interconnection charge. If Orange really did pull out from Thailand for this reason 
it was because the operating situation had become commercially marginal, but it 
illustrates the importance of network charges to investors’ business models.  
 
However, experience suggests that interconnection arrangements, once established, tend 
to settle down (a point raised by Millicom), especially as networks grow and come to 
benefit from each other more. The latest round of interconnection issues is less concerned 
with voice and more with so-called ‘data’ or VAS, such as SMS-interconnection and 
MMS-interconnection. This takes the industry into a much more competitive pricing 
realm (see Philippine case study) as networks often charge differently for on-net and off-
net traffic.  
 

Box 2.8: Message 
Message: The general rule seems to be that interconnection is more of a problem between 
networks of very different sizes (there is less incentive for larger network to comply with 
interconnect requests) and where some networks have developed more advanced services 
than others. In oligopoly markets these problems should diminish in significance.  
 
2.4.10 Spectrum Management 
The only requirement of ITU membership is a commitment to prevent radio interference 
with neighbouring Member States, however all countries have a self-interest in following 
the recommendations of the ITU’s WRC (World Radio Conference) for regional 
allocations of radio spectrum. Assignment is the commercially sensitive issue, the 
process of allowing different people to use the spectrum. The main distinction is between 
licensed and unlicensed spectrum. See Part 4.4 for further details. Mobile cellular 
telecommunications usually occupies 800 – 900 MHz and 1,800 – 1,900 MHz 
                                                 
59 For example, in 2003 the MCMC ruled the mobile-to-fixed charge be reduced from 8.5 cents to 4.5 cents 
per minute (peak) and 3 cents (off-peak) and the fixed-to-mobile charge would fall from 13 cents to 11.26 
cents per minute (peak) and 6 cents (off-peak) until 2005. 
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frequencies, depending on the technology. Lower frequencies and longer wavelengths, 
such as 450 MHz are good for low density, long distance coverage, such as rural areas. 
Very high microwave frequencies are good for backbone networks carrying high volumes 
of aggregated traffic over long distances using relays.  
 
The issues involved are (i) methods of assigning spectrum that is scarce relative to 
demand; (ii) agreement on licence fees that recover no more than the costs of 
administration; (iii) monitoring for illegal usage, dangerously high radiation levels and 
radio interference; and (iv) a structure of spectrum pricing or usage fees that will bring 
revenue to the regulator without over-burdening the industry. Assignment, which the 
WTO Reference Paper requires to be conducted in a transparent manner according to the 
principle of ‘national treatment’, includes methods of assignment, such as administrative 
methods and auctions, and methods of re-assignment, such as spectrum trading rights and 
resale. The purpose of the latter is to introduce market mechanisms to increase the 
efficiency of spectrum usage, but this also raises issues of spectrum hoarding, squatting 
and speculation. These are topics that have been debated in North America and Europe 
for a long time, but with varying degrees of success. For example, the outcome of the 3G 
auctions impacted directly on EAP region when several European companies, including 
BT, France Telecom and Deutsche Telekom were forced to withdraw for reasons of debt 
servicing. (Interviews.) 
 
In practice the contentious issue tends to be whether the regulator should limit the 
number of licences even when spectrum allocation exceeds assignments. Existing 
investors are usually adamant that three is the golden rule for the optimum number of 
mobile cellular licences in most markets,60 but are less inclined to allow market forces 
prove it one way or another. New investors naturally take a very different view. Most 
regulators in developing countries in EAP do seem to take the cautious view, although 
during the 1990s in some countries it had more to do with political connections. Those 
days may be over, at least for the time being, as economic and financial realities make 
themselves felt. In Malaysia, for example, the Government in 2002 orchestrated a 
reduction of mobile operators down from five to three. In Philippines the market seems to 
have chosen three, but in Thailand five operators compete, and in Hong Kong six run 
eleven networks. In China, fixed wireless with limited mobility has allowed China 
Telecom to compete head-on with cellular operators China Mobile and China Unicom 
after the MII rejected objections from China Mobile.  
 
The main concern for regulators is the ability to keep abreast of fast moving wireless 
technologies and to fashion regulatory regimes that are sufficiently flexible to 
accommodate the changes. These may go beyond assignments to include changing 
market structures, mergers and acquisitions, and fixed-mobile convergence. In most cases 
there is insufficient preparation for such changes ahead. Interestingly the two regulators 
who responded to the questionnaire (Malaysia and Philippines) agreed that creating a 
clear competition policy through M&A regulation was a ‘Very Important’ requirement.  
 
                                                 
60 The alternative formulation was breakeven requires a 20 per cent market share, implying up to five 
evenly-matched competitors. 
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Box 2.9: Message 
Message: Regulators should review spectrum management policies to (a) bring 
consistency into the market to attract and encourage investment in emerging 
technologies, some of which could offer cheap alternatives to provide universal access, 
and (b) back up policies with merger and acquisition and competition laws in anticipation 
of industry consolidation and convergence between fixed and wireless. 
 
2.5 Political Economy Issues 
2.5.1 Labour, Capital and Politics 
By the late 1980s in most countries staff employed by incumbents were part of the 
traditional ‘aristocracy of labour’ in terms of skill sets, terms and conditions of 
employment and wages.61 Their skills were mostly associated with analogue equipment 
until the 1990s, and the transition to digital electronic systems created a pool of 
technologically redundant workers. But as Ghaleb62 points out, actual over-staffing as 
opposed to redundancy is more a feature of clerical and administrative departments, 
especially where SOTEs are cash rich and can provide what might be described as 
‘patronage employment’ where people get jobs because of social or political connections. 
In private telecom companies employers are looking to recruit young graduates with 
computer knowledge to maintain and upgrade the software components of modern 
telecom systems. In SOTEs the pressure from labour unions is to retrain older staff, 
maintain traditional staffing levels to avoid layoffs and safeguard salaries, pensions and 
fringe benefits. This is feasible only in the absence of competition or by subsidies.  
 
Both Wellenius 63 and Kikeri 64 have pointed out that if overstaffing and redundancy 
issues are a serious concern they are better handled prior to privatization by consultation 
with labour unions to reduce fears and welfare losses. The use of severance pay, 
redeployment to other Government jobs, and transferable state pensions are all possible 
ingredients to negotiated solutions. Wellenius cites the case of Ghana Telecom where 14 
per cent of the workforce took voluntary retirement and the union accepted assurances 
there would be no forced redundancies following privatization.65 Stock options and share 
issues and other options. See also Box 2.10. 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
61 There is no systematic literature on the effects of privatization on wages of privatization, even from 
sources such as the UN’s ILO. Most of the evidence is anecdotal, fragmented such as known collective 
bargaining agreements, or case studies. 
62 J.Ghaleb (2001) The Lebanese Telecom Sector and the impact of Privatization on the Labor Market, ERF 
Working Paper, 0107. For a detailed study of the effects of digital technology upon employment see J. Ure 
(1993) ‘New technology and Hong Kong telephone Workers’ New Technology, Work and Employment, 
v.8.2. 
63 B. Wellenius (1997) ‘Telecommunications Reforms – How to Succeed’ in Public Policy for the Private 
Sector, No.130, The World Bank 
64 S.Kikeri (1997) ‘What Happens to Workers when Governments Divest?’ Technical Paper 36, The World 
Bank. 
65 Telekom Malaysia has a stake in Ghana Telecom. 
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Box 2.10 
Thailand, Privatization and the Labour Unions 

In Thailand the TOT has enjoyed revenue-sharing arrangements with BTO concessions 
and exclusive rights to provide services to Government departments while its the 
influential labour union has been prominent in defending these exclusivities. These 
protected and lucrative sources of revenue are now coming to an end. The BTO 
concessions are to be replaced with one-off payments in consideration of the assets 
involved, and recent Supreme Court rulings have allowed competing operators to service 
Government departments and state-owned facilities such as Bangkok’s subway system. 
On the plus side for TOT the Government confirmed its right to offer IDD services in 
direct competition with the CAT, stating that no law prevented this, only the minutes of a 
meeting between the CAT and TOT held in 1982. The CAT labour union has protested 
this as an unfriendly act. In its turn the CAT has entered the CDMA cellular market and 
is launching a domestic broadband network for fast Internet, a move to be matched by 
TOT, while the existing cellular operators are competing in both domestic and 
international markets. In effect, the CAT, TOT and BTOs are now openly competing with 
each other.  
 
As broad-based competition emerges in Thailand, and prices fall - especially for NLD 
and IDD tariffs which fallen 20-70 per cent - and despite a provisional agreement 
between CAT and TOT to split charges 50:50, with no agreed interconnection 
arrangements between the TOT and the BTOs to replace revenue-sharing, the future of 
TOT and CAT remain in doubt. The idea of privatizing both was originally floated in 
1992 and always opposed by the respective labour unions. In 2003 the Government of 
Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra, the founder of cellular operator AIS and whose 
family retains a controlling interest in AIS, proposed the merger of CAT and TOT. One 
of the stumbling blocks was labour compensation, and a scheme was thrashed out 
whereby staff would receive blocks of shares at a pre-offer price in the merged entity 
under an employee stock option programme (ESOP). However in 2004 after a change in 
leadership the TOT union has again come out in opposition to the merger and 
privatization scheme, throwing the proposal into doubt. The Government has responded 
by threatening to withdraw the ESOP offer.  
 
 
Ultimately market growth is the surest way to assure job opportunities, including in new 
sectors such as mobile (see Kelly and Minges 66) which is why Kikeri stresses the 
importance of eliminating post-privatization obstacles to private job creation. Often wage 
rates are higher in these new sectors, reflecting higher productivity. In 2004 the CAT 
Telecom in Thailand offered to restructure pay scales ahead of any IPO as a way to 
maintain morale among its staff. A report in the Bangkok Post, 5 April 2004 states that 
CAT Telecom salaries were ‘34.59 per cent lower than at private telecom firms.’ The 
productivity gaps are particularly noticeable when comparing fixed and mobile operators 
in the same country, as Table 2.2 illustrates. 
 
                                                 
66 T. Kelly and M.Minges (1995) ‘Telecommunications, Liberalization, and Employment’, Speeches and 
Discussion Papers, ITU 
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Table 2.2 
Mainlines (Fixed) or Subscribers (Mobile) per Employee, 2002 

Company Lines and Subscribers Per Employee 
PLDT (Philippines – Fixed) 257 
Smart (Philippines – Mobile) 1,280 
PT Telkom (Indonesia – Fixed) 223 
Telkomsel (Indonesia – Mobile) 2,370 
Telekom Malaysia (Malaysia – Fixed) 222 
Maxis (Malaysia – Mobile) 1,230 
Source: ITU and company annual reports 
 
 
Labour unions almost invariably oppose privatization and encroachment of private capital 
into the telecom industry,67 but usually negotiate agreements when the decisions are 
finally made at the political level. As stakeholders they claim their share of the IPO 
proceeds. The real problem of political economy is that because of skill mismatch the 
operational staff who lose their jobs are not on the whole the staff who get employed by 
new entrants, so compensation mechanisms are required. In many EAP developing 
countries attempts to square the circle involve a series of policy compromises that include 
outsourcing non-core operations, such as ducting and outside engineering and 
maintenance work, to sub-contractors who would employ telecom staff; the use of BT 
and BTO arrangements as in Indonesia, where Telekom’s KSO partners would employ 
Telekom staff; and special pension provisions added to the overheads of incumbents 
following partial privatization, as in the case of Malaysia where staff of Telekom 
Malaysia in the 1980s were on civil service terms and conditions. 
 
Traditionally telecom incumbents provided a large scale of employment that required 
specialist labour working collectively with skills that were generally non-transferable. 
Strong labour unions grew naturally. New entrants employ on a smaller scale, requiring 
somewhat less technical specialization and more transferable IT skills. Workers have 
greater opportunity to move between companies and sectors, so unionization tends to be 
less and comparable wages, along with productivity, tend to be higher. But in countries 
where incumbents remain dominant, labour unions retain an important influence. For 
instance, in Malaysia, the National Union of Telekom Malaysia Employees (NUTE) and 
the Sabah Union of Telekom Malaysia Employees (SUTE) still bargain wages and 
conditions collectively with Telekom, and signed a new three-year package in June 2004. 
In February 2004 in the Philippines the 6,000 strong labour union, MKP (Manggagawa 
ng Komunikasyon sa Philipinas, or Communication Workers of the Philippines) 
concluded a three year collective bargain with the PLDT. Despite having cut over 4,000 
jobs since the mid-1990s, the PLDT management was looking to cut a further 1,300. The 

                                                 
67 In Indonesia, unions representing workers in PT Mitra Global Telekomunikasi Indonesia (MGTI) and PT 
Telkom led strikes and demonstrations in 2003 against the sale of MGTI to PT Alberta Communications, 
owned by a Singaporean-registered finance house, Saratoga Finance. The sale allowed the exit of Telstra, 
NTT and IndoSat from the KSO. The unions wanted MGTI to be merged back into PT Telkom. In 2004 the 
PT Telkom union marched to the Supreme Court protesting ‘the company’s sale to foreign investors.’ (Inter 
Press Service, 18 February 2004).  
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new agreement compromises on the salary increase and restricts the annual bonus to one 
month’s pay in return for a company commitment to reduce staff through voluntary early 
retirement rather than layoffs.  
 
 

Box 2.11: Message 
Message: It is important to recognize the stakeholder rights of labour when opening 
markets to competition. Competition brings economic benefits to the community as well 
as financial benefits to investors, but markets do not necessary produce compensatory 
mechanisms of their own accord where mismatches of skills and human capital are 
concerned. Removing or lessening the fear of welfare loss is a central consideration of 
political economy in paving the way for utility sector reform. 
 
2.5.2 Employment 
The degree to which job losses in the incumbent follow privatization and/or competition 
obviously depends on the starting conditions. The greatest adjustment problems have 
usually arisen in ‘transition’ economies the especially in the ex-Soviet bloc countries, but 
countries like China and Vietnam are also in transition. In the case of China total telecom 
employment remained fairly steadily at around 50,000 for most of the 1990s as staff 
reductions on the fixed line side were fully compensated by an increased demand for staff 
on the mobile side. In Vietnam the transition was generally more painful for the economy 
as a whole. 1.5 million jobs were lost from state enterprises between 1988 and 1992, 
equivalent to 20 per cent of the urban workforce, and between 1985 and 1991 the wages 
of civil servants and state enterprise employees fell by 60 per cent.68 Vietnam in 1992 
adopted a new Constitution enshrining the principle of economic innovation or ‘doi moi, 
and with substantial aid from the World Bank and the ADB began a major opening of the 
country to foreign investment and an encouragement to greater domestic competitiveness. 
One of the beneficiaries was the telecom sector, which grew rapidly, by the late 1990s 
(1997-2002) at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 24 per cent. 69 The impact on 
telecom employment for the decade as a whole was neutral, an early increase as the 
sector expanded, followed by a reduction after 1994 as the sector increased its efficiency.   
 
Mongolia is another case of an economy that succeeded in making the transition to a 
market economy with substantial international donor support. Mongolia’s small telecom 
market was growing at a respectable CAGR of 8 per cent by the late 1990s, not yet fast 
enough to offset employment losses due efficiency gains on the fixed side. Lao PDR is a 
further example of an economy in transition, aided by donor support, and by the late 
1990s enjoyed a telecom CAGR of over 20 per cent, sufficient to raise total employment 
in the sector. War-torn Cambodia’s transition to a market economy was another case of 
substantial donor assistance, but with no telecom sector to speak of employment could 
only go in one direction for most of the period with a CAGR of 12 per cent by the late 
1990s.  
 
                                                 
68 B.Martin (undated) The Social and Employment Consequences of Privatization in Transition Economies: 
Evidence and Guidelines: ILO - http://www.ilo.org/public/english/employment/ent/papers/ippred4.htm  
69 All figures from the ITU (2003) World Telecommunication Development Report. 
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Of the non-transition economies, Indonesia, Myanmar and the Philippines were all 
achieving over 9 per cent CAGR by the late 1990s, but Thailand fell to 6 per cent CAGR 
and Malaysia, after suspending currency convertibility, to just 2 per cent CAGR.  
These background figures lend some interpretation to the employment data in the 
following charts which are derived from the ITU’s database, and as such they certainly 
under-estimate total employment in the industry. But they are sufficient to show the 
trends, even if they do not offer explanations.70 The charts suggest more than one story. 
For Malaysia, Mongolia, the Philippines and Vietnam they show workforce reductions 
starting from 1992-94, but not before 1998 in the case of Thailand. This suggests a more 
open and competitive operating environment beginning in the early 1990s was at work, 
but the BTO model in Thailand failed to put the TOT and CAT under pressure to increase 
efficiency. Indonesia adopted the BTO model and the results also show no significant 
changes in employment levels throughout the period. Sector growth from a very low base 
would seem to explain the employment increases in Cambodia, Lao PDR until 1998, and 
Myanmar. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
70 Sometimes the ITU figures reflect only the incumbent, for example the Philippines for 2001, and they do 
not break down the data into incumbent and non-incumbent or into fixed and mobile sectors, so there is no 
reflect ion of changing market structure. They do not show changes in the composition of the workforce, so 
do not reflect changes in technology. They do not take into account jobs that have been outsourced, for 
example outdoor network construction to contract companies, and therefore under-estimate sector 
employment. 
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2.5.3 Technology, Regulation and Markets 
High rates of growth in telecom during the 1990s were not confined to countries with 
liberal economic policies. In the command economies of China and Vietnam policy 
priorities focused on telecom, but in parallel tracks both China and Vietnam made 
substantial moves towards more market-oriented policies. Why? Telecom was becoming 
a trade and investment issue, central to an economy’s national competitiveness, but this 
does not explain why a central command economy is not sufficient. The answer lies the 
virtuous loop that began to emerge strongly during the 1980s in telecom. 
 

Diagram 2.2 

Technology
Innovation allowed to 
influence regulation -
by-pass, licensing, etc. Markets

Opportunities enabled by 
regulation, encouraged 
technological innovationRegulation

Prepared to 
abandon PTT 
model - more 
open markets

Critical Success Factors Form a Virtuous Loop

 
 
 

The old loop was the PTA model, monopoly rent subsidizing a slow but steady network 
expansion, underpinned by protective regulation and stable technological advance, and 
driven by a business model that relied heavily upon narrow lines of business and 
especially upon revenues from international and domestic long distance traffic. The loop 
breaker was wireless technology, originally in the USA where it led up to the incursion of 
new entrants (eventually MCI and Sprint) into AT&T’s domain and ultimately to the 
divestiture of AT&T itself in 1986. Technology was therefore allowed to influence policy 
and regulation, helped in many cases by intense lobbying by would-be new entrants and 
by user groups who stood to benefit.71 Once regulation had been relaxed the market did 
the rest. Market elasticity responded to competitive pricing. But probably more important 
in the early period of liberalization people responded to an improved supply situation as 

                                                 
71 From the late 1980s the Hong Kong Telecommunication Users Group (HKTUG) played a prominent and 
influential role in bringing to an end the monopoly of HongKong Telecom. 
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waiting lists for telephones began to fall - in some cases after an initial rise as people 
began believing for the first time it was worth their while to add their names to the list. 
Better service quality and an increasing range of service innovations further excited the 
market. The market sent these signals to new entrants and mobile cellular equipment 
vendors, and the new virtuous loop was created. Once the momentum of expectations 
was aroused among users and new entrants the politics of shutting the door was no longer 
sustainable, and the only question became how wide and when to open it.  
 
In this regard telecom may differ from other utilities in two ways. First, the role of 
technology may be very different. The following diagram illustrates the potent effects of 
technological change on the cost structure, on investment, on regulation and on the 
market for telecom services. It is difficult to think of such all-embracing effects of 
technological change on other utilities. 
 

Diagram 2.3 

Markets
• Mobile cellular (including pre-paid electronic transfers)
• Internet Protocol-enabled networks (including broadband)
• Wireless access (WLL, WiFi, WiMax, etc)

Costs
• Switching costs down
• Transmission costs down
• CPE (Handsets, PBX, etc)

Policy & Regulation
• Deregulation of CPE and VAS
• Competitive and convergence 
licensing 
• Cost-based pricing

Technology Effects

Investment
• Greater network technology and service options
• Lower cost barriers to entry
• Firm-specific and first-mover advantages versus commodity markets

 
 
 
 

Second, with the help of technology and a permissive regulatory environment, the market 
produced multiple revenue streams for telecom beyond the traditional ones. On the 
supply side, economies of scope, brought about by the technological revolution of digital 
electronics, pushed telecom operators to provide a growing range of products and 
services. This allowed policy makers to shift away from the old PTA model without fear 
for the economics of the industry, knowing that private investors were keen to enter. The 
following diagram illustrates the regulatory effects on costs and prices, investment, 
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technology and markets. Again, it is difficult to think of examples from other utility 
regimes where regulation has such wide-ranging influence or outcomes. 

 
 

Diagram 2.4 

Markets
• Mobile cellular users overtake fixed users (unforeseen at first)
• Diffusion of ICT usage (traffic)
• Convergence (networks such as cable TV-telephony and fixed-wireless)

Costs
• Cost-based interconnect
• Tariff rebalancing
• Competitive pricing

Technology
• Type approval procedures
• Spectrum management
• Deregulation of procurement

Policy and Regulatory Effects

Investment
• Opportunity through licensing
• Policies encourage market growth
• Free to choose technologies and market segments

 
 
 

The economics of the telecom industry is driven increasingly by markets, in particular the 
use of technology-enabled arbitrage to by-pass the official tariff structures of the old PTA 
model. In the 1990s the fax machine was often ‘illegally’ attached to the telephone line to 
by-pass separate facsimile circuits. Simple manual callback was turned into a cheap 
automated commercial service by the early 1990s. By the turn of the century VoIP had 
become so widespread that even incumbent carriers were using it and cannibalizing their 
premium IDD services into the bargain. Competition for customers forced carriers to 
experiment with flat rate charging for Internet access, and has forced mobile operators to 
offer bundled free voice calls and value-added services. Competition for customers is 
now forcing carriers to bundle fixed and wireless services in China, in India, in Thailand 
and will probably be a major driver of convergence within the industry as new business 
models replace old ones. The following diagram captures some of these effects. 
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Diagram 2.5 

Policy and Regulation
• Pro-consumer, pro-competitive policies
• Telecom seen as a trade and investment issue
• Universal access and ICT promotion-specific policies

Costs
• By-pass and arbitrage of 
traditional tariff structures
• Flat-rate, Ramsey and 
other pricing models
• Elasticity and investment

Technology
• New technology tested and 
diffusion accelerated
• IP-based and e-technologies
• Technology convergence

Market Effects

Investment
• High returns on investment 
• Exit strategies if market is buoyant
• Eases access to finance

 
 
 
The last diagram summarizes the combined effects of technology, regulation and 
markets. What this diagram is saying is that the models that countries start with, usually  
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Diagram 2.6 

Access
• Faster growth of the private sector increases attraction of commercially 
incremental service areas (eg, pre-paid mobile cellular services; WLL)
• Releases and adds to public sector resources for devoting to access
• Public policy can focus on ICT diffusion

Costs
• Incrementally efficient
• Transparent or revealed 
through incentive mechanisms
• Wholesale/retail competition 
regulation watchdog required

Revenues
• Revenue models uncertain
• Commodity level prices will 
drive convergence to gain traffic
• Product and service 
substitution is likely to grow

Combined Effects

Investment
• Incumbent fixed line carriers either (a) as low-cost competitive oligopolies 
rather than inefficient monopolies, or (b) broadband innovators
• Mobile cellular operators likely to consolidate, maybe convergence with 
fixed, with higher returns for scale and scope (eg. 3G applications) 
• Investors looking for regional/global synergies and require ownership

 
 
 

the PTA model, will become subject to these effects over time. The extent and speed to 
which they do will depend less upon how they allow technology, regulatory and market 
factors to interact and more upon how they try to obstruct them from doing so. These 
trends are built into the logic of the way the loop works and cannot be prevented as such, 
although the specifics of their interaction can be influenced. For example, if regulation 
fails to allow local loop fixed line tariff rebalancing then the substitution effect of mobile 
replacing fixed will accelerate, but if regulation prohibits the use of VoIP it will be driven 
underground, but its effects will still make themselves felt. It is difficult to think of other 
utilities where these conditions hold to such an extent. 
 
The results of these combined effects on prices are to drive them down towards cost, 
subject to regulation over the vertically integrated parts of the industry. As the marginal 
cost of making telephone calls is close to zero this resurrects the traditional problem of 
utility economics, how to cover fixed cost? The answer in the telecom industry seems to 
be they will be covered by revenue streams from other services, while the need to 
minimize average fixed costs will drive the industry towards consolidation of networks. 
The effects on investment on the infrastructure side tend towards network convergence, 
for example fixed and wireless, and consolidation resulting in competitive oligopolies. 
The effects on revenues are really all about changing business models to meet uncertain 
futures. This links back to the emergence of revenue streams on the service side of the 
business, which are very different from those that sustained the PTA model. On the 
infrastructure side it strongly suggests consolidation to achieve economies of scope. 
Finally, with regard to universal access, the effects are positive. Growth of the private 
sector and falling costs will push back the margins of under-served areas, while freeing 
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public resources to focus on the non-served areas. These developments will in turn 
sustain access to ICTs in these areas. 
 
2.6 Conclusion 
The traditional focus of thinking about telecom reform has been on institutional reforms, 
from privatization to setting up of independent regulatory authorities, supported by 
arguments about ‘best practice’ and the need for capacity building. These often fail to gel 
with the political realities and available resources of developing countries. The argument 
presented above suggests an alternative focus, not to downplay the importance of 
institutional reforms and capacity building, but as a way to engage more practically with 
local Governments and civil societies to foster a policy and regulatory process. That 
process is one of rendering policy and regulation more flexible to accommodate fast 
changing technologies and allowing markets greater freedom to explore and experiment 
with service alternatives and new business models. The proposition underlying this 
approach is that there is every reason to believe that telecom markets, especially markets 
using innovative technologies such as wireless broadband, are income and possibly price 
elastic,72 and will trigger a virtuous loop that can offer the incumbent telecom utility a 
range of new revenue streams. Incumbents with ubiquitous networks and strong cashflow 
are particularly well positioned to take advantage of the new economies of scope, but 
often the incentive to move away from traditional business models requires the spur of 
new entry and competition. Governments need to be able to unhitch themselves from the 
business models of utilities where they are fast becoming outmoded and look towards 
taxation from commercial revenues as the main source of finance. Regulators similarly 
need to unlock their commitment to the business models of incumbents and allow greater 
freedom for the interplay of technological innovation, regulatory flexibility and market 
forces. 
 
There will be resistance to such flexibility. It will be seen as threatening Government 
revenues, seen as undermining cross-subsidies for the universal service obligation and 
threatening the employment of staff in state-owned enterprises. These are genuine 
concerns that have to be addressed but there are ways to address them. There are many 
cases that demonstrate the opportunities to do so, and some of these are cited in this Note. 
The important policy point is that it is not necessary that Government and regulators 
make wholesale changes and implement institutional transformations in order to promote 
a virtuous loop of market-led changes. All that is required are steps to introduce sufficient 
flexibility and experimentation in policy and regulation to unleash the potential of a 
market-led loop. Once the process has begun it can achieve a momentum of its own to 
which policy and regulation can respond accordingly. 

                                                 
72 Price elasticity is problematic. For example, even if international traffic does surge in response to falling 
IDD tariffs, which is far from certain, the beneficiary may not be the incumbent. 
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Part 3: Technical Characteristics of Telecom and Investment  
 

3.1 Review of Questions 
1.  What are the major characteristics of technological developments in the industry and 
how have innovation and changing costs structures affected private participation and 
investments in the sector? 
 

(a) Technologies create the opportunities to explore markets, regulation clears the 
path, but it is people’s demand to communicate, to seek information, to make use 
of applications content that drives markets and investments. In this sense, 
customer-driven investment is more a characteristic of telecommunications than 
project finance where the sponsor is a public body. Where telecommunications 
and other utilities perhaps have more in common is when the investment involves 
a BOT. They have been a common feature of the fixed line side of the industry. 

 
(b) On the input or network side, telecommunication equipment prices have been 

falling continuously, driven by Moore’s ‘Law’ that forecasts the cost of electronic 
components reduce by 50 per cent every 18 months. These cost reductions have 
only partially reduced the barrier to entry, as economies of scale and scope remain 
strongly influential on the industry’s overall structure.  

 
(c) The fixed line side of the industry is still dominated by incumbents, most of them 

fully or partially state-owned, exercising either monopoly or strong oligopoly 
control over network facilities. This is not a technology driven or economically 
determined outcome of market forces, rather a policy outcome, even if network 
economics tend towards producing oligopoly. By contrast new technologies, such 
as IP-based Next Generation Networks, offer the chance for new entrants to 
pioneer innovation in network services and pricing and, if successful, become 
well-established companies creating both value and jobs. 

 
(d) The mobile cellular side of the industry is quite open and highly competitive. The 

sector was treated as a value-added service and was therefore relatively free to 
expand on its own volition. Network costs have dropped steadily as a result of 
falling equipment prices. Mobile cellular services were originally regarded as a 
luxury at a time when handset prices were high. As prices fell, driven down by 
competition, cellphones first substituted for pagers, then for fixed line phones, 
especially where they were unavailable. Rates of return on investment in mobile 
cellular networks frequently ranged between 35 – 50 per cent and sometimes 
much higher. Technological innovation created the industry, but relaxation of 
policy made this possible.  

 
(e) As technology brought down costs, and competition brought down prices, the 

demand for cellular telephony proved elastic and the resulting economies of scale 
completed a virtuous loop, a compelling attraction for private sector investment. 
The graph in Appendix 1.4 indicates sustained investor interest in this sector 
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throughout the 1990s. Even after 1997 investors remained interested in the sector, 
more so than in the fixed line side of the industry.  

 
(f) Appendix 3.1, Figures 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 compare the fall in real prices between 

1994 and 2001, measured in US$, of monthly post-paid subscription rates for 
mobile and for fixed lines assuming an average of 800 call minutes a month.73 
The data converts from US$ to local currencies for 1994 and 2001 at the then 
current exchange rates using the ITU database for prices, and uses the local 
country deflators from the ABD’s website to estimate real price changes between 
those years. Generally prices for fixed lines fell between 20 – 90 per cent, and 
mobile prices between 20-70 per cent in real terms. The two exceptions were the 
Philippines, where fixed line prices are index-linked to the exchange rate, and 
Cambodia where rather surprisingly mobile prices have risen by over 15 per cent 
in real terms for reasons that remain unclear at this stage. Figure 3.1.3 show 
changes in annual fixed line costs as a percentage of per capita GNP, 1995-2001, 
and again only the Philippines shows a slight rise. Cambodia, especially Lao PDR 
and Vietnam show the greatest reductions. Given the very different sets of local 
starting points and rebalancing initiatives, comparisons between countries is not 
very helpful. The trend however is clear that prices, following underlying costs, 
have generally tumbled. 

 
(g) The factors involved in cost-price reductions are complex, as expressed in the 

technology-regulation-market virtuous loop outlined in some detail in Part 2. 
 

(h) On the output or retail side, new technologies, such as Voice over IP (VoIP) have 
significantly undermined the traditional pricing structures of fixed line 
telecommunications. (This is dealt with in detail in Part 4).  

 
2. What role has technology played in lowering the barriers to entry in terms of 

competition, costs and ease of deployment? 
 

(a) Technology has lowered the absolute level of entry barriers, but economies of 
scale and scope and the externalities of network economics remain as hurdles. For 
example, fixed-line switching costs have fallen by over 50 per cent over the past 
decade, and China’s new equipment manufacturers are likely to cut these costs by 
a further 75 per cent over the next few years. (See Part 5). 

 
(b) Central office exchange technologies are physically far simpler to deploy as they 

mostly come in electronic modules and fitted frames, but installing, conditioning 
and upgrading local loops remains labour intensive and time consuming. This is 
less true of wireless transmission technologies. However, the industry is now 
basically software-driven in terms of services, and that transforms a modern 
telecommunications network into a huge IT project that runs into all the problems 
IT projects usually encounter. For example, one miscreant line of coding can 

                                                 
73 800 minutes a month has been used by the ITU and the World Bank (see draft report on Indonesia, 
‘Telecom’, 2004) for country comparisons.  
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down an entire wide-area system. One reason why Asian new entrants in 
developing countries welcomed foreign strategic investors was for their expertise 
in network deployment and system management.  

 
(c) Maintaining overseas staff in the EAP was expensive for strategic investors, and 

they preferred migrating all but the highly strategic job functions to local staff as 
and when they were fully trained. So foreign investment involves knowledge and 
skills transfer.  

 
3. Is technology the major explanation for the way investments have focused on 

particular sectors, such as mobile cellular networks?  
 

(a) The outstanding feature of the growth in mobile cellular telephony is that, as with 
the Internet, few people realized its full potential early on, and incumbent fixed 
line operators were often slow to respond and did not resist the opening of the 
market. The technology was decisive in another manner, by driving down costs in 
what has proved to be an elastic market. Regulation was important wherever it 
defined mobile cellular as a value-added service, which was shorthand for 
declaring it an open and competitive area. (See Part 2). 

 
(b) Investments focused on (i) where the opportunity lay, meaning where entry was 

permitted, and (ii) where the risk-adjusted returns were greatest. In the mobile 
cellular sector returns were very high, usually in the range 30-50 per cent. 
Another important segment was the servicing of international and multinational 
customers, part of the globalization process. Technologies were again important 
enablers, especially satellites and submarine cabling, but crucial was the ability to 
offer regional and global managed data networks. The key economic question is 
why invest overseas and not simply partner with an overseas carrier? In 
retrospective the importance of having many overseas ‘points of presence’ was 
over-valued, not least because global networks can be managed from virtually 
anywhere in the world and as the cost of international capacity collapses this 
becomes a sensible option. In interviews international carriers also complained 
that most EAP countries do not permit them to build their own backhaul facilities 
from the international gateways to service their customers in the city central 
business districts. This forces them into high-priced leasing arrangements with the 
local carrier, so lifting this restriction would see more investment in this area.74 

 
4. What other factors have affected trends in these sectors? 
 

(a) Government policies have been the most important determinant of investment 
because telecom entities were mostly state-owned in 1990 and in the fixed line 
side of the industry many still are partially state-owned. Policy-making was most 
forward-looking when it involved national plans and targets, but matching the 
means to the ends has often proved difficult. Not least among the difficulties have 

                                                 
74 This has been the topic of dispute between US carriers and Singapore Telecom during 2003. The 
Singapore regulator, the IDA, has ruled that SingTel must reduce its private leased circuit prices.  
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been the following factors: (i) cronyism, (ii) intense inter-ministerial rivalries, (iii) 
lack of financial resources, (iv) lack of human resources, (v) lack of influential 
sponsors or champions who could carry different agencies of government with 
them. A reluctance to open the fixed line markets to competition, and to lift 
restrictions on FDI, has clearly limited the industry’s access to external funding 
during a decade when anticipated returns on capital were very attractive, 
especially in the business, domestic long distance and international segments.  

 
(b) China’s experience is something of an exception for the decade. Aided by 

preferential taxation treatment of the industry (the industry was able to retain 90 
per cent of its earnings during the early 1990s) and administered with a high 
degree of central direction of funds into priority network areas, the networks 
expanded with little need to borrow. Until the late 1990s outside funds constituted 
less than 10 per cent of capital investment. The wealthiest regions, such as 
Guangdong Province just to the north of Hong Kong, often took the initiative to 
introduce new technologies, for example GSM mobile networks, which were an 
overnight success. This strengthened PTAs like Guangdong, but through the 
internal management process of the MPT (Ministry of Posts & Telecoms) part of 
Guangdong’s surplus was redistributed to poorer regions in Central and Western 
China. State capital rather than private capital delivered effective network 
expansion, but access to external funds was an issue for non-MPT Chinese 
enterprises trying to enter the market, such as China Unicom and China Netcom.   

 
(c) Where markets are open, alternative networks can provide competitive services to 

different segments of the market. Examples are digital cable TV networks serving 
local communities, networks built by utility companies like the railways 
providing circuits for the wholesale market, and private companies leasing 
satellite transponder capacity to connect Vsats (Very Small Aperture Terminals) 
to link customer premises, for example branches of banks. Mongolia provides 
good examples of the latter two. Of the former, most cable TV networks in 
developing countries are not yet digital, and in some cases are owned by families 
who also own the local telephone company (Bangkok is an example) and who are 
not about to cannibalize their own business. From this two conclusions can be 
drawn. Even if the technologies are there, (i) regulation has to permit their use, 
and (ii) the structure of sector ownership is important. 

 
(d) There are often non-regulatory barriers to entry, such as high costs and difficult 

pre-conditions for applying for the requisite licences and permits. This can 
become an intensely political and legalistic process, as in the Philippines, and a 
costly one in terms of cash deposits as in Taiwan, while bureaucracy can delay 
issues forever. Where Customs and Excise are involved in delaying the import of 
essential network equipment, the cost of doing business is often increased through 
bribery, major problem in Indonesia during President Suharto’s rule. These 
factors may not stop investment, although they do so from time to time, but they 
certainly affect it. In this regard, bilateral and multilateral trade agreements, such 
as the BTA between the USA and Vietnam, the APEC Mutual Recognition 
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Agreement (MRA) that simplifies type approval arrangements, and the WTO’s 
Basic Agreement on Telecommunication, can help reduce non-tariff and non-
regulatory barriers. 

 
5. Have technological developments put Government’s under pressure to open markets 

to competition? 
 

(a) The answer is yes. Disruptive technologies in particular, and especially Internet 
Protocol. This is explained in detail below. These technologies undermine 
traditional revenue streams and the business models based upon them. Therefore 
it becomes very important for policy makers and regulators to avoid becoming 
locked-in to a failing model with declining sources of revenue that may deter 
entry and investment in new technologies and services based upon them. 

 
(b) At the macro level ICTs stand at the centre of most Government’s national plans 

and visions for the future of their countries. ICTs are inextricably linked to the 
concept of development in all its forms. This places an imperative on achieving a 
highly modernized telecommunications infrastructure to provide access to ICTs 
and to addressing the important issue of universal access to tackle the digital 
divide. The nature of transformation of electronic technology is such that it 
usually makes better sense to leapfrog from an ancient or no technology into an 
advanced digital technology. For example, providing universal access to the Web 
is of little use if the available network speeds and terminal equipment are 
incapable of downloading media-rich content, or prevent online transactions. 
These considerations lead to the conclusion that (i) ICT infrastructure requires the 
widest possible source of funding; and (ii) the best way to achieve this is to 
promote the development of ICT sectors to the point where they see it as a 
commercial challenge to widen their markets into marginal areas of the country. 
This approach harmonizes with an incentives approach to funding universal 
access, and with the recent emphasis on development as the real answer to 
poverty. 
 

3.2 Technical Characteristics of Telecommunication Networks 
By consensus the term ‘utility’ is applied to industrial sectors providing services regarded 
as essential to the quality of human life in modern societies that can be supplied at 
reasonable cost only through the exploitation of economies of scale. This gives rise to 
significant barriers to entry. This section looks at the technical characteristics before 
discussing the cost characteristics of networks, then goes on to discuss their influence on 
investment. (See Appendix 3.2 for network diagrams). 
 
3.2.1 Production (Switching) and Distribution (Transmission) 
The easiest way to compare telecommunications with utilities is to define the production 
side as the switching or routing function and the distribution side as the transmission of 
traffic function.  
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Switching – from the moment switches became electronic, software-defined intelligence 
was introduced into the network as a way to (a) manage traffic routing and carry out 
diagnostic monitoring of the network, (b) calibrate subscriber data including billing, and 
(c) generate new layers of applications and value-added services over the network. The  
Asymmetric Transfer Mode (ATM) switch became the digital workhorse of the 1990s, 
combining functions that could handle circuit switched voice calls, packet switched frame 
relay and other data protocols, and Internet Protocol packet switching for Internet traffic. 
By 2000 vendors were promoting less expensive Next Generation Networks (NGN). 
These exploit the possibilities of converting all kinds of traffic into packets of data using 
IP, and routers to replace conventional switches. Currently there are very few examples 
of NGNs in EAP. In China, China Netcom and in Hong Kong, Hong Kong Broadband 
Network (HKBN) offer limited NGN services, and in Mongolia, Magicnet since 2003 has 
been offering corporate users end-to-end Internet Telephony. The issue facing 
incumbents became whether to accelerate the depreciation of perfectly serviceable ATM 
investments or even amortize them entirely. Some companies chose the radical route, 
such as AT&T in the USA in the late 1990s, but after the collapse of the dot.com bubble 
the urgency receded and in the EAP region incumbents have so far avoided having to 
face such problems.   
 

Box 3.1: Message 
Message: Next Generation Networks that significantly reduce the cost of routing did not 
come to maturity during the period to 2000. The main cost driver was the falling cost of 
the electronic components in orthodox digital switching systems and competition 
between the vendors. The latter was the result of telecommunications liberalization in 
two ways. National carriers were freed from the obligations of buying from local 
vendors, and new entrants created new demand.  
 
Message: On the mobile switching side, cellular technologies in general and mobile 
switching centres (MSCs) in particular were significantly cheaper than fixed line 
switches. Falling equipment costs and falling handset prices were a major stimulant to 
investment because they opened up new markets among communities who either could 
not access a fixed network or could not afford to. 
 
Transmission – on the transmission side, digital tone dialing has replaced electronic 
pulse dialing, optical fibres and category 5 cable wiring offer megabyte and gigabyte 
speeds, routing algorithms allow least-cost routing and more secure routing, and so on. 
The transmission network logically separates into three parts.  
 

(i) Local Loop – the most expensive part is the local network serving end 
users directly. Costs involved in landline construction include equipment 
costs, road trenching and pylon costs, the costs of network planning and 
research of building and zoning plans, and often high regulatory costs to 
meet planning permissions, road-opening and closure cycles, and so on. 
The further the distance from the telephone exchange the local loop has to 
extend the higher the cost. Local loop costs are the most significant 
barriers to entry in the industry and for this reason regulators may require 
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the incumbent to open their local network to their competitors, to 
‘unbundle the local loop.’75 The local loop connects to the Main 
Distribution Frame in the telephone exchange and exchanges usually 
connect to each other using optical fibre cables, using a tandem exchange 
in larger systems. Modern network architecture builds the local loop as a 
series of neighborhood small fibre rings connected to a large fibre ring 
connecting several exchanges. (See Appendix 3.2)  

 
(ii) National Long Distance (Trunk) Network – the backbone network 

consists of the optical fibre cables connecting the tandem exchanges in the 
local loop and the cross-country fibre cables connecting local loops in 
different cities and towns. Depending on the tariffs, new entrants have an 
incentive to by-pass these long distance backbone networks if they can. 
Interconnection disputes arise around the point of interconnection (PoI) 
which can determine whether the price includes or excludes the long-
distance backhaul. Another source of dispute arises when international 
carriers find themselves billing their overseas multinational customers up 
to 40 per cent or more because they lack the right to build their own 
backhaul facilities from the international gateways, or because there is no 
choice but to lease them from the incumbent. 

 
(iii) International Gateway Facility (IGF) and Indefeasible Rights of 

Usage (IRU) in submarine cables – the gateway connects the backhaul 
from the domestic backbone network or local loop to the cable landing 
station. International carriers buy IRUs in submarine cable systems, which 
give a right of ownership and usage of capacity in the cable. Ownership is 
notional for half the distance of the cable to the destination carrier. 
Termination fees between corresponding international carriers have 
traditionally been decided through bilaterally agreed accounting rates 
(price per minute of traffic) and a settlement rate (usually but not 
necessarily fifty per cent of the accounting rate).76 Liberalization opened 
up many possibilities to by-pass or arbitrage the accounting rate system, 
and now regulation in the most advanced markets such as Australia and 
Hong Kong, the UK and the USA, permit international simple resale (ISR) 
which permits a licensee to resell capacity and International Private 
Leased Circuits (IPLCs) at competitive rates. A general glut of submarine 
cable capacity in recent years has knocked the bottom out of the market.  

  
 

Box 3.2: Messages 
Message: The costs of building a local loop are a significant but not decisive barrier to 
entry. Where licences are issued local entry does happen (see Appendix 1.2) and the 
challenge for regulators is in deciding the balance and mix between facilities-based 
                                                 
75 Unbundling is probably the single most fiercely contested regulatory issue, followed by the terms and 
conditions of the interconnection of core networks. 
76 In the case of Hong Kong and China for many years it was 20:80. 
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competition and services-based competition. By unbundling the local loop (allowing 
second networks to lease local loop circuits) new entrants can achieve a customer base 
and a cashflow to finance their own network build out. The issue is then for how long 
should unbundling be available, if at all? However, without local tariff rebalancing there 
is little incentive for a new entrant to invest in a local loop.  
  
 
Customer Premises Equipment – the only part of the traditional public switched 
telecommunications network (PSTN) that has not undergone radical technological and 
architectural change in recent years is customer premises equipment (CPE). Telephone 
sets look more colourful than they once did, and if they are digital they use tone rather 
than pulse dialing, but they have not progressed very far. The important economic change 
is that today they can be purchased by the customer from a supermarket and no longer 
represent an expense to the telephone company, whereas a mobile cellular operator is 
often forced to subsidize handset sales to win customers. However radical change is 
likely to occur, especially when Internet Protocol Telephone (IP Telephony) handsets 
become standard and inexpensive. Whereas Voice over IP (VoIP) merely converts an 
analogue or digital signal into IP at the exchange level and converts it back to analogue or 
digital signal before termination, IP Telephony is end-to-end IP in the same way as a 
computer running an IPT programme allows ‘free’ international calling.  
 
 
 

Box 3.3: Message 
Message: As the least transformed part of the network CPE becomes a bottleneck and 
therefore a most attractive target for innovation and investment  Handsets are coming that 
can display video screens, receive SMS (short message service) and MMS (media 
message service) and operate Internet Telephony without requiring protocol conversion at 
the network level. A large subscriber base of consumers equipped with devices that can 
send and receive large amounts of data will create renewed investor appetite for 
investment in network facilities that can provide services consumers are willing to pay 
for. Currently the industry and investors are uncertainty as to how long these 
developments will take which will be largely market-driven because they ultimately 
depend upon consumer demand rather than infrastructure investment. Governments in 
countries like Korea and Singapore have been highly proactive in building out broadband 
to the customer base, and in Korea the use of broadband does seem to be high. But there 
is no evidence that usage rates in Singapore are any higher, or as high, as in Hong Kong 
where the approach is more laissez-faire.  
 
 
3.3 Network Economics and Economies of Scale 
In the case of telecommunications the distribution side also involves network economies. 
These arise from the fact that the service is two-way communications and the maximum 
number of potential two-way connections (N) is the square of the number of connections, 
such that N = n (n-1) = n2 - n. In other words, the value to a subscriber of joining a 
network increases according to the number of subscribers already connected to it, and by 
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joining a network a subscriber also increases its value to all existing subscribers. For this 
reason interconnection is absolutely essential if markets are to be opened to competition 
and new entrants.  
 
The two-way or duplex mode of consumption in telecommunications contrasts with the 
one-way pattern of consumption of other utilities such as water, gas and electricity, roads 
and rail, but consumers of those services also clearly benefit from being on an 
interconnecting grid. The difference is that their consumption does not directly increase 
the value of the grid.77 Another way of looking at this is to see consumption of two-way 
telecommunications services as adding a value of its own, that is to say, incoming calls 
are as valuable to the customer as outgoing calls. Seen from this angle, consumption in 
the form of access (monthly rental subscription) is derived demand from usage.78  This 
has implications for competitive entry because as usage increases so does the value of the 
network, so much that without interconnection fixed line telecommunications distribution 
would tend towards a natural monopoly.79  
 
This argument can be easily taken too far unless it is also recognized that not everyone 
calls everyone else, and that there are personal and business ‘communities of interest’ 
(people who have reasons for calling other people) that circumscribe the scope of calling. 
This limits the ‘natural’ scale any single network needs to achieve, so networks can be 
confined to one region of a country, as long as there is interconnection to provide national 
and international connectivity. On the other hand, the movement of people and businesses 
within and between countries, and especially the rise of the Internet, are changing the 
geography of the communities of interest (they are becoming more national, regional and 
international) as well as expanding them. For example, the community of interest of 
young people playing multi-player online games over broadband networks is global and 
largely anonymous. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
77 The addition of a consumer of electricity or water on the one hand may exacerbate supply deficiencies, 
on the other hand may allow greater economies of scale to be realized. 
78 The demand for access can be derived from the demand for potential usage, such as in the case of 
emergencies. Family members living away from home may, for example, pay for access for an elderly 
relative. The demand for usage suggests that there is a value to those receiving a call as well as to those 
making it. This is the theoretical basis for the advocating of sharing costs between receiving and calling 
parties.  
79 In the monopoly model the cost of the universal service obligation requires cross-subsidy, and this 
creates incentives for closed-user groups, standalone networks serving niche markets, etc., to break from 
the public switch telecommunications network (PSTN). However these developments require at least one 
gateway interconnection with the PSTN. Two or more gateways would allow for by-pass of the PSTN 
setting up an incentive to route PSTN traffic onto the second network at one end and to deliver it at the 
other end at little or no extra cost. For a theoretical discussion, see Eli Noam et al. (1994) 
Telecommunications in the Pacific Basin: An Evolutionary Approach, OUP. Noam (1994) elaborates the 
implications for USO reform in ‘Beyond Liberalization lll: Reforming Universal Service’ 
Telecommunications Policy, v.18.9, pp. 687-704.   
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Box 3.4: Message 
Message: Telecommunications is unique among utilities in being by its nature duplex. 
This characteristic requires carriers to interconnection ubiquitously and to co-operate, but 
also involves them in intense competition for traffic and subscribers. This is facilitated 
wherever number portability is introduced. It is particularly true when distance is 
irrelevant to cost, so for some services consumers can subscribe to services from 
networks anywhere in the globe. Other utilities are more likely to ring-fence their markets 
or to collude in dividing markets in cartel arrangements. These are much less manageable 
in the world of telecommunications. 
 
 

3.3.1 Wireless Networks and Economies of Scale 
The same principles apply to wireless mobile cellular networks, but with one practical 
difference. Whereas fixed line networks can interconnect to achieve nationwide coverage, 
mobile cellular networks are under pressure to build as widely as possible.80 Customers 
by definition are mobile and they expect wide areas of network coverage. For example 
people in towns expect their cellphone to work when they visit their family and friends in 
the countryside which could be hundreds of miles distant. Network coverage is part and 
parcel of competitive advantage among mobile cellular operators, and in low-income 
markets of developing economies most people use pre-paid SIM cards which cannot be 
used for roaming.81 
 
Although new technologies lower entry barriers, economies of scale on the demand side 
give large wireless networks competitive advantages, and in terms of minimum 
subscriber numbers these can exceed those of fixed line networks. In Thailand, for 
example, TelecomAsia reckons breakeven point for their mobile unit TA Orange is 
around 3.5 million subscribers each paying an average of 450 baht per month. This 
compares with their fixed line network, which is only in Bangkok, where breakeven was 
achieved at 2 million subscribers each paying an average of 560 baht per month.  
 
 

                                                 
80 A few companies try to achieve the scale of continental or even global presence, for example Vodafone, 
T-Mobile, Telefonica, Hutchsion “3”, and NTT’s DoCoMo.  
81 Domestic roaming is confined to post-paid monthly subscribers, and in geographically large economies, 
such as China, roaming is possible, even between networks using incompatible technologies, GSM (China 
Mobile, China Unicom) and CDMA (China Unicom) but generally networks enjoying national coverage 
are at a marketing advantage. Interconnection between mobile networks is initially achieved indirectly 
when they separately reach interconnection agreements with the fixed line carriers, but the benefits of 
direct interconnection soon impose themselves, not least because this avoids interconnection fees to the 
PSTN. Calls between cellphones and fixed line phones often involve termination fees, and the structure of 
these usually reflects the evolution of the two types of networks. For example, in Europe where cellular 
networks were built in the 1980s, mobile cellular operators were accused by the European Commission of 
gouging on termination charges for calls coming from the PSTN. Across Asia there is little direct 
regulation of such termination charges, and again, unlike Europe, there is no supra-national regulation of 
international roaming mobile charges which can be as high as US$2 a minute. In Hong Kong roaming 
traffic is especially high volume, accounting for around 30 per cent of revenues. 
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3.2.2 New Technologies, Economies of Scale and Regulation 
New technologies are changing the fundamental economics of the sector. Economies of 
scale and of scope are changing, and they are also creating new communities of interest 
that in turn create commercial opportunities for new entrants to serve. Examples would 
include global emailing, instant messaging, SMS on the consumer side, and business 
emailing and file transfers, video conferencing, virtual private networks and managed 
data networks on the business side. For instance, Internet service providers (ISPs) and 
content service providers in China do very well serving the markets for gaming and 
‘infotainment’ services, although these service providers (SPs) usually lease network 
facilities from the carriers, adding their own servers, databases and web-hosting facilities.  
 
Typically the most successful of the ISPs in many competitive markets also tend to be 
those affiliated to telecommunication carriers 82 which suggests vertically integrated 
ownership of facilities and services provides inherent advantages. These will include 
strong cashflow positions arising from the provision of basic services, strong branding, 
ubiquitous presence, technical engineering and marketing support, and network 
information such as the availability of bandwidth, traffic patterns, market information, 
and so forth.  
 
 

Box 3.5: Messages 
Message 1: While falling costs have reduced absolute barriers to entry, and it is 
noticeable from the tables in the appendix how many new entrants are local rather than 
international investors, 83 the economies of scale and scope remain powerful determinants 
of how many operators the market can support. At this stage of development, markets in 
developing countries seem to profitably support one or two national fixed line operators 
and around three mobile operators. The large growth economies of China and India may 
support more. Investors interviewed for this Note (see Part 5) reflect this point of view. 
 
Message 2: Incumbent carriers tend to retail IP-based services, such as Internet access, 
broadband access and VoIP through affiliated VAS companies, notably ISPs, usually for 
regulatory reasons, possibly for tax reasons, eventually for investment reasons because 
they can IPO. Due to lax regulation, incumbent carriers often get away with wholesale 
price discrimination in favour of their affiliates, and with high wholesale prices that cause 
their competitors profit squeeze. This works well for investors in the incumbent’s group 
of companies and not for others, and results in low levels of investment interest in 
potential new entrants. 
 
 

                                                 
82 For example, Telkomnet, affiliated to PT Telkom, has 40 per cent of the market in Indonesia while the 
PLDT’s Infocom is the market leader in the Philippines. In Malaysia, TM Net of Telekom Malaysia has the 
lion’s share, and so does PCCW-HKT’s Netvigator in Hong Kong. Laotel has three-quarters of the market 
in Laos, and Mongolian Telecom’s subsidiary Micom, seems to have all the advantages in that market. 
83 This is partly explained by restrictions on foreign ownership, but it also indicates that entry is financially 
not very difficult for local Asian enterprise. 
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Vertical Integration: Approaches in EAP 
Vertical integration and the benefit it bestows upon incumbent operators is an issue for 
policy makers and regulators wherever telecommunication markets are liberalized. The 
model the USA gave to the world was the divestiture of AT&T in the mid-1980s that 
created the regional Bell operating companies (RBOCs) leaving AT&T with the domestic 
long distance and international markets. The model has had only limited success, as the 
consolidation of the industry down to four operators from seven RBOCs plus GTE and 
Quest suggests.84 The independent CLECs (Competitive Local Exchange Carriers) across 
America have less than 10 per cent of the market. In the EAP region, most countries went 
most of the 1990s with infrastructure monopolies in domestic and international markets. 
 
(1) Structural Separation 
Structural separation in the EAP region has less been common and not so radical. Japan 
structurally split NTT into NTT East, NTT West and NTT Communications (domestic 
long distance and international) but NTT remained the holding company. China has twice 
structurally divided China Telecom, first by separating off China Mobile and more 
recently by creating two national carriers, China Telecom inheriting network assets in 
China’s 21 southern provinces and China Netcom inheriting those of the 10 northern 
provinces. China’s third fixed line and second mobile cellular carrier, China Unicom was 
created out of a separate ministry in the early 1990s.85  
 
(2) Facilities vs Services Competition 
A related regulatory approach to structural separation is where regulation distinguishes 
between facilities-based and services-based operators. For many years South Korea, 
Japan and Taiwan used these distinctions that boiled down to Type One licences for 
facility operators offering basic telephone services, and Type Two licences for service 
operators offering value-added services over the facilities of Type One licence holders. 
The distinction between “basic’ and ‘value added’ services was always more of a 
regulatory invention to delineate the boundary between non-competitive and competitive 
services than a real technical distinction.86 A more modern distinction is based upon the 
notion of convergence of information and communications technologies (ICTs) or 
telecommunications, computers and media (TCMs). For example, the 1998 
Communications and Multimedia Act in Malaysia created a licensing regime based upon 
four distinctions. Whether facilities-based or retail-based (telecommunications) or 
applications or content (multimedia) services were being offered, and Hong Kong has 
anticipated the arrival of digital television by proposing multiplexing licences 
(telecommunications) and content licences (for broadcast content).  
 
 
 
                                                 
84 Verizon was created out of Nynex, GTE and Bell Altantic; SWB out of Southwest Bell, PacBell and 
Ameritech; Quest from Quest and US West; and Bell South remains Bell South. 
85 The now defunct MEI (Ministry of Electronic Industries) created China Unicom with State Council 
approval in 1994. 
86 Regulators invented the idea that voice telephony does not involve any reformatting or storing and 
forwarding whereas data services do, when clearly any voice service necessitates reformatting into 
electronic pulses or digital tones. It is always only a matter of degree. 
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(3) Accounting Separation 
The alternative to structural separation is accounting separation. Hong Kong adopted this 
approach in the 1980s when the privately owned Hong Kong Telephone Company 
(HKTC) with a statutory monopoly over the public switched telephone network (PSTN) 
started offering value-added and mobile cellular services. At the time HKTC was 
operating under a Scheme of Control that guaranteed a 16 per cent rate of return on 
shareholder funds. Returns in excess of 16 per cent were placed in a Development Fund 
and whenever returns fell below this target rate profits were transferred back from the 
Fund, which was in effect a stabilization fund. Tariffs were adjusted whenever the 
Legislative Council agreed to amend the Telephone Ordinance and a 5-6 year price-profit 
cycle would occur, with excess profits in the early years of the cycle being used to top up 
profit deficits in the later years. By choosing shareholder funds rather than total assets as 
the rate base the Hong Kong Government diminished the problem of ‘gold plating’, 
knowing that shareholders would resist efforts to dilute the value of their stock. Only 
revenues from basic PSTN services were included in the Scheme of Control and revenues 
from other, competitive services were accounted separately. To pave the way for the 
introduction of competition the Scheme of Control was replaced in the early 1990s, firstly 
with a price-cap formula on HKTC, and after the entry of three new carriers by 
dominance regulation with tariff adjustments requiring the approval of the regulator. 
Accounting separation remains in place.87  
 
The issue of vertical integration is re-emerging as an ICT or TCM convergence issue.88 
Achieving economies of scale for fixed line networks means maximizing the volume of 
traffic, while convergence means that more digital bits are available for transmission 
from divergent sources, such as TV signals, Internet traffic, mobile cellular traffic. The 
convergence of fixed and mobile is a case in point. Despite the fact that many incumbent 
operators have separated their mobile networks to raise funds through public share 
offerings, integrating traffic and sharing facilities make a lot of economic sense.89 In 
Malaysia it is now possible to send SMS between mobile and fixed phone handsets. India 
in 2003 was the first country to combine fixed and mobile licensing that gives operators 
the option of using wireline or wireless technologies to provide their service. The re-
emergence of all-service providers after years of services segregation could well be 
imagined. According to transaction theory, business issues that involve long-term 
relationships and information-rich transactions are better done within the firm, whereas 

                                                 
87 HKTC, now renamed PCCW-HKT, also owns Netvigator, the market leader among ISPs offering 
broadband services, including a Pay-TV service. This is typical of vertically organized ISP markets. 
88 The best known and not the most successful was the merger between AOL-Time Warner. The distinction 
between vertical and horizontal integration can become blurred in the M&A activity between fixed and 
mobile operators - such as Islacom’s acquisition by Globe Telecom in the Philippines, Telekom Malaysia’s 
acquisition of Cellcom, PT Indosat’s acquisition of PT Satelindo in Indonesia – in so far as mobile services 
act as a substitute for fixed.  
89 For example, in the Philippines Smart’s mobile traffic is the largest user of the PLDT’s fixed line 
backbone network and shares many facilities such as office and storage space. In the UK, BT has recently 
announced a Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) agreement with Vodafone under which BT will 
carry Vodafone traffic over its fixed line network, will share Vodafone’s network for mobile traffic, and 
will develop fixed-mobile convergence services. 
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information simple transactions are best done between firms.90 On this basis it could be 
expected that reintegrated activities would include network transmission and routing 
technologies to (a) provide integrated (information-rich and complex) services to 
customers, and (b) create (information-rich and complex) multi-distribution channels for 
content and application providers, while (c) aggregating traffic over the backbone 
network. This last would be include offering to other firms, for example a bank or a travel 
agency, to manage (outsource) their (information simple) traffic. The result would most 
likely be oligopoly competition between two or three major players in the market and a 
small number of niche players serving specialized markets.  
 

 

Box 3.6: Message 

Message: The separation of telecommunication services between ‘basic’ and ‘value-
added’ was always a fiction of regulation, a shorthand to declare a service as open to 
competition or not. Having imposed the distinction, structural or accounting separations 
were inevitable. Trends within the industry are towards convergence at the network level 
for switching and transmission, and regulation and licensing needs to be sufficiently 
flexible to facilitate this development, otherwise investment in next generation networks 
will be impeded. On the other hand, value-added content and applications creation is not 
a core competency of the telecommunications industry and to encourage investment in 
these sectors it will be important to regulate the level of vertical integration to prevent 
anti-competitive behaviour that can stifle market growth. 

   

3.4 Telecommunications Costs and New Technologies 
3.4.1 The Economics of Digital Switching 
Because digital switching and line equipment is all-electronic, networks benefit from 
Moore’s Law that observes that on average the cost of electronic circuits falls 50 per cent 
every eighteen months. As a result the forward-looking costs of telecommunication 
networks have been falling continuously for two decades. Table 3.1 illustrates typical 
costs using the example of the Philippines. Because the figures reflect systems installed 
in the 1990s they already over-estimate forward-looking costs. An ATM switch today 
would sell for under US$400 per line and an IP-based NGN router system, depending 
upon the class of services it is configured to carry, below US$250 per line, and depending 
upon the market and the discounts offered, below US$200 per line. Local loop 
installation costs are a separate item and vary with terrain and distance. 

  
 
 

                                                 
90 See discussion by Gerald Faulhaber (2003) Policy-Induced Competition: The Telecommunication 
Experiments’ http://rider.wharton.upenn.edu/%7Efaulhabe/Policy-Induced%20Competition.pdf  
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Table 3.1 

Cost Estimates of Network Elements in Philippines 
Network Elements Average Costs (ballpark figures) 
Mobile Cellular US$50 per subscriber 
Fixed line switching and equipment costs US$600 per direct exchange line 
Fixed line transmission and connection costs US$400 per direct exchange line 
Fixed line NGN routing and equipment costs US$200-300 per direct exchange line 
Note: see Philippines case study for details. 

 
 
The question these figures raise is has technology been the driving force behind 
investment and new entry into the industry? Lower costs get passed on in terms of lower 
prices that drive the market, especially where there is competition91 and they also lower 
the absolute cost of entry to allow for greater competition. But has that actually happened 
in the EAP region? On the fixed line side while ways have been found to allow private 
capital to participate, direct competition has often not been allowed to happen as 
Appendix 1.2 documents. Rather, private capital has been partnering state capital in BTO 
and BOT arrangements. The real competition has come from the mobile cellular 
networks. Incumbents have been able to reduce their equipment costs, enjoy steady 
cashflow and invest in their own expansion without facing serious pressure to reform. 
Where the private sector has really shown a different cost structure is not so much in 
technology costs but in staffing levels. (See Table 3.2). 
 
 

Box 3.7: Telecom Asia and the TOT in Thailand 
In the mid-90s, TelecomAsia (TA) built a state-of-the-art ATM fixed network in 
Bangkok under a BTO from incumbent operator TOT. Today, TA has gained a 56% 
market share in Thailand’s highest-income market through competitive tariff offerings 
and bundling its fixed services with mobile services provided by sister company TA 
Orange. TA’s cost (and competitive) advantage was not so much derived from equipment 
cost savings as from non-technology cost-savings, particularly its staffing structure. The 
big difference is that TA employs 4,000 people on the fixed side for 2m subscribers, in 
contrast to TOT’s 20,000 employees for a fixed network with 3.5m subscribers. While 
TA, a publicly listed company, is commercially driven the TOT, which is preparing for 
privatization, has to grapple with political pressures to retain staff. 
 
 
A further inhibiting factor has been the slow pace of tariff reform, especially tariff 
rebalancing. The reluctance to rebalance tends to indicate that cost reductions due to 
technology have not been exploited to their full advantage. If capex cost reductions were 
                                                 
91 Ure (2003) provides a review of recent studies indicating that competition is the key driver of 
productivity and price reductions. See http://www.trp.hku.hk/papers/2003/apdip_031017-2pdf 
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paralleled by opex cost reductions, then local fixed line tariff increases could be much 
lower to achieve rebalancing. These are essentially political decisions. Therefore, on both 
sides of the equation, staffing levels and tariff rebalancing, it has more to do with politics 
than technology.  
 
3.4.2 Fixed Costs 
Economies of scale typically arise on both the production and distribution sides of the 
industry due to the high level of fixed and sunk costs. In telecommunications fixed costs 
come with two types of time-line. The first is determined by the schedules of depreciation 
and amortization. See below. The second, by how quickly a telephone system reaches full 
capacity. As the full capacity of a switch is approached, investment for expansion 
becomes necessary, for example adding another 10,000 or 50,000 lines, but this does not 
in any meaningful sense render investment in switching as recurrent, but rather as lumpy. 
For this reason the concepts of average and marginal costs are replaced by the concept of 
long-run average incremental cost (LRAIC) which reflects the need to estimate costs 
according to when the exchange equipment is being used at its optimal level of 
efficiency. Many argue that best regulatory practice uses variants of LRAIC whenever 
possible, for example in determining network charges for interconnection. Others argue 
that LRAIC is good for helping new entrants establish a foothold in the market, but 
because indirect costs are excluded they unfairly penalize the incumbent who has built an 
entire national network to support universal connectivity and give the local network its 
total value. 92 The advantage of cost-oriented prices is that they reflect the opportunity 
costs involved in building a new network. This is because prices lower than cost will 
simply subsidize line leasing as opposed to facilities building, and prices above costs will 
either cause a wasteful use of resources in building duplicate networks or will price the 
competition out of the market altogether. This is one of the key regulatory issues for any 
country adopting a positive attitude towards facilities-based competition as opposed to 
service-based competition.93 
 
Table 3.2 illustrates typical depreciation schedules. The example is taken from the 
Philippines Long Distance Telephone Company.  
 

 

 

 
 

                                                 
92 Disputes arise as to (a) which network elements should be included or excluded from relevant costs; (b) 
how to apportion common costs, such as building costs, and joint costs, such as software costs, and 
overhead costs, such as management costs; (c) whether historical or forward-looking costs are used; and (d) 
to what extent should the network elements be unbundled and their costs separately estimated. 
93 The advantage of facilities-based competition is essentially twofold. First, it offers new entrants a higher 
degree of control over the quality and range of services they can provide. Second, diversity of networks 
offers greater national security. The disadvantage is possible wasteful duplication of scarce resources. 
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Table 3.2 
Depreciation and Amortization Schedules of the PLDT, 2003 

Property, Plant and Equipment Estimated Useful Lives 
Cable and wire facilities 20-25 years 
Central office equipment (includes switches) 15-20 years 
Cellular facilities (includes mobile switching centre or MSC) 10 years 
Buildings 25-40 years 
Vehicles and other work equipment  5-10 years 
Furniture 3-10 years 
Communications Satellites 15 years 
Information origination/termination equipment 5-15 years 
Land improvements 10 years 
 
 

Box 3.8: Message 
Message: On the fixed line side of the business, cost reductions from technology have 
been progressive. The real distinction between public and private sector involvement is in 
staffing levels, where often incumbents are encumbered by political and industrial 
pressure not to cause layoffs. Equally on the pricing side tariff rebalancing has been a 
political hot potato. Politics, not technology, has been the decisive factor for the public 
sector. In this sense, BTO and BOT schemes have helped investment by avoiding the 
staffing issues, if not the pricing issues.    
 
 
3.4.3  Depreciating Fixed Costs and Technological Obsolescence 
Of all these items, it is central office (local exchange) equipment that is most vulnerable 
to technological obsolescence, in particular the switches. Companies upgrading their 
networks in the 1990s invested in the ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) switch, 
described above as a digital workhorse. The ATM switch is robust and multi-layered, 
meaning it can handle circuit-switched voice traffic, and packet-switched data using a 
variety of packet or byte sizes and transmit them at different speeds. When Internet 
Protocol (IP) - a non-telecommunications protocol standard - gained widespread 
popularity, ATM switches could provide IP on top of other services using traditional 
telecommunications standards, such as voice, frame relay, X.25 used for email, etc., and 
there seemed to be no good engineering reason to scrap them early. The real challenge 
threatened to come from the Next Generation Networks that have a lower cost base, and 
for a while during the dot.com boom many incumbent operators debated whether to 
accelerate their depreciation or amortize completely. With the collapse of the dot.com 
bubble the threat has retreated with the disappearance of many of the new entrants. This 
has been particularly true of the CLECs (competitive local exchange carriers) in the USA, 
leaving the incumbents without the imperative to write-off these investments.  
 
This is true also for the EAP region. An important explanation is that most new entry 
took place in the 1990s before NGNs were sufficiently mature for widespread 
investment, so incumbents were upgrading at the same time as most new entrants were 
also investing in ATM. The transition to NGNs is really a twenty-first century 
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phenomenon, and incumbents with strong cash flow have as much if not more 
opportunity to take advantage of NGNs as their competitors. It is very clear that in the 
few developing economies where fixed line networks were opened to direct competition 
during the 1990s, the incumbent remains the dominant carrier. For example, Telekom 
Malaysia retains a 95 per cent share of the market, and the PLDT in the Philippines 
retains a 68 per cent share. Even in a developed economy like Hong Kong, where the 
unbundling of the local loop opened the market to three new entrants, PCCW retains 78 
per cent of the residential market and the major share of the business market.  
 
The real cost legacy issue for fixed line incumbents is therefore not so much the 
technology as the policies. Restricting competition by failing to address the dominance of 
the incumbent has lessened the compelling need to tackle issues of efficiency and 
productivity, staffing levels and costs.  
  
 

Box 3.9 Message 
Message: The lesson to be learned seems to be that having a competitive cost structure is 
on its own insufficient to survive, let alone thrive. The importance of other factors, such 
as network economics and economies of scale and scope, and the ability to generate free 
cash, are more important. There is no obvious case where an incumbent has lost its 
overall leading market position, although in selective markets some have lost their 
dominance and their leadership. From this perspective, incumbent carriers are probably 
best positioned to take advantage of new technologies such as NGN. This implies future 
investors will begin by looking at the incumbents.  
 
 
The following table illustrates the structure of costs for telecommunications in selective 
companies from five East Asia economies. On average fixed costs for fixed line operators 
are over 70 per cent of total cost, and sunk costs are, by assumption,94 around 40 per cent. 
For mobile cellular operators the figures are 67 per cent and 40 per cent respectively, 
while the proportion of staff costs for mobile operators is 50 per cent less. It seems fixed 
and mobile have fairly similar cost structures, although not cost levels, and the main 
difference is in staffing levels. 
 
 

Table 3.3 
Structure of Costs in Selected Telecom Companies in East Asia (2002) 

Company Fixed1: Operating 
Costs 

Sunk Costs2 as % 
of Total Costs 

Staff Costs as % 
Operating Costs 

Fixed Line 
China Telecom (China) 73:27  39 17 
PT Telekom (Indonesia) 71:29  45 38 
                                                 
94 Operators interviewed for this Note did not use the idea of a sunk cost as an operating concept, and for 
this reason sunk costs in Table 3.3 have been estimated on the basis of an assumption. One explanation is 
that operators do not plan with the idea of abandoning the business, as opposed to exiting the business. 
Another is that while they do re-deploy equipment, they do not do so on a large scale on a regular basis.  
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Telekom Malaysia 66:34  30 13 
PLDT (Philippines) 86:14 44 22 
Telecom Asia (Thailand) 73:27 46 13 
Average 74:26 41 21 

Mobile Cellular 
China Mobile (China) 62:38 36 7 
Celcom (Malaysia) 64:36 39 13 
Digi (Malaysia) 76:24 45 11 
Maxis (Malaysia) 71:29 39 13 
Smart (Philippines) 71:29 29 15 
Telecom Asia (Thailand) 62:38 37 13 
AIS (Thailand) 60:40 59 3 

Average 67:33 40 11 
Notes: 1 Fixed costs at net book value; 2 Assumed to include all network construction and 2/3 equipment 
costs, but no buildings, land, vehicles or operating costs. Source: company reports. 
 
3.4.3 Sunk Costs 
The issue of equipment sunk costs needs some explanation. The reason why sunk costs 
can be important is because they raise the barrier to exit. Technological obsolescence as 
noted above could well release a lot of ATM switching equipment as NGNs are adopted 
over the next decade. Similarly, the development of 3G mobile networks will release 2G 
equipment, but in the case of mobile cellular operators will be required to provide many 
years of overlap to accommodate both systems. The physical redeployment of mobile 
systems is much easier than fixed because the latter requires a local loop solution, but it is 
only likely to arise on a grand scale if one overlapping network swallows another and 
then chooses to re-deploy the equipment. A long distance microwave radio backbone on 
the other hand can easily be re-deployed if the mobile network leases or lays its own 
fibre.  
 
In principle any of this equipment can be re-deployed, and this does happen in networks 
in developing countries. However there are practical and economic limits to the process. 
Replacing old analogue switches where they may still exist with an ATM seems sensible, 
but not in any parts of the network that face real cost competition from NGNs. From a 
practical perspective, having a unified core network also reduces problems of interface 
and inter-operability. For example, NGNs can mix traffic streams together so that 
telephone users can send video with voice-overs in the same way as over the Internet, 
which older networks are not equipped to do. Old equipment requires spare parts and 
these become increasingly difficult to source. It also incurs higher repair and maintenance 
costs, and demands labour skills that become outmoded. Re-deployment of transmission 
equipment, such as backbone microwave links, is less problematic in this regard. The 
falling differential of switching costs to transmission costs over the years has resulted in 
the use of smaller switches and intelligent devices located at the physical as well as the 
metaphorical edge of the networks. A fall in the absolute costs of transmission as cable 
and microwave technologies improve has allowed networks to reach more remote areas. 
In sum, re-deployment is both possible and happens, especially in under-served and 
uneconomic areas, but has severe economic and practical limitations for commercial 
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purposes. The total cost of acquisition of old equipment may be lower, but the total cost 
of ownership is considerably higher.  
 

Box 3.10: Message 
Message: The fixed cost structure of both fixed and mobile telecommunication networks 
confirms the utility features of the industry despite falling technology costs. Indeed these 
data understate the situation insofar as the fixed line incumbents are overstaffed. 
Although some equipment can be re-deployed, especially transmission equipment, in 
reality it becomes false economy to retain technologically obsolescent equipment in 
competitive markets. While it can be used in uneconomic and under-served areas, 
operating costs, and the cost of repairs and maintenance will be high which is not 
conducive to keeping subsidies low. From the perspective of investors, the key issue will 
always remain achieving the lowest cost structure. Buying distressed assets is one 
strategy, but they have to be assets capable of delivering IP-based services.  
 
 
3.5: Conclusion 
Technology has been an important enabler and has excited potential investors, but 
commercial opportunities have to gel with the policy and regulatory environment. Only 
then can consumers take full advantage of new services, and only then will the virtuous 
loop outlined in Part 2 start its motion.  Disruptive technologies are especially important 
in this process, and are examined in some detail in Part 4. 
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Part 4: Policies and Technologies – How Are They Related? 
 
In the development of the telecommunications industry, policy characteristics, technical 
characteristics and market characteristics inter-relate. In Part 2 diagrams 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 
schematically outline the effects of technology, regulation and markets on each other in a 
virtuous loop, and diagram 2.6 summarizes the combined effects. The thesis running 
through this Note is that national policies should be guided towards creating the 
conditions for this virtuous loop to gather a momentum of its own.  
 
The challenge is twofold: political and economic. The political challenge is to remove 
roadblocks put in place by vested interests. The issue is less about Governments who are 
positively committed to encouraging public-private participation to accelerate telecom 
infrastructure investment, because the evidence suggests that investors are interested – 
see Part 2 and Part 5. It is more about Governments who are held back either by their 
own concerns or the concerns of others with political power and influence. Their own 
concerns may be founded on the economic challenges that a market opening brings to the 
PTA monopoly model. Governments in developing countries who are dependent upon the 
foreign exchange earnings and taxation revenues from their state-owned telecom 
company rightly fear the impact of new technologies like the Internet for their ability to 
by-pass the official tariff structure and to undermine established regulatory practice. This 
problem is particularly acute in the Pacific Island countries. (See the Pacific Islands case 
study.) A vital role for international financial institutions and advisory bodies is to make 
relevant to such Governments the advantages, if the conditions are right, that accrue from 
allowing markets to develop an elasticity of their own that feed back into technological 
and service entrepreneurship by encouraging innovation. The role of regulation in this 
virtuous loop is to ensure there are mechanisms for funding network expansion.  
 
This is particularly important in addressing the issue of universal access. Originally seen 
as a social and political issue, universal access is now more widely regarded also as a 
development issue, principally because of the Internet and the contribution access to ICTs 
can make to health, education, job creation and community welfare. Investment in 
broadband is an example of the inter-action. Before the Internet, broadband was regarded 
as a top-end network service affordable only by corporate customers, usually leased as a 
TI or ISDN connection. Today, ADSL (asymmetric digital subscriber line) technology 
delivers T1 capacity (1.5 Mbps) over a pair of twisted copper wires. Wireless 
technologies are coming that will deliver much greater capacity (bandwidths) or speeds 
(bits per second). As telecom companies wake up to the fact that demand is elastic for 
broadband, prices are falling and availability is rising. But broadband is only an access 
technology to be leveraged by a content and applications sector, so the commercial 
sectors are inter-related, and convergence between them (telecom and media) becomes an 
investment issue. It also becomes a policy issue. Should it be unregulated or regulated 
and how does the affect investment? Does convergence have dangers of becoming anti-
competitive? Should Internet service companies contribute to a universal service fund? 
These are questions are being raised in developing countries just as much as in developed 
countries. 
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It is useful to distinguish two categories of effects of technologies on policies. First, the 
disruptive effects, and second the development effects. Internet is the most pervasive of 
the technologies having these effects. Policy makers and regulators need to understand 
these effects, but most importantly they need the authority, the powers, the resources and 
capacity to know how to deal with them in the most appropriate ways.  
 
4.1: Disruptive Effects 
The disruptive effect causes policy reactions, initially often prohibitive, and then usually 
causes policies to be changed or abandoned altogether. The most disruptive technology 
has been the spread of Internet Protocol creating ‘the Internet’ as a network of networks 
using a common protocol, and married to the World Wide Web after the invention of 
browsers like Mosaic in the early 1990s. IP has been disruptive on a number of fronts. 
Some governments have seen Web-access as much of a threat as a source of productivity, 
and all governments have been forced to consider the issue of undesirable materials over 
the Web. This has posed the question: should telecommunication carriers or ISPs be in 
any way responsible for policing Web-access? In China and Singapore, for example, 
carriers and ISPs have explicit responsibilities.95 
 
4.1.1: VoIP- How It Works  
IP is having a directly disruptive impact on the economics of the telecom sector. IP can 
be used to by-pass nodes within the networks such as international gateways and tandem 
exchanges, and in turn by-pass the billing mechanisms of the telephone companies. This 
is most comprehensively accomplished by the use of IP Telephony between two 
computers loaded with appropriate software that can be downloaded for free from the 
WWW. The more usual way for people to access IP voice services is to purchase VoIP 
(Voice-over-IP) calling cards. A person looking to make a cheap international call dials 
the number on the card and their call is circuit-switched by the local operator to connect 
to the card vendor’s gateway. The call is then converted to IP packet-switched traffic and 
routed over an international private lease circuit (IPLC) to a terminating VoIP gateway 
overseas.96 From there the traffic is converted back to a circuit-switched voice call and 
routed over the local domestic operator’s network for final termination by the called 
party. The domestic operators at either end lose any revenue-share they may have earned 
had the call been routed over their networks to and from the international gateways. The 
incumbent outgoing international carrier loses the call revenue and the overseas 
international carrier loses the termination fee, although both receive partial compensation 
from the IPLC fees they charge the card vendors. A world glut of submarine cable 
capacity since 2000 has sent IPLC prices tumbling in many cases by around 80 per, so 
there is no lack of opportunity for VoIP services to undercut IDD calling charges.  
 
 
 

                                                 
95 Initially Singapore required carriers to be responsible for content conveyed over their networks, but this 
proved impractical, as carriers can not act as censors and have only indirect means of estimating content. 
Policy was then watered down, requiring carriers to block Web sites listed by government as undesirable.  
96 IP traffic is usually handed off to an aggregator, sometimes using an Internet Exchange, before being 
transmitted in bulk.  
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4.1.2: VoIP – Its Economic Impact 
The economics of VoIP cuts both ways. For the incumbent it reduces revenues and 
diverts traffic. For the market it stimulates traffic according to price elasticity 97 and 
offers new entrants a means of building a business. In the Philippines the PLDT’s 
international revenues fell from PhP 13.2 billion to PhP 10.2 billion in three years, 2000-
2002. Inbound traffic volumes 2001-2002 declined by 15 per cent due in part to 
‘increased competition from alternative means of long distance communications, 
particularly email, international text messaging and Internet telephony’ while outbound 
traffic grew by 2 per cent due in part to ‘reduced average IDD rates’ (Annual Report, 
2002, p.61). In China, where China Telecom, China NetCom, China Mobile and China 
Unicom have international gateways, they each make widespread use VoIP cards, 
marketing them through a layer of resellers in cities and towns across the country. China 
Netcom, prior to its merger with China Telecom (North) had been one of the first carriers 
in Asia to claim a Next Generation Network able to offer end-to-end Internet Telephony 
for business customers, but demand did not grow as rapidly as expected. Offering VoIP 
services is a way for CNC as well as CM and CU to win shares of the IDD mass market.  
 
 

Box 4.1: VoIP in Mongolia – Magicnet 
Magicnet began an ISP (Internet Service Provider) in Mongolia in 1994. In 2003 the 
company installed NGN facilities that allows it to offer corporate clients, such as a 
Canadian mining company, end-to-end IP Telephony and data services using notebook 
computers to make international voice calls. Magicnet charges between 15 – 60 US cents 
per minute compared with Mongolian Telecom’s rates of US$1.50 – US$3 per minute. In 
2000 the regulator, the CRC (Communications Regulatory Commission) licensed three 
companies, including Magicnet, to provide VoIP services by satellite. Total traffic 
reached around 200,000 minutes a month and was aggregated for international 
transmission on an IPLC by the US-based company Net2Phone. The Mongolian 
companies came under pressure to ramp up traffic volumes to 500,000 minutes per 
month, but Magicnet took the view that even by lowering the price to 5 – 10 US cents per 
minute would not raise traffic to more than 300,000 minutes per month. As profit margins 
were already below 10 per cent, Magicnet decided to withdraw from the VoIP mass 
market and focus on IP Telephony for corporate customers. But the VoIP entry had its 
effect on Mongolian Telecom who lowered their rates to 80 US cents – US$2 per minute, 
a reduction of between 30-40 per cent.  
 
 
The effect of VoIP on domestic long distance is no less dramatic. By its nature, the cost 
of transmitting packet-switched traffic is not easily related to distance. Transmission 
costs generally are very low, especially over optical fibre, but long distances still involve 
                                                 
97 For example, a year after introducing VoIP at low prices Bt0.5 –Bt2 per minute in 2001, the TOT 
(Thailand) recorded minutes per day increase from under 400,000 to over 4 million. (The Nation, 10 May 
2002.) 
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high equipment costs that have to be depreciated. On the premise that long distance 
traffic ‘causes’ investment in long distance equipment to occur the convention remains to 
charge according to the number of zones. Flat rate charging has proved a more successful 
business model for ISPs offering Internet services, and as the domains of telecom and the 
Internet convergence, telecom begins a shift to flat rate pricing. From 1st April 2003, 
Vietnam reduced by ten the number of domestic long distance call zones, and IDD and 
VoIP calls were reduced by 20 per cent. The stated motive for this tariff decision was to 
attract more foreign investment and promote accessibility. 
 

A ministry official said the rate cuts were being made to attract more foreign 
investment in Vietnam and make the telephone and Internet more accessible to the 
population at large. ‘As of next month, international calls from Vietnam will 
likely be cheaper than the average in Southeast Asia, which is US$1.12 per 
minute’ he said. (The Saigon Times, 20 March 2004.) 

 
Compare Thailand with Vietnam. In January 2004 the state-owned CAT 
(Communications Authority of Thailand) and the TOT (Telephone Organization of 
Thailand) jointly agreed to reduce IDD charges between 20 - 70 per cent. The Thai News 
Service (6 January 2004) citing the Minister for Information and Communications, stated 
‘reducing the overseas call charge will attract more foreign investors as the call charge is 
an important factor influencing foreigners to invest in the country.’ 
 
 

Box 4.2: Messages 
Message 1: VoIP, Internet Telephony and other by-pass technologies are an inevitable 
development of competitive markets, part of the virtuous loop. They make previously 
protected sectors of the market contestable, but also help to drive the market for new 
entrants forcing the incumbents to adopt similar technologies and business strategies, 
even to the point of cannibalizing their existing business. Policy makers and regulators 
need to ensure they are not ‘locked in’ to commitments that tie regulation to incumbents’ 
existing business models based upon outmoded technologies. The most important impact 
is upon pricing and revenue models. Disruptive technologies combined with competition 
render old tariff models (the structure of tariffs as well as the level of tariffs) non-
sustainable. Consumer surplus (the willingness of intra-marginal consumers to pay more) 
is most clearly revealed when they have the choice of new and cheaper services, because 
price elasticity draws in more users who did not find the old price affordable, but may 
find the new prices more than affordable. Their revealed preferences can help the market 
to grow beyond the bounds of the old paradigm of high prices and limited usage. 
 
Message 2: The rapidity of technological change is not only a challenge for policy 
makers and regulators, but undermines long-term planning unless that planning builds-in 
mechanism that allow for flexibility and change. Technological change can alter the 
economic viability of a business model and the optimal mix of financial and social 
resources going into fixed, wireless and mobile networks. The example of the Service 
Areas Scheme (SAS) in the Philippines (see Case Study) illustrates how rigid fixed line 
build-out commitments attached to the licences overshot demand as mobile cellular 
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services became cheaper and more desirable substitutes. Long term commitments need 
careful thought. For example, Timor Leste, following the example of Macau, issued an 
exclusive fifteen-year Concession to a consortium headed by Portuguese Telecom. In ten 
years time the trade-off between competition and investor security may not seem so 
advantageous, and if a shift of gears is ever required a mechanism of due process and 
compensation will become necessary.  In this regard Timor Leste contrasts with 
Cambodia where from ‘ground zero’ an open door policy was pursued. In Lao PDR in 
1996 an exclusive agreement with Shinawatra ran into investment and donor problems 
several years before its expiry. In Mongolia, the operation of the national fixed line 
network owned by the Posts and Telecommunications Authority (PTA) was awarded in 
1995 exclusively to Mongolian Telecom, a joint venture with Korea Telecom. This 
arrangement left network investment virtually dependent upon Government and donor 
funds, excluding the possibility of new entrants using technologies such as fixed-
wireless. Government involvement with the industry should not close down opportunities 
opened up by technological progress for private sector investment.  
 
Message 3: As the Vietnamese case illustrates a cheaper and more widely available 
telecommunication access network attracts foreign presence and foreign investment in 
general. Telecommunications has become a trade and investment issue.98 Policy makers 
and regulators are aware of this through their participation in forums such as the ITU, the 
WTO, APEC, etc., but this is inconsistent with continued protection of incumbent 
carriers. China has taken an interesting path towards intensifying domestic competition in 
advance of opening to FDI. China has also shown flexibility in the use of new networking 
technologies, as the widespread use of VoIP demonstrates, but this was driven more by 
the decision of the operators who, facing the challenge of competition, adopted VoIP, 
than by the Ministry of Information Industries sanctioning its use. In fact for a long while 
the MII tried to establish a floor for tariffs as a way to stop the erosion of revenues. No 
doubt one reason for this stance was that the MII was concerned that declining average 
revenues per user would adversely impact upon the IPOs of its carriers. In practice, 
professional investors will always query the sustainability of revenue models, and the 
market-driven decisions of the Chinese carriers has not adversely affected their ability to 
raise funds abroad.  
 
 
4.2: Development Effects 
Long before 1990 many developing countries in Asia drew up national plans for 
economic and social development, such as China’s 5-Year Plans and Malaysia’s Vision 
2020 and the plans of Singapore leading up to Intelligent Island 2000. 
Telecommunications and ICTs came to occupy a prominent role in them, especially after 
the 1993 Clinton-Gore US Presidential campaign that launched the concept of the 
National Information Infrastructure or Information Superhighway. In the following year 
an ITU meeting in Buenos Aires declared the objective of a ‘planetary information 
network’ called the Global Information Infrastructure (GII). Almost overnight the ICT 
                                                 
98 Under the terms of the Bilateral Trade Agreement (BTA) between the Vietnam and the USA, Vietnam 
has agreed to open its doors to FDI in value-added services from 2004, in mobile services from 2006, and 
in fixed line services from 2008 on a joint venture basis.  
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components of these national plans came to known as national information infrastructure 
projects. APEC promoted the idea of an Asia Pacific NII.  
 
To a large extent this was a labeling exercise, but at the same time the public and private 
imagination was caught for good reason by the rise of the Internet and the World Wide 
Web that become symbolic of the Information Superhighway. Within the new paradigm 
of the Internet and the Web, ‘interactive’ and ‘multi-media’ became the key concepts. 
Interactive meant everything from information searching using a ‘search engine’ (person-
to-machine or P2M) to peer-to-peer (P2P) activities, such as email, chat rooms, file 
transfers, to cybernetics (machine-to-machine or M2M) for sensing, robotics, remote 
monitoring, security scanning. Multi-media meant combining different media such as 
voice, video, data, music and animation (audio-visual). Governments picked up the 
terminology. Malaysia named its ICT park the Multimedia Super Corridor. Hong Kong 
calls its ICT park Cyberport. These were efforts to enlist ICTs to the development of 
industry and a knowledge-based economy. For the most part the EAP region has very 
successfully adopted an export-oriented growth strategy, and it was, and remains, a very 
conscious aim to develop the ICT sector as a means to remain competitive in an 
increasingly global economy.  
 
 

Box 4.3: Business Process Outsourcing 
There are important direct links between a telecommunications infrastructure and broader 
economic development. One example is the case of outsourcing that is made possible by 
high-speed international and domestic connections.  
 
Outsourcing has become a major preoccupation of the past year. China, India and the 
Philippines are among the leading countries hosting outsourcing from developed 
countries, but even Mongolia and its National IT Park engaged in their first outsourced 
software venture in 2003, providing the coding for Mongolian script. Outsourcing ranges 
from activities such as call centres that provide long-distance customer inquiry services 
for overseas companies, to data processing and data warehousing centres, to the higher 
value-added activities of business process outsourcing (BPO). BPO includes software 
development, aircraft repair and maintenance, providing a hub for courier services, and 
economic activities that generate local ancillary industries and jobs. Outsourcing has the 
potential to promote sustainable development through a global re-allocation of resources, 
taking advantage of the comparative advantages of developing countries. These 
advantages do not just include cheap labour, but in many cases highly educated people 
with good levels of skill. In the age of the steam liners, outsourcing was a raw materials 
process. In the age of the Boeing 747, outsourcing was a component manufacturing 
process. In the age of global telecommunication networks, outsourcing is a process 
involving anything that can be transmitted electronically. 
 

The Philippines 
The Philippines is a country of high literacy levels and good educational standards.  Two 
bodies, the BoI (Board of Investment) and PEZA (Philippines Economic Zone Authority) 
promote and facilitate inward investment, offering a range of reduced taxes and tax 
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holidays from 4 to 8 years. They target outsourcing, and the tax breaks are especially 
focused on export-oriented BPO companies and those occupying industrial parks and also 
intelligent buildings administered by PEZA. The great improvement in the 
telecommunication networks facilitates these efforts. Eastern Telecom in particular 
targets these corporate customers with optical fibre and high-speed circuits. 
 
 
4.2.1: Development, ICTs and Universal Access 
There are three obvious motives for wanting to provide nationwide access to ICTs. First, 
ICT as a development tool. Second, ICT as a means of poverty alleviation and reduction. 
Third, for social equity. These issues are all about enriching civil society and helping 
social cohesion, which are also areas in which community organizations, NGOs and 
neighbourhood micro-enterprises come closest to understanding the local problems and 
how best to tackle. These civil organizations are not without resources even if they lack 
finances. Local knowledge and information, understanding and empathy, commitment 
and hard work, vision, these are necessary if not sufficient ingredients for success.99 
Financial resources are necessary, and in the final analysis governments need to make 
commitments, but experience is showing two important developments. First, financial 
resources can be generated from local communities if they have the opportunity to reveal 
their demand. Second, with imagination and determination, regulators can create or 
nurture the conditions for successful new entry into unserved or under-served areas. 
 
Financial resources are more plentiful than was previously understood. The experience of 
Grameen Telecom in Bangladesh (recently acquired by Telenor) is just one interesting 
case. Micro-loans made to village women to buy a mobile phone to provide community 
services are repaid from the call charges they collect from villages. It is one of many 
examples of women acting as the agents of change and development, rather than being 
treated as just the recipients of aid.100 The cases cited earlier (and see Philippines case 
study) of pre-paid mobile cellular services opening new markets among areas previously 
regarded as uneconomic is another example of where revealed demand can generate 
financial resources. These are examples of commercial viability. There are cases where a 
commercially competitive rate of return is not achievable, but project sustainability is.  
 

Box 4.4: Jhai.org 
In Laos for example, Jhai.org is an NGO founded by two war veterans with computer 
skills who have provided telephony and Internet access using a wireless local area 
network (WLAN, otherwise known as Wireless Fidelity or WiFi) connecting villages by 
microwave to the national backbone network. Their website states the system ‘will be 
owned by the villages. Small fees will be charged users for running costs, replacement 

                                                 
99 See Roger Harris ICTs for Poverty Alleviation, ePrimers, http://www.apdip.net/projects/eprimerdocs.asp. 
He notes that ‘technical people need to devote their energies and expertise to the technology and should not 
be burdened with the issues of designing the information infrastructure and mobilizing system users.’ p. 35. 
100 See also Imran Rasheed at http://www.escap.org/rurual/ICTEGMNov2003/Bangladesh-
ImranRasheed.doc  
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costs and support costs, making the project fully sustainable immediately upon 
completion of the training period.’101  

DakNet 
Another example from IndoChina is DakNet, a store-and-forward email system that has 
been added to the Cambodia Schools project that installs computers powered by solar 
panels and is funded by the World Bank with donor aid from the USA and Japan. The 
computers have no Internet connection, but Project Village Motoman is now offering a 
solution. Five motorcyclists ride the roads between villages using solar-powered 
transceivers to pick up emails from WiFi systems attached to the schools. These emails 
are delivered by WiFi to the Internet via satellite dish in the town of Banlung.  
 
 
DakNet is an interesting example of an NGO project attached to a donor-aid project with 
government encouragement. In all these cases there is one cost factor that must be 
overcome, the cost of long distance transmission. Competition is one way to reduce long 
distance call charges, especially if local tariff rebalancing has occurred. Another way is 
regulatory intervention that offers special rates to village projects or to ensure equitable 
revenue-sharing arrangements between local networks and trunk networks. The Village 
Motoman project uses a third approach, motorbikes, solar panels and store-and-forward 
technology. Where there is a will there is usually a way as these examples illustrate, but 
they require a positive attitude by the regulator to collaborate and innovate with donors 
and NGOs.102 There are many extensions of these approaches, usually associated with the 
concept of telecentres, in which India has been especially active.103  
 
Providing the basic infrastructure on a larger scale across under-served regions is 
ultimately the challenge of the regulator. While there is no universal agreement as to the 
best way to fund universal access,104 there is a growing consensus that (a) market 
mechanisms should be explored, such as auctioning the universal service obligation to the 
bidder who looks for the lowest subsidy from public funds; (b) spectrum prices should 
offer realistic opportunities for private sector investors to adopt low-cost wireless 
technologies; (c) selective incentives can be used to encourage private sector involvement 
in otherwise uneconomic facilities provision; (d) the sharing of facilities by competing 
carriers can lower costs; (e) a universal service fund financed by a reasonable levy on the 
industry can be justified on the grounds that all networks gain from extending their access 
through interconnection; (f) where direct subsidies from general taxation are involved 
they should be transparent and directed to specific projects; and (g) the definition of the 
range of facilities made available under universal access needs periodic review and 
should be cautious in estimating the economic returns on new technologies.  
 

                                                 
101 It seems that Jhai.org is the only NGO in Laos currently devoted to bringing ICTs to rural areas. 
102 Usually there are few political votes involved, so regulatory commitment is important. 
103 For a wide-ranging review see http://www.apdip.net/documents/cases/default.asp. 
104 See http://www.benton.org/publibrary/policy/uniserv/home.html#context for a collection of papers. Also 
see Wellenius (2000) ‘Extending Telecommunications Beyond the Market’ World Bank Group 
http://www1.worldbak.org/viewpoint/HTMLNotes/206/206welle.pdf  
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4.5: Messages 
Message 1: Financial resources and hidden effective demand often can be found in rural 
and remote communities given a chance to reveal their preferences. Policies should 
encourage a positive and experimental attitude in this regard. Projects may not be 
commercially viable, but they may be sustainable. This may require co-ordination across 
public agencies. For example telecentres can work if they combine services to rural 
schools and health clinics and local government offices. In Mongolia, a private 
entrepreneurial company, MCS are operating a Vsat-based communications network to 
link government offices in rural areas with the aim of making the business commercially 
viable and then extending access to small nomadic communities. The project has received 
World Bank funding channeled through the Ministry of Finance to link up the banks. 
This is an example of public-private sector participation that can generate welfare gains 
in a sustainable way. It implies a holistic approach. In Mongolia it is coordinated at the 
highest level by a Cabinet committee. 
 
Message 2: Well-designed policies and regulations can provide incentives to the private 
sector to ‘take the risk’ in serving areas that are on the very margins of commercial 
viability. A universal service fund if managed properly, will undoubtedly help but may be 
something of a blunt instrument. It should be supplemented with targeted incentive 
programmes; for example tax breaks for private companies outsourcing facilities to local 
community organizations to provide access to national networks.  
 

James George provides a useful review of ICTs and poverty reduction in rural areas.105  
The box below reproduces his summary of what has worked, and some of the lessons 
learned. 
 

Box 4.6: What has Worked? 
It is difficult to determine and measure the impact of ICT and poverty in quantitative 
terms, however in qualitative terms benefits are as follows: 

• Poverty reduction through direct and indirect job creation 
• Increased income for village phone operators and telecommunications       

operators 
• Marketing opportunities for individual producers and small businesses 
• Access to information relevant to livelihood (fisherman, farmers, etc.) 
• Access to information on ways to improve on production of work 
• Increased access to education and training 
• Social mobilization – community initiatives based on exchange of experience 

(e.g. establishment of village savings cooperative) 
• Protection of local resources and sustainable use of environmental resources (e.g. 

patenting of indigenous knowledge by a commercial entity successfully 
                                                 
105 See http://www.unescap.org/rural/ICTEGMNov2003/Malaysia-JamesGeorge.doc 
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challenged based on information accessed via ICTS, and establishment of herbal 
processing center) 

• Empowerment of women through entrepreneurial activity 
• Reduced costs of social and other communications and quality of life benefits for 

individual users 
• Encourage the development of local poverty reduction indicators and targets – 

and strengthen local statistical, analytical, monitoring and evaluation capacity 
 

Lessons Learned 
An explicit focus on using ICT in pursuit of developmental goals allows countries to 
achieve a wide diffusion of benefits from ICT and contributes to both broad-based 
economic growth and specific developmental goals. However, a number of inter-related 
factors should be addressed to maximize the benefits of ICT for development. These 
include among others, building human capacity, creating incentives for enterprise, 
developing appropriate content and increasing competition, especially among 
telecommunications and Internet-related businesses. 
 
The following box lists the universal service targets of some of the EAP region countries. 
 
 

Box 4.7: Universal Service Targets 
Cambodia – Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPTC) is planning the use of 
auctions or a bidding process for the lowest public subsidy to start a universal service 
obligation. No funding sources yet identified as state revenues from telecom go into other 
sectors such as health and education. The National Informatics Development Agency 
(NiDA) plays a leading role in promoting ICTs and several NGOs are active, for example 
the Asia Foundation assisted promoting e-Government facilities, and Open Forum 
Cambodia that distributes software to promote community communications. Teledensity: 
Fixed = 0.3; Cellular = 2.8 (2002) 
 
China – the Ministry of Information Industries (MII) has plans to establish a universal 
service fund based upon industry levies. A final decision probably awaits the setting up 
of a Telecommunications Authority by the State Council. Before the break-up of China 
Telecom, providing access to rural areas was a mixture of cross-subsidy and reinvestment 
of installation fees. Nearly 90 per cent of administrative villages have achieved access. 
Teledensity: Fixed = 16.7; Cellular = 16.1 (2002) 
 
Indonesia – the aim is community universal access within walking distance. A mix of 
auctions to lowest bidders, state funds and a levy of up to 0.75% of gross revenues on the 
industry are contemplated to fund projects. Promotion of ICTs falls mainly to the 
Ministry of Research and Technology (http://www.ristek.go.id) and the Ministry of 
Education, but many NGOs are active, for example in promoting community WiFi. 
Teledensity: Fixed = 3.7; Cellular = 5.5 (2002) 
 
Laos – the Lao Telephone Company does not currently have a USO. A Rural Telephone 
Project funded with German donor aid was completed during 2004. Fewer than half of 
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the administrative districts has telephone access. ICT promotion falls to the Infomatics 
Technology Centre of the Science, Technology and Environment Agency (STEA). 
Teledensity: Fixed = 1.1; Cellular = 1.0 (002) 
 
Malaysia – Telekom Malaysia has the universal service provision obligation for under-
served areas as defined by the Malaysian Communication and Multimedia Commission 
(MCMC) and financed by a universal service fund to which both fixed and mobile 
operators contribute. Teledensity: Fixed = 19.0; Cellular = 37.7 (2002) 
 
Mongolia – the Communications Regulatory Commission (CRC) is to administer funds 
from US aid to assist facilities operators to extend their networks. World Bank funding is 
helping identify the practical scope of universal service and how far it should embrace 
access to ICTs. A minimum subsidy auction for the USO may be used. Teledensity: 
Fixed = 5.3; Cellular = 8.9 (2002) 
 
Myanmar – Myanmar Posts and Telecommunications (MPT) is the state-owned 
monopoly operator. Most telephones are in Yangon (3.6 per cent teledensity) and 
Mandalay (2.3 per cent teledensity). The Ministries of Science and Technology and of 
Education promote ICTs. There is an e-Applications Working Committee and various e-
government initiatives such as e-passport and e-smart card projects. Teledensity: Fixed = 
0.7; Cellular = 0.1 (2002) 
 
Philippines – Service Areas Scheme (SAS) in 1990s created an over-supply of fixed 
lines. Pre-paid cellular has become very popular and is serving 30 per cent of the 
coverage area, comprising 85 per cent of the population by 2004. NGOs are particularly 
active in Philippines in the diffusion of ICTs, for example to farming communities. See 
case study. Teledensity: Fixed = 4.2; Cellular = 19.1 (2002) 
 
Thailand – A Ministry of Information and Communications Technology was formed in 
2002. Plans for a regulator, a National Telecommunications Commission (NTC), are yet 
to be realized, but four NGOs are to be on its selection committee. Universal service 
obligations are expected to be introduced after the coming reforms of the industry, paid 
for by a universal service fund, with funds coming from a mix of government, NTC and 
industry sources. ICT projects are steered mainly through the National Electronics and 
Computer Technology Centre (NECTEC) including SchoolNet Thailand, Community 
Telecenter and Wireless Local Loop for Rural Telephone projects – for nine case studies 
see NECTEC (2003) IT for Poverty Reduction. Teledensity: Fixed = 10.5;  Cellular = 26 
(2002) 
 
Vietnam – only cross-subsidies within Vietnam Posts and Telecommunications (VNPT) 
and donor aid currently provide means to extend services to rural areas and funds from 
the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT) including some of the revenues 
from the BCCs. Teledensity: Fixed = 4.8; Cellular = 2.3 (2002) 
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4.2.2 Diffusion and Adoption 
Technologies in relation to development can be regarded in two ways. There are what has 
been called General Purpose Technologies (GPTs) 106 like the Internet and the semi-
conductor, which impact very broadly across industries and generate downstream or 
knock-on effects, and there are technologies like mobile cellular telephony that have less 
ubiquitous effects but which spawn new sectors of growth. In the latter case this 
embraces the manufacture of chip sets and handsets, of network equipment and most 
recently the development of content and applications available over IP packet-switched 
2.5G and 3G systems. The GPT and the specialized technology come together in wireless 
networks. On the fixed network side, optical fibre cabling represents a specialized 
technology, and the same can be said of optical switching and routing when it becomes 
commercially ready for general deployment. When technology moves this fast the issue 
ceases to be technology, especially for developing countries, and becomes a question of 
local diffusion and the capacity to absorb it.107  
 
Diffusion and absorption determine the pace of development. Planning ministries are 
faced with a complex set of questions how best to facilitate and promote that process, 
which involves social and political as well as economic and industrial considerations. 
According to most economic models, state intervention is fully justified in cases of 
market failure, which often arises in areas of education, training, research and 
development, but well-intentioned state intervention can also distort the efficient and 
most effective allocation of resources in the name of equal opportunity and positive 
discrimination. Among all these considerations the role of telecom policy and regulation 
needs to be supportive of the aims of diffusion and adoption. The growth of networks is 
no longer sufficient. It is no longer sufficient for national plans to target teledensities, it 
becomes necessary for developing countries to promote access to an affordable set of 
alternatives so that private companies and citizens have a full choice of services delivered 
over alternative networks. These networks may be fixed line, or wireless or cable or 
satellite, but the important issue is to create a market that offers services that encourage 
adoption. Without such policies the virtuous loop cannot fully function. (The case study 
on the Pacific Islands argues this holds true even in very small communities where 
facilities competition may not look sustainable.) 
 
The actual adoption process will take into consideration multiple factors, including 
acquisition cost and total cost of ownership, suitability and quality of the service, and so 
on, and it is not within the competency or jurisdiction of the policy maker or regulator to 
supervise these things. What is important is the regulator is sufficiently knowledgeable of 
the technologies to be able to facilitate their availability. In the case of wireless 
technologies this can be done by appropriate policies of spectrum management, making 
frequencies available at reasonable cost and adopting a liberal licensing regime. In the 
case of fixed line networks, it can be done by enforcing core network cost-based 
interconnection arrangements, regulating wholesale prices in vertically integrated 
markets, opening markets to resellers and licensing alternative networks. 

                                                 
106 See Helpman, E. ed. (1998) General Purpose Technologies and Economic Growth, MIT Press. 
107 This point was fully recognized in China’s Tenth Five-Year Plan (2001-2005) that emphasizes adoption 
as the next essential task of ICT policy. 
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Box 4.8: Message 

Message: Tackling the issue of universal access can either involve Government subsidy, 
or a self-sustaining NGO project, or the investment of private capital. Private capital will 
only be attracted to areas that are commercially incremental to their existing business. In 
developing countries uneven development between urban and rural areas is common and 
it is important to promote the overall growth of the ICT sector so it has both the resources 
and incentives to penetrate rural districts. So while universal access remains an issue, it is 
important to promote the growth of networks in urban and peri-urban areas to the point 
where these networks can encroach on marginal areas. Growth of fixed line and wireless 
networks is not only a sector issue but provides the infrastructure for wider industrial, 
economic and social development which in turn sustains the growth of the networks. 
Policy makers and regulators therefore need to support the wider aims of development 
involving the diffusion and adoption of ICTs. In most cases, what this means in practice 
is promoting a diversity of networks that can support a variety of competitive services 
and pricing schemes. The existence of competitive choice will stimulate diffusion and 
adoption. 
 
 
4.3 Licensing and Technology 
New technologies, disruptive and developmental, sooner or later create a need for new 
licensing conditions. In trivial cases this applies to the introduction of new services that 
require regulatory approval, for example, if introduced by a carrier subject to dominance 
regulation. In major cases, such as the start up of Internet service providers and cable TV 
networks, new categories of licences may be required. In the current period with the 
emergence of broadband networks and the tendency towards the convergence of telecom, 
data and media services, major regulatory shifts are underway. First, there is the need to 
distinguish between the issues of content and transmission. Second, there is the question 
whether it is helpful to combine the various regulatory agencies involved in convergence 
issues.  
 
4.3.1 Licensing Transmission and Content  
The Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission (MCMC) provides a good 
example of a body designed to tackle the issues of convergence. Set up in 1998, the 
MCMC introduced a four-tier layer of licensing for network facilities providers, network 
services providers, applications service providers and content service providers. This 
licensing structure was designed to be market specific and to stimulate the optimal use of 
network facilities. It introduces the logical separation of network transmission services 
and content issues. A rather similar distinction is proposed in Hong Kong in anticipation 
of digital terrestrial transmission (DTT) or digital TV. The transmitting network will 
require a multiplexing licence108 that will be regulated as a telecom service, while content 
licences will be regulated as a broadcasting service. These approaches to licensing do not 
answer all the issues, For example, should a telecom network that caches Internet content 

                                                 
108 Multiplexing refers to the technique of combining different streams of traffic, such as audio and video 
and data, on the same transmitter or down the same cable or telephone line. 
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on a server and then relays it as a commercial service be subject to a content licence? 
These are issues confronting policy makers as new technologies mature. 
 
4.3.2 Should Regulatory Agencies Be Combined? 
Combining regulatory resources from various agencies into a super agency covering 
telecom, spectrum management, broadcasting, ICTs is another issue for consideration. 
The proposed advantages rest in (a) consolidating human and financial resources, that (b) 
can be applied to utilities sharing common features. For example, the economic principles 
of Second Best Pricing are common to industries like electricity, water and gas. It 
certainly makes sense to combine telecom with spectrum management, and possibly with 
ICT development from the access perspective, but it has to be seriously questioned 
whether telecom shares sufficient features in common with other utility infrastructures to 
offer real savings in staffing costs.109 Rather, because telecom is a duplex traffic system 
and network economics loom so large, the sector tends to be highly competitive even 
when it is an oligopoly. This is likely to be less true of other utilities where collusion and 
cartels make more economic sense. Further, the complexities of the telecom sector in 
terms of technologies and commercial issues and issues of regulation (interconnection, 
tariff rebalancing, spectrum management, licensing) require highly specialized human 
resources with detailed knowledge to be effective. It may be noted also that Papua New 
Guinea, a Pacific Island country short of regulatory capacity, has split regulatory 
functions. Highly technical issues such as spectrum management and numbering are to be 
handled by a specialist telecom regulator, while issues common to utilities such as 
pricing, quality of service and customer concerns are to be handled by a competition and 
consumer affairs regulator.  
 
 
 
 

Box 4.9: Messages 
Message 1: Licensing is the essence of regulation. Consistency and clarity of licensing 
policies is an absolute priority for retaining investor confidence, yet licensing policies do 
need to change to take account of technological and concomitant commercial shifts 
within the industry. Squaring this circle seems problematic, and the answer is due process 
and consultation. Getting the consultation process well established and respected is a key 
task for modern day regulators. This may involve compensation mechanisms where 
financial harm is involved. For example, both Hong Kong and Singapore compensated 
their respective incumbent carriers to terminate prematurely their monopolies. In 2003 
India was the first country in the world to introduce unified licensing, offering carriers a 
free hand in choosing the optimal mix of fixed line, wireless and mobile technologies. 
This came about as a result of intense lobbying by an influential fixed line carrier that 
wanted to break into the cellular market. Existing cellular operators were offered 
substantially reduced licence fees in compensation.  

                                                 
109 See also Henten, Samarajiva and Melody (2003) ‘Designing the Next Generation Telecom Regulation: 
ICT Convergence or Multi-Sector Utility?’ WDR Dialogue Theme 2003 at 
http://www.regulateonline.org/pdf/wdr0206.pdf and Schwartz and Satola (2000) Telecommunications 
Legislation in Transition and Developing Economies’ The World Bank Technical Paper #489. 
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Message 2: From an investment perspective, it would seem that combining telecom 
regulatory agencies with other utility agencies is unlikely to provide either major cost 
savings to the public or to the industry. It is also unlikely to produce or enhance the 
specialized knowledge and skills required of a telecom regulator, is unlikely to bring 
consistency of regulation or transparency any closer, and therefore is unlikely to benefit 
investors in any way. However splitting technical from economic issues as PNG has 
attempted is an interesting experiment that could make the best use of limited regulatory 
capacity.  
 
 
4.4 Technology, Regulation and Industrial Policy 
Large economies can sustain their own industrial standards. Telecommunications 
traditionally has been an industry driven by standards to ensure interoperability and 
interconnection, domestically and internationally. The standards setting functions of the 
ITU had been determinant until the Internet. IP is not a telecommunications standard and 
the industry had for long resisted it as a switched network technology. Internet represents 
the interface between the unregulated IT industry that until recently thrived on 
proprietary standards, and the highly regulated standards-based telecom industry. 
Liberalization and competition broke the strong ties between national network equipment 
manufacturers and carriers as telecom companies broadened their procurement horizons 
for the best value and best technology, opening the door to competing systems.  
 
On the fixed line side, apart from the creeping invasion of IP into the network, standards 
have remained the name of the game. On the cellular wireless side the reverse is nearly 
true. North America, Europe and Japan each developed and promoted their own standards 
using different radio frequencies. Within the vendor community, each developed their 
own distinctive handsets with proprietary configurations, navigational tools and api’s 
(application protocol interfaces). The need for inter-operability has forced itself onto the 
industry through the use of dual-band and tri-band handsets. Networks morphed from 1G 
analogue networks using either 800 MHz (AMPS IS-95) or 900 MHz (TACS) into 2G 
digital circuit switched networks using either CDMA 1x or GSM, then morphed again 
into 2.5G digital packet-switched CDMA 1x EV and GPRS and the Japanese standard 
PHS and iMode. Now they are entering the era of 3G digital packet-switched broadband 
with CDMA 1x Ev DO (Evolution Data Only) and Ev DV (Evolution Data and Voice) 
otherwise known as CDMA2000, and WCDMA as advancement in GPRS and its 
variants, such as EDGE.  
 
Latest to join the fray is China, with a variant known as TD-SCDMA, where TD is short 
for TDD (time division duplex), a technology that uses the same frequency upstream and 
downstream using different time slots. This is distinguished from FDD (frequency 
division duplex) that uses separate frequencies to upstream and downstream. When a 
regulator allocates radio frequency to wireless services he is normally guided by the 
allocations recommended for the region by the ITU’s World Radio Conference (WRC). 
But clearly the choice of spectrum and the bandwidth assigned to different operators has 
important implications for the technology that can be deployed and the commercial 
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viability of the network. The greater the bandwidth the more users can be supported by a 
network.  
 
Not all spectrum is allocated for licensing. The 2.5GHz frequency, for example, is 
typically used by microwave ovens at very low levels of power, and is unlicensed. It also 
is used by a technology call Wireless Fidelity or WiFi (also known as the 802.11 
standard) which at slightly higher levels of power offers a wireless local area network 
(WLAN) over 50-100 metres. This is being widely deployed  as ‘hotspots’ in coffee 
houses, airports, university campuses, housing estates, office blocks, hotels and many 
other locations and provides Internet access for notebook computers, PDAs, etc. This is 
one of the more interesting wireless technologies to appear in recent years and tends to be 
deployed more by fixed line operators as a fixed wireless access network. However with 
directional antennae it can be modified to provide long narrow corridors with handoff, so 
effectively providing a mobile wireless service. Another example of a wireless 
technology that is obscuring the distinction between a fixed and mobile wireless networks 
is the widespread use being made in China of PAS (Personal Access System) CDMA 
(1800 MHz) known as Xiaolingtong or ‘Little Smart’. Without using handoff between 
cell sites, China Telecom and China Netcom are offering a cheap wireless access to the 
fixed line network with very limited mobility. In this way they are effectively competing 
against the mobile networks of China Mobile and China Unicom without holding mobile 
licences. Wireless technologies are clearly breaching the boundaries of the wireline-
wireless world and as India has shown, regulators will soon be faced with the choice of 
abandoning separate licensing in favour of unified licensing. When that point is reached a 
logical step would be to permit spectrum trading between licence holders. This already 
happens to a very limited extent with MVNOs (mobile virtual network operators) that 
allows non-licenced companies are allowed to lease spectrum for the provision of their 
own services.  
 
As wireless technologies become ubiquitous large countries have every incentive to (a) 
influence the standards used, and (b) use their own standards to foster a manufacturing 
and export base for handsets and network equipment. China is very determined to do this. 
For smaller countries who are users rather than makers of these technologies, it would 
seem there is nothing to be gained from closing down the choice of technologies to 
networks or to users. Regulation should therefore aim to be technology neutral. 
Regulators and policy makers are not in a position to ‘back winners’ and trying to do so 
simply limit the market, making it less attractive for general investors. The contentious 
issues are to do with market structure and spectrum management. Should regulators limit 
the number of mobile licences, for example to three, on the grounds that most developing 
country markets do not seem to support more than three? Strategic investors already in 
the market certainly lobby for this position. Those not yet in the market lobby against it. 
 

Box 4.10: Hong Kong’s 3G Auctions and Spectrum Management  
An interesting alternative perspective comes from Hong Kong where the regulator has 
been conducting a consultation exercise with the industry on whether to assign a fifth 3G 
licence. There are already six operators and eleven networks for 7 million people, yet 
during 2003 all were in profit, albeit small profits. Other cities around the world, like 
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New York, have a similar number of competitive service providers. They also have in 
common very high per capita incomes. The economics of density works well in these 
situations because large numbers of subscribers are concentrated in high rise apartments 
and office towers, cutting down on network costs, although they do require a larger 
number of base stations per square km. The Hong Kong regulator, OFTA, has 
consistently argued over the years that if the appropriate spectrum is available for 
wireless services such as paging, trunked radio and mobile cellular networks, then it 
should be available on demand. The choice of which technology to use is the investor’s 
own risk, and if the market judges another licence is not commercially viable then there 
will be no demand for it.110 When issuing four 3G licences in 2002, OFTA used an 
auction on the percentage of royalty payments on gross revenue that bidders were willing 
to pay. The advantage of this ‘pay-as-you-go’ method is that it spreads the payments 
according to earnings.111 Combined with a pre-selection process and a reservation price, 
the regulator can prevent frivolous bidders. 
 
OFTA and the community directly benefit from a liberal policy towards spectrum 
management. Until the mid-1990s, four operators with five networks managed to 
maintain high mobile cellular prices and they only started to fall significantly after six 
PCS (Personal Communication Service using 1900 MHz) licences were issued in 1996. 
The overall estimated benefits of competition in the mobile market by 1997 were of the 
order of US$850 million. The additional investment resulting from the liberalization of 
the fixed line market was estimated to be US$500 million, or 0.35 per cent of GDP and 
with the multiplier effects, 0.8 per cent of GDP.112 
 
 
It is worth noting that the Hong Kong regulator takes an unreservedly pro-competition, 
pro-consumer stance. ‘The task of the regulator is to protect consumers, not competitors’ 
(M.H.Au, Director General of OFTA)113 OFTA’s stance is based upon the conviction that 
consistency in regulation and total market openness encourages investment. But such a 
policy does require its own ‘exit’ strategy in the sense that if industry consolidation 
should take place a well designed mergers and acquisitions policy is available to 
empower the regulator to veto or place conditions upon such M&A activity. Hong Kong 
has recently taken steps to do exactly that. These are all controversial issues within the 
industry and require considerable regulatory resources, and in many ways Hong Kong 
sets the benchmark for regulation in the EAP region. 
 
 
  
 
                                                 
110 The available spectrum limits the choice of technology. In Hong Kong’s case the spectrum under 
discussion is 800 MHz implies a CDMA2000 network.  Existing 3G licences are for WCDMA. 
111 The disadvantage is the liability remains for the period of the licence while the opportunity cost of 
investible funds will vary over the term of the licence. For the original proposal see Ure (2000) ‘3G: To 
Auction or Not to Auction?’ at http://www.trp.hku.hk/papers/2000/3g_response.pdf  
112 Ure (1997) ‘The Economic Benefits of Telecoms Liberalization in Hong Kong’ 
http://www.trp.hku.hk/papers/1997/PECC2.DOC  
113 TIF March 2004, http://www.trp.hku.hk/tif/papers/2004/mar/0403summ.pdf , p.10. 
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Box 4.11: Regulation in Mongolia 
The CRC (Communications Regulatory Commission) was established in 1996 with six 
people as a part time body under the Ministry of Infrastructure to make recommendations 
without legal powers. In 2002 it was upgraded by the Telecommunications Law to be a 
full time body, but its powers remain limited. For example, it can only recommend that 
Mongolian Telecom’s interconnection charges are cost-based, but it cannot determine 
what they should be. Similarly the CRC can only recommend the fixed-mobile network 
charges, currently 35 cents to mobile and 15 cents to Mongolian Telecom. (Mongolian 
Telecom wants 25 cents each way.) Forty staff are responsible for what amounts to the 
work of an entire unified regulatory body, including telecom, broadcasting, spectrum 
management, postal services and ICTs. The CRC’s spectrum management equipment is 
left over from Soviet times and totally inadequate for modern purposes. With assistance 
from the ITU a numbering plan has just been completed. The CRC is struggling against 
the odds to oversee a rational allocation of resources into network facilities.  
 
 
 

Box 4.12: Messages 
Message 1: Large economies tend to pursue industrial policies, leveraging off the size of 
their home market. In most developing countries this would conflict with the need to 
allocate resources to maximize short-term returns as a means to refinance sector 
expansion. It would also conflict with the objective of open standards to attract foreign 
investors and minimize costs. It may also breach WTO rules.  
 
Message 2: Consistency of regulation and where appropriate de-regulation, but not a lack 
of regulation is what is required to promote investment, competition and sector growth. 
The idea that competition does away with the need for regulation in the telecom industry 
is fanciful. It permits many areas of de-regulation, but there are certain issues that will 
never disappear, such as the management of scarce public resources. Examples are radio 
spectrum, telephone numbers, and rights-of-way to build networks to customers. 
Spectrum management requires expertise. Numbering is also a specialist area, and soon 
IPv6 (IP version 6) will introduce a global numbering set allowing telephone numbers to 
be mapped onto IP addresses and users to have a world number. Regulators will need to 
ensure their countries are ready for this. By contrast, rights-of- way issues are purely 
local. Both public and private land property rights need to be negotiated to allow access 
to network infrastructures, and a set of defined procedures followed. Regulatory costs are 
a major element in non-operational costs of carriers, especially where road digging, 
ducting and poling is required. 
 
Message 3: The greatest constraint on effective regulation is the lack of clear policy 
towards regulation and of a clear legal framework. The next most important constraint is 
lack of financial and human resources. Both these issues should be priority areas for 
action. The most important issue that is not constrained by resources is consistency of 
regulation. Consistency needs to be seen and understood by the industry, so it needs to be 
accompanied by transparency. These are not resource issues but issues of practice.  
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4.5: Conclusion 
Disruptive technologies are increasingly commonplace in telecom, especially the use of 
Internet Protocol and wireless technologies. They undermine existing revenue sources 
and business models, but also give rise to new ones, and the incumbent is often well 
placed to grasp the longer-term commercial opportunities. In the case of a very large 
economy like China, technology and telecom policy may come together in the form of 
industrial policy, but for most developing countries the advantage lies in the adoption and 
diffusion of the most cost effective technologies available in the market. This process will 
be retarded unless policy and regulation allow consumer and business markets to have 
access to these new technologies and services and to experiment with adopting them. 
This is the most important practical step to be taken. Other changes such as institutional 
reforms and best-practice regulatory standards, will be driven by these changes if they are 
allowed to occur. 
 
It has to be demonstrated to policy makers that the economic gains from the adoption and 
diffusion of new technologies in the market will outweigh the risks of financial loss to the 
incumbent who bears the universal service obligation. In particular, the virtuous loop of 
technology-regulation-markets (see Part 2) is likely to grow the market for the private 
sector making incremental encroachment upon under-served areas all the more likely. 
The case study of the Philippines illustrates this with respect to the pre-paid mobile 
cellular market. Increased general taxation revenue from the telecom sector together with 
a wider industry base from which to fund universal access programmes should be set off 
against the potential loss of revenue resulting from by-pass of the incumbent’s tariffs. 
The role of the public sector shrinks in terms of the market for telecom services, and as 
the state withdraws from the ownership of the infrastructure, but takes on new 
dimensions in terms of facilitating and promoting the spread of ICTs and the 
infrastructure required to support them in remote and uneconomic areas of the country. 
There already exists a rich vein of experience in developing countries across the globe of 
mechanisms that can make this work. These demonstration effects should be used to 
persuade hesitant policy makers to push their respective telecom models to the next stage. 
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Part 5 – Past and Future Patterns of Investment  
 
5.1: Summary 
The 1997 Asian economic crisis brought to an end an investment cycle in telecom that 
had lasted from the early 1990s. Most of the companies withdrawing from the market 
were overseas strategic investors and fund investors, especially North American and 
European rather than local investors. The notable exceptions from Europe are Telenor 
(Norway), Telia (Sweden) and Millicom (Sweden) who maintain small investments in 
Thailand, the Philippines, Malaysia and IndoChina. Australian, Japanese and Korean 
companies have withdrawn many of their investments but maintain some, for example 
NTT (Japan) has investments in the Philippines and Thailand, while KDD (Japan) and 
SK Telecom (Korea) have significant presence in Mongolia. Telstra’s (Australia) 
regional investments are now focused on a submarine cable network (Reach) and mobile 
cellular-related investments in Hong Kong and China. But these investments are small 
compared to the investments written off by the investors withdrawing, for example 
France Telecom said goodbye to around US$500 million in Thailand. 
 
It is important to note however that the majority of local Asian companies survived the 
crisis, one that had found many of them highly indebted in dollar-denominated loans and 
credits. In the case of the incumbent fixed line operators, cashflow saved them. For 
smaller private operators, for example many of the mobile cellular service providers, their 
survival often depended upon the financial resources of their foreign or local partners. 
For example, in the Philippines Globe Telecom relied heavily on the Ayala family during 
the crisis of 1997. The following is an extract from a press interview with Jaime Augusto 
Zobel de Ayala, president and CEO of Ayala Corporation.  
 

Ayala’s deep pockets helped keep Globe growing, even during the dark days of 
1997. ‘It’s no secret that telecoms suck up capital like there’s no tomorrow,’ says 
Mr Zobel says, noting that Philippine capital markets dried up in 1997 while 
Globe was going through a critical expansion. Ayala responded by investing 
about four billion pesos in Globe during the crisis years of 1997 and 1998, 
allowing Globe to roughly double its number of cellular-signal relay stations each 
year since. ‘It made us understand that you’ve got to have the capacity to support 
these businesses when times are volatile,’ Mr Zobel says. (Asian Wall Street 
Journal, 11 May 2002) 

 
Surviving the crisis has not necessarily meant profitability. Again the Philippines is a 
case in point where many of the smaller competitors are struggling to survive. For 
example, Bayantel is fighting to survive receivership. In the 1990s the company put most 
of its eggs into the fixed line carrier business, while its sister company Extelcom failed to 
upgrade its cellular network from analogue to digital. This suggests that periods of 
economic crisis do tend to uncover the strategically weaker companies, which is 
ultimately a function of management however well-heeled the families are that back 
them. Differences with local management also contributed to decisions by strategic 
investors to pull out. An interview with France Telecom, ex-strategic partner on the 
cellular side of the CP Group who own the majority of fixed line operator Telecom Asia 
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(where Verizon was the ex-strategic partner) and its cellular sister company TA Orange, 
noted the family-run business of the CP Group had no previous telecom experience when 
they entered the market in the 1990s. Differences did arise over commercial decisions 
affecting the Group and the running of TA Orange, in particular France Telecom was not 
convinced that bundling fixed and cellular services was helpful to TA Orange’s side of 
the business.114 Eventually France Telecom withdrew from the partnership in 
circumstances were ‘we were very short of cash’ and had insufficient control, as the 
following extract from the interview makes clear. 
 

The number one criterion was not possible in Thailand: control and its 
consequences. This is an experience we’ve had everywhere, not just in Thailand. 
In a car there can only be one driver… two partners in the car with slightly 
different objectives and you have a contradiction on your hands… The regulations 
in Thailand made it very clear that we couldn’t be in control – capped at 49 per 
cent. This was the main reason we left. 

 
Cycles also act to consolidate industries at different moments in their development, 
creating opportunities for investors in distressed assets. Several of the larger funds in 
telecom, such as Newbridge and Ripplewood, have focused on distressed assets but only 
in countries where capital markets are larger and more liquid, such as Japan and Korea 
where an exit strategy becomes feasible.115 Other more specialized funds have tended to 
steer clear of economically smaller developing countries since the crisis. For example, the 
Hong Kong-based Telecom Ventures Group, while still trying to extricate itself from the 
Philippines (Bayantel) and Indonesia (Excelcomindo), has shifted focus away from 
infrastructure towards growth areas such as wireless equipment that are found in more 
developed economies such as Australia and Korea, or in the large fast-growing 
economies of China and India.  
 
The rise of low-cost telecom equipment manufacturing in China is likely to have a 
particularly important impact upon telecom economics over the coming decade as 
Chinese vendors like Huawei and ZTE substantially undercut established vendors like 
Alcatel, Cisco, Ericsson, Fujitsu, Lucent, NEC, Nortel, Motorola, Samsung and others. 
As competition for markets becomes more intense vendor credits and loans will continue 
to play an important role in telecoms, but like other investors vendors are already much 
more selective about which companies and countries they help finance. One of the 
differences between now and the 1990s is that telecom projects are less likely to involve 
the public sector, so they are less likely to attract ECA guarantees. The demand for 
vendor financing as an alternative source of credit, especially for small-to-medium sized 
companies, is likely to grow, while cash rich larger companies have more alternatives 
from which to choose. 
 
 
 

                                                 
114 This difference of view was confirmed in an interview with Telecom Asia. 
115 In June 2004 Ripplewood and their co-investors sold Japan Telecom to Softbank for US$3 billion, 
having bought the company from Vodafone for $2.2 billion. 
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5.2: Local Capital Markets 
Establishing the institutions of local capital markets and ensuring their liquidity are 
objectives every State has to achieve to foster economic growth and encourage an 
efficient allocation of resources by mobilizing domestic savings and inviting the 
participation of foreign capital. This section uses four country examples to examine how 
the models outlined in Part 1 are gradually evolving with a growing access to local 
capital.  
 
5.2.1: Vietnam 
Vietnam has moved very cautiously in developing its model of state owned 
telecommunications, caught in the classic dilemma of needing investment in 
infrastructure and trying to avoid private, and especially foreign, ownership of either the 
assets or control over operations. The BCC revenue-sharing model was the first step, and 
by the turn of the century the BCCs (see Appendix 1.1) had brought in over US$1 billion 
of investment, but these were confined to basic services in fixed and mobile.116 VNPT 
(Vietnam Posts and Telecommunication) owns and controls the national network on 
behalf of the state. In Ho Chi Minh City, Saigon Postel has its own network and the 
military’s Electronics Telecommunications Company (Vietel) also provides public 
services, although VNPT makes life as difficult as possible for Vietel, for example by 
restricting the availability of leased circuits.  
 
Reforms to the Model 
Besides direct investment of retained earnings, VNPT has been authorized to raised local 
bank loans, for example the Vietindebank (Vietnam Investment and Development Bank) 
lent around VND1,000 billion to the telecoms sector in 1999 and in 2000 issued a 5-year 
bond for VND 2 trillion for infrastructure projects in 2000, including telecoms. The 
reforms of this period included Government sanctioning the issue of foreign currency 
denominated bonds by state corporations, the first being Petro Vietnam in 2003. Another 
reform was a shift towards decentralization, and accordingly the VNPT has given more 
power to local telecom authorities to negotiate investment agreements, and is listing more 
than twenty of its subsidiary engineering and equipment companies, while maintaining its 
central authority over national networks.117 As telecom is seen as having a relatively short 
investment payback period it has become a candidate for loans rather than state direct 
investment. For a time the VNPT was raising bank loans and reallocating them to its 
subsidiaries through the Posts and Telecommunications Financial Corp (PTF), but the 
Central Bank has expressed concerns that this practice is too opaque for proper 
accounting of bank lending.  
 
                                                 
116 Vietnam has negotiated ten BCCs of which two were withdrawn and one has expired. Some have been 
subject to renegotiations. For example Korea Telecom sought a revised revenue share after 1997 when the 
value of the dong fell twenty percent. In 2000 the VNPT agreed to a proposal from Comvik (Millicom) to 
abandon the previously contracted reduction of revenue-sharing from 50 percent to 40 per cent in exchange 
for further commitments to invest, a decision that is currently coming in for scrutiny in Hanoi. Comvik also 
proposed that the BCC be converted into a joint venture. 
117 Vietnam established its first stock exchange in HCM City in 2000 and has opened a second tier 
exchange in Hanoi. The Vietnam Telecommunications Company (VTC) that undertakes equipment 
production, assembly, installation and maintenance, became the 21st company to list on the market in 2003. 
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Overseas Development Aid (ODA) 
As Vietnam very gradually moves away from the PTA model the VNPT is slowly 
withdrawing from the micro-management of financial resources. An exception is where 
ODA money is concerned. ODA money and foreign government soft loans running into 
several hundreds of millions of dollars have come from a variety of countries, notably 
France, Japan and Sweden together with vendor credit, for example from Alactel and 
Ericsson, and bank loans, for example from ABN-AMRO. Projects include the Rural 
Telecom Network Development programme, and submarine cable projects linking 
Vietnam to Singapore and the SEA-ME-WE3 cable to the Mediterranean Sea and 
Western Europe, and a direct cable link to Hong Kong. One project that has been 
discussed for many years as part of a Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) programme is 
the Backbone Telecommunications Network Project supported by the ADB and JBIC. 
Originally the plan was to connect all six GMS countries, from China in the north to 
Thailand in the south with an optic fibre cable as part of a much wider and more 
ambitious GMS regional vision for infrastructure development. Currently it seems that a 
US$200 million north-south cable project for Vietnam is to be financed with support 
from JBIC. This outcome may reflect a lack of economic synergies between the GMS 
countries.118  
 
US-Vietnam BTA 
The reform of Vietnam’s PTA model took another turn with the signing of the US-
Vietnam Bilateral Trade Agreement (BTA).119 Under this agreement Vietnam will 
introduce the joint venture model in telecom with Vietnamese majority ownership. The 
VAS market is now open and the ISP market opens 2005, followed by the mobile cellular 
market in 2006 and the fixed line market in 2008. Two questions arise, how consistent 
and open will the Ministry prove to be,120 and how easy will it be to raise investment on 
local capital markets. Since the BTA includes adherence by Vietnam to the WTO’s 
regulatory Reference Paper, the opportunities for public-private participation should be 
promising, but may be a long time in coming. Value-added services such as Internet 
access and web-based services are, as in China, likely to prove the most accessible to 
local as well as foreign investors, and this could stimulate the supply as well as the 
demand for local capital. According to the Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
over 70 per cent of private enterprises have to rely upon family and friends and unofficial 
sources rather than on banks for funding. The lure of Vietnam, rather like China, is the 
size of the market and its growth potential, and this is attracting venture capital funds to 

                                                 
118 For example, the tourist trade is one of the most obvious areas where travel and communications 
between neighbouring countries might be expected, yet it will take a huge amount of infrastructure 
investment to make such travel easy, fast and carefree. It is not obvious how each country would weigh up 
the potential gains from tourists attracted by the idea of ‘regional’ travel against the perceived losses of 
tourists staying only a few days before moving on to neighbouring countries. From a purely economic 
viewpoint, whether a regional broadband cable network really warrants such large-scale investment at this 
time is therefore open to question, which is presumably why the most recent proposal is to limit Phase 2 of 
the proposal to two small countries, Cambodia and Lao PDR.  
119 This frees the way for the US EXIM bank to support US companies trading with Vietnam. The BTA 
also applies to all countries with which Vietnam has established normal trading relations. 
120 Uncertainty is always a problem with systems in transition. In 2003 Vietnam hiked duties on imported 
car and motorcycle components to 40 per cent, then relented, unnerving investors. 
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establish in Vietnam. One of the most recent is the US$120 million IDG Ventures fund 
set up in March 2004, the first to include telecom within its focus.  
 
A Cautious Future  
The political psychology of a country that fought for so long, so bitterly and so recently 
for its independence is unlikely to change within a generation and memories of historical 
conflicts with close neighbours cannot be erased from policy making. Compared with 
water and electricity, telecom does not impact quite so directly on the welfare and 
livelihoods of predominantly rural communities, and its environmental impact is certainly 
less, but having access to telecom means having access to communications and 
information and the political ramifications of that are second to none. There will always 
be an indelible thread of independence running through Vietnam’s policy perspectives, 
but it is also clear that the demonstration effects of successful telecom infrastructure 
projects have paved the way for Vietnam to take the next step towards public-private 
participation. The BCC projects are the most pertinent examples, but the success of IPOs 
in China and Indonesia and of joint ventures in Lao PDR and Mongolia that bring in 
private and foreign funds without harming national interests are also relevant. 
 
5.2.2: Indonesia 
The aftermath of the 1997 crisis left Indonesia banks with large numbers of NPLs, 
forcing businesses to the debt market to cope with the financial crisis. Among the 
measures taken was agreement to allow companies to issue US dollar denominated bonds 
on the domestic market.121 Both IndoSat and Telkom have issued bonds to refinance their 
dollar-denominated liabilities and, in the case of IndoSat to buyout PT Satelindo. At the 
time of the crisis Indonesia signed an agreement with the IMF for short term funding on 
the understanding that a reform programme would include the privatization of telecom. 
This prescriptive approach has been difficult for the Indonesian’s to accept, but the logic 
of the situation has gradually shifted policy in that direction. An indication of policy 
confusion at this time was the original plan to merge IndoSat and Telkom for an IPO, and 
then abandoning the scheme.   
 
Full Service Competition 
By 1999 Telkom incurred over 300 billion Rupiah in foreign exchange losses as 20 per 
cent of maintenance costs and 95 per cent of investment commitments were in US 
dollars, effectively bringing the KSO scheme to an end. Government had little choice but 
to take the next logical step beyond BTOs and embrace competition based upon 
independent companies with access to capital markets, but with what might be termed 
‘Indonesian characteristics.’122 Telkom and IndoSat were required to divest themselves of 
all cross-ownership, IndoSat was to acquire Satelindo as a mobile cellular operator and 
become a full service competitor and Telkom, already the majority owner of cellular 
operator Telkomindo, was to enter competition with IndoSat in the international market.  
 
The crisis was an opportunity for Singaporean investors who could bring access to 
capital. After KPN (Netherlands) took the opportunity to exit by selling its stake in 
                                                 
121 Indonesia uses the Surabaya Stock Exchange rather than the Jakarta Stock Exchange for bond issues. 
122 Indonesia was already under an IMF agreement to sell its stake in IndoSat. 
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Telkomindo to Singapore Telecom in 2001, Telkomindo was able to raise foreign 
investor interest in a US$150 million bond in 2002 that was 3.6 time over subscribed, the 
first mass re-entry of investors to Indonesia since 1997. Telkom followed that with a 
bond of 1 trillion Rupiah that was 5 times over subscribed, and over the next three years 
raised over US$400 million in overseas loans and credits. IndoSat’s first bond issue in 
2001 fell over one-third short of the targeted 1.5 trillion Rupiah, but the company raised 
over 3 trillion Rupiah in bonds and 1.5 trillion Rupiah in loans 2002-03. Part of this 
money was used to buy Satelindo and lift a covenant that limited its annual capital 
expenditure to US$50 million. One of the bond issues was in Islamic bonds.123 In 2002 
ST Telemedia (Singapore) paid US$631 million for a 41.9 per cent share of IndoSat. In 
2004 Indonesia’s third mobile cellular operator Excelcomindo also successfully raised a 
bond of 1.25 trillion Rupiah.  
 
The Way Forward 
These bond issues demonstrate that investor confidence, including foreign investor 
confidence, has returned to Indonesia’s main telecom companies, but a recent World 
Bank report puts Indonesia’s investment needs into perspective. The report estimates for 
Indonesia to raise its mainline teledensity from its current level of around 4 per cent to 
reach the level of China in 2001 of around 14 per cent within 5 years will require an 
additional 4.4 million lines every year. Capital costs per line are expected to fall from 
around US$530 per line to US$150 per line using fixed wireless technology, so an annual 
investment of at least US$660 million is required. Telkom’s 2001 total operating 
revenues from fixed line services was US$970 million.124  
 
The World Bank’s conclusion in its ‘The Way Forward’ is for the government to (a) 
‘intensify and entrench pro-competition policies’, (b) establish ‘a highly credible and 
effective non-ministerial institution’ to regulate the industry and promote efficiency, and 
(c) ‘adopt and implement a set of policies and programs that will systematically address 
the inadequate access to telecommunication services, and more broadly to information 
services, in thousands of villages in Indonesia.’125 The practical point to note is that 
Indonesia faces the same sets of pressures coming from its participation in the world 
economy as do all other developing EAP countries, pressures to increase investment in its 
telecom infrastructure to meet the service demands of business and people on-the-move. 
Only the abandonment of liberal policies, such as the imposition of currency controls,  
would relieve the immediate pressures and slow the process, but they would also slow 
progress. The issue is really an issue of political choice. So for example, Indonesia’s 
efforts to reform the regulatory process remain half-hearted, but by opening the fixed line 
and international markets to genuine competition for the first time the loop of technical, 
regulatory and market dynamics outlined in Part 2 will be set in motion. A good way 
forward therefore is to spell out in detail how that loop can work to national advantage in 

                                                 
123 Islamic bonds pay no interest but bond holders share in the profits. 
124 According to a spokeswoman from Pacific Satelit Nusantara, the cost of building a satellite telephone 
connection to a remote village is Rp.13.5 million (around US$1,500) - Jakarta Post, 17 May 2004. 
125 World Bank  (Draft, 2004) ‘Telecom: Background Sector Review For Averting an Infrastructure Crisis’ 
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Indonesia.126 In this way the gap between good policy recommendations from 
international development agencies and the real politics of the country can be closed. 
 
5.2.3: Malaysia 
Malaysia has Southeast Asia’s largest bond market, and has the highest per capita income 
among the developing countries in the region, yet Malaysia’s telecom market of 
‘managed competition’127 has failed to ignite, to drive demand elasticity especially for 
fixed lines, owing to too much management and insufficient competition.  
 
Politics 
Malaysia’s post-PTA model was one of entry restricted to close allies of the ruling 
political party, UMNO. The 1997 crisis and the suspension of currency convertibility left 
two of the mobile cellular operators, TimeCel (part of Time.dotcom) and Celcom deeply 
in debt. To manage the crisis the Government turned to the country’s pension funds, but 
only after rejecting a life saving bid for Time.dotcom from Singapore Telecom in 2000. 
As a consequence RM 250 million of the Employees Pension Fund (EFP) was used to 
buy Time.dotcom shares. In 2001 an IPO for Time to retire its debt was only 25 per cent 
subscribed and pension fund money was again used as share prices collapsed, provoking 
a threat by Malaysia’s trade unions to picket the fund’s headquarters. Finally, in 
December 2002 the leading cellular operator Maxis stepped in to buy TimeCel for RM 
1.15 billion. This investment was a windfall to Time Engineering, the parent company of 
Time.dotcom and part of the United Engineers-Renong Group of companies closely 
associated with UMNO, the ruling political party headed by Prime Minister Dr Mohamad 
Mahathir. In 2003 Time Engineering planned an Islamic bond to finance a computer 
project in state-run schools. 
 
Celcom’s history has a similar ring to it. Founded by TRI (Technology Resources 
Industries), the company of Tajudin Ramili, a close associate of the influential Finance 
Minister Diam Zainuddin, Celcom ran into massive debt servicing problems and 
insufficient cash flow. TRI managed to raise a Eurobond for US$375 million in 1999 but 
defaulted on payments in 2002 and the pension fund Pengurusan Danaharta Nasional was 
used to redeem the Eurobond for US$494 million to ward off the threat of foreign 
creditors seizing the assets of Celcom. Telekom Malaysia was then supported by the 
Government to make a hostile takeover bid for TRI and in 2002-03 a share swap was 
arranged between TM Cellular, Telekom’s existing mobile cellular business, and Celcom, 
effectively merging the two.  
 
This is not the first time Telekom has been used for a bail out. In 1999 Telekom took 
over from United Engineers RM 14.5 billion of frozen shares previously quoted on the 
Singapore Central Limit Order Book or CLOB. Over 170,000 investors, mostly 
                                                 
126 There is plenty to build on. For example, the kiosk schemes could easily be extended to permit local 
entrepreneurs to invest in small local networks. Similarly cities and towns in the provinces could be 
authorized to invest in their own networks. Building management companies could be licensed to offer 
services beyond their boundaries, and the ISP VoIP experiment could be given wider scope. 
127 ‘Even though competition is encouraged, the Government is empowered to determine the number of 
competitors that are economically viable for certain telecommunication systems/services…’ National 
Telecommunications Policy, Ministry of Energy, Telecommunications and Posts, 1994, p.10 
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Singaporeans, held shares in about 100 Malaysian companies but to protect its financial 
markets Malaysia blocked them from trading. Telekom is a virtual monopolist in the 
fixed line business in Malaysia – Digi and Maxis are minimally involved in the business 
– generating a healthy cashflow. As such Telekom has been an instrument of Government 
policy in helping restructure the sector down to three mobile cellular operators and one 
fixed line operator. Telekom has few difficulties in issuing bonds, including two Islamic 
bonds for RM 700 million and RM 1.1 billion. Telekom has also ventured overseas, 
raising a bond for US$500 million to help finance its purchase of shares in Ideal (India), 
has an investment with Samart in Thailand and another in Sri Lanka, but has pulled out of 
Digital Phone Company in Thailand and is in a financial dispute with Ghana Telecom.128 
In another venture overseas, it is believed that Telekom was the final bidder against ST 
Telemedia (Singapore) for a stake in IndoSat in Indonesia.  
 
New Times 
From all the evidence, Malaysia is a market that should prosper with less restricted entry 
and competition, and with the recent change of Government the signs do seem to point in 
the direction of greater openness and rapprochement with Singapore after years of frosty 
relations. Temasek Holdings, Singapore’s state investment arm, was recently allowed to 
invest in Telekom Malaysia, and one interesting possibility for the future is some degree 
of infrastructure integration and collaboration between these neighbours. Economies of 
scale would suggest a potentially large economic and social dividend from doing so. For 
example, given the resources available to both Governments, public-private participation 
in large-scale projects is feasible, for example in an electronic trade documentation 
network to facilitate trade flows through the ports of both countries.  
 
5.2.4: Philippines 
The Zero Backlog project launched in 1993 was designed to abolish waiting lists for 
telephones and required the PLDT to embark upon a massive programme of investment 
in upgrading the fixed line network to digital and extending the network under the SAS 
(Special Areas Scheme). All new entrants were also required to participate in the SAS 
(see Philippine case study). The 1997 crisis and collapse of the peso created the same 
range of problems in the Philippines as in Indonesia where dollar denominated debts 
became difficult to service. Added to PLDT’s woes were the bad debts accumulated from 
1996 onwards by Piltel, its mobile cellular subsidiary. Piltel was until the turn of the 
century the leading mobile operator offering post-paid subscriptions using analogue 
equipment but became easy prey to widespread fraud by cloning methods. In 1999 Piltel 
defaulted on a US$280 million loan repayment as the peso fell in value. In 1998 First 
Pacific, a Hong Kong-based investment company owned by Indonesia’s Salim family 
that owned the Philippines mobile cellular operator Smart, took up a stake in PLDT 
giving First Pacific controlling voting rights.129 In 1999 a condition for the PLDT 

                                                 
128 Telekom holds an 85 per cent share in G-Com, a local company that owns 30 per cent of Ghana 
Telecom. Telekom claims it is being denied rights it was granted under a World Bank-sponsored 
privatization of Ghana Telecom to have management control, and opposes a US$130 million loan to Ghana 
Telecom. 
129 First Pacific’s minority stake rose to 2.4.4 per cent by 2002, and that of a related company, Bonifacio 
Land Corporation, to 50.4 per cent. 
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acquiring Smart was to cover the loss of Piltel. It was also a condition for the entry of 
NTT Corporation (Japan) in June 1999, taking a 15 per cent of PLDT for US$386 
million. In the same year Japan’s EXIM bank extended a loan of US$28.8 million to 
PLDT for its Zero Backlog programme, the sixth such loan since 1994.  
 
The PLDT was also the largest telecom debtor of Germany’s KfW (Kreditanstalt fur 
Wiederaufbau) owing over US$1 billion, and to service debt the PLDT successfully 
raised US$175 million through bonds in April 1999, the first public fixed rate dollar bond 
deal for an Asian corporate since November 1997. Later the same year PLDT sold off 
part of its ownership of AceS (Asia Cellular Satellite) to its partners Pacifik Satelit 
Nusantara (Indonesia) and Lockheed Martin (USA) and embarked on a series of loans, 
corporate paper and bond issues. By May 2002 the company could shelve a plan to sell a 
minority share in Smart after raising US$350 million in an over-subscribed bond. Smart 
had became the number one mobile cellular operator and in 2004 concluded a share-swap 
to absorb ownership of Piltel after issuing US$279 million of new debt to finance the deal 
and after negotiating with its creditors a deferment of its IPO to 2007.  
 
Investor Interest 
As the company emerged from the shadow of crippling debts in 2002 the Salim family 
chose the moment to arrange the sale of the controlling interest in PLDT to the JG 
Summit Group controlled by Philippine tycoon John Gokongwei and owner of rival 
telecom companies Digitel and Sun Cellular. The Chairman of the PLDT, Manuel 
Pangilinan who was also Chairman of First Pacific, vigorously opposed the move, partly 
on the grounds that the PLDT’s by-laws prohibited ownership by a competitor, but also 
because it was widely understood he was not consulted. NTT joined the Chairman in the 
bruising fight for control, arguing it had the right of first refusal to buy PLDT. The case 
inevitably ended in legal action in the Philippines and in the USA with both sides 
demanding and refusing disclosures of information until the period for due diligence 
under the original Salim-Gokongwei agreement had expired and JG Summit Holdings 
withdrew its bid. In 2004 the news of the demotion of Manuel Pangilinan from Chairman 
to Managing Director of First Pacific is seems to herald another possible round of 
takeover bids for PLDT, and its jewel-in-the-crown, Smart. A least these events prove 
that investor interest remains strong. 
 
Beyond the PLDT 
Beyond the PLDT family of companies, Globe is the other most important operator 
supported by its strategic partner Singapore Telecom and its local investor the highly 
influential Ayala family. Globe was equally affected by the 1997 crisis, but had 
converted over half its debt into peso by 2002. With strong partners and cashflow, and 
having absorbed Islacom’s fixed line network in 2002, Globe is a very solid company, 
although as expressed in its own 2004 Annual Report, Singapore Telecom expects steady 
earnings rather than growth from Globe in contrast to SingTel’s investment in Optus 
(Australia). Not all telecom companies have weathered the storm, especially Bayantel 
owned by Benpres Holdings which is the investment arm of the Lopez family. Its last 
successful foray into the capital market was a US$200 million bond in 1999, but it was 
unable to meet repayments in 2001 with 90 per cent of its debts still in US dollars. It lost 
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its Moody’s rating in 2002 and filed for bankruptcy protection in 2003 after foreign 
creditors filed a winding-up petition, the first case in the Philippines. Besides Bayantel, 
numerous other and smaller companies struggled for survival, their main concern after 
debt restructuring being to finance network expansion and upgrade. Companies like 
Misortel (Misamis Oriental Telephone System), owned and operated by the provincial 
government of Misamis Oriental in the predominantly Muslim province of Mindanao in 
the south of the Philippines, have had difficulties in raising loans. Slightly larger 
companies, such as PT&T (Philippines Telegraph & Telephone) owned by the Santiago 
family along with Philippine Wireless Inc., or Pocketbell are able to attract vendor 
credits. In 2001 PT&T struck a revenue-sharing deal with its supplier to install video-
conferencing equipment and high-speed Internet for the VPN business market. Under the 
deal 30 per cent of revenues over two years would be shared to pay off the debt.  
 
Conclusion 
Loans, commercial paper, bonds and equity are all available to large telecom operators in 
the Philippines, but a market gap exists for smaller companies, especially those not 
backed by rich and powerful families. One of the problems was that access to 
international capital markets before 1997 was almost too easy for companies like PLDT, 
Piltel and Bayantel who accumulated dollar-denominated debts in large amounts. In all 
likelihood a lot of these dollars were round-tripping from the Philippines. There is clearly 
a case for public support of projects that tackle remote and under-served areas, and given 
a very active civil society in the Philippines, a case for finding ways to boost private 
financial support for local government and community projects. This could result in a 
highly productive use of resources. However care and monitoring are required in the 
Philippines to ensure a transparent process and a proper accounting of funds. For 
example, during the 1990s the Land Bank of the Philippines granted around P4.5 billion 
to various telecom companies in unsecured loans despite the fact that thousands of 
farmers were having great difficulty in securing agricultural loans, a state of affairs that 
sparked a Government investigation in 1999. Stimulating a capital market for small and 
medium-sized enterprises and improving the governance of the financial sector with 
regard to telecom are two important ways forward. 
 
5.2.5: Conclusion 
In each case, Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines the starting point or 
model is quite different, and in each case a way forward can be derived from the 
perspective of a focus on process rather than outcomes. In the case of Vietnam, the 
process is a very gradual and a cautious inching forward from the BCC model to a model 
of joint ventures and IPOs, leveraging international financial interest in Vietnam’s 
potentially large market. In the case of Indonesia the way forward is more focused on 
extending experiments that already exist, such as widening the scope for local 
entrepreneurs and small business people to invest in local area networks and encouraging 
small towns or building management companies to do likewise and in this way seed the 
market.  
 
In the case of Malaysia, a relatively prosperous country with a model of managed 
competition, one way forward is regional cooperation with its close neighbour Singapore 
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to funding public-private participation projects, for example a collaborative electronic 
trade documentation network. As more public-private networks evolve they can be 
opened to other forms of traffic and offer a wider range of services. In the case of the 
Philippines, the markets are generally open, but what is lacking is a local capital market 
and supporting institutions to assist small and medium-sized companies. The 
opportunities are there, and the issue is about facilitating SMEs to take advantage of 
them, for example enabling Internet café owners to raise small bank loans to pay for 
broadband connections and to buy additional computers, or to enable local telecom 
operators to upgrade their networks. 
 
In each of these cases the way forward does not depend upon large scale institutional 
reforms, however desirable they may be. Rather it involves incremental steps towards 
liberalization, and supporting these in practical local ways, including measures to boost 
the liquidity of local capital markets and encouragement to banks to support local 
business. 
 
5.3: Equity and Financial Investors 
Nine financial investors,130 including three stock analyst firms, were interviewed for this 
Note.131 Typically the fund managers we interviewed are looking for companies with 
strong cashflows and strong business fundamentals. The cashflows attract bank loans, 
syndicated for large borrowings, sometimes including IFIs (International Financial 
Institutions) such as the IFC, which provides the leverage that the funds are looking for. 
Strong fundamentals imply that the company is probably already a major force within the 
industry, either a dominant player or a leading active innovator. For this reason, while 
funds looked favourably on greenfield mobile cellular operators in the mid-1990s,132 
funding even 4th and 5th new entrants, the almost unanimous view today is there is 
normally room for only two profitable mobile operators and a weak third to provide the 
competition.133  
 

                                                 
130 Not including the IFC, the IMF, JBIC and MEGA. 
131 Investment funds, like equity funds (pension funds, mutual funds, private equity funds), look purely for 
financial returns. The main difference between the two is that investment funds are often created and raised 
to become vehicles for specific types of investments, such as regional funds, funds for emerging markets 
and sector-specific funds. They are also much more likely to become involved in the management and 
restructuring of the companies in which they invest, such as funds focused on distressed assets. Strategic 
investors, sometimes referred to as sponsors, are normally foreign operators looking for a longer-term 
investment opportunities and operating partnerships to serve local or international telecommunication 
markets. Equipment vendors may also offer financial credit or even an investment in the operation of a 
local client company. Donors, such as the World Bank and its affiliates, overseas development agencies 
(ODAs), export-import (Exim) banks, provide additional assistance in the form of loans, credit-guarantees, 
underwriting, insurance, and so on. 
132 For example, the Asian Infrastructure Fund (AIF) was active in this area in the 1990s. 
133 One interviewee suggested two was already sufficient for Mongolia. On the other hand, it should be 
noted that Hong Kong, with the advantage of a highly dense and affluent market of 7 million people, 
sustains six operators and all managed to make a profit in 2003. New York City similarly sustains five or 
six. 
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The funds we talked to range from under US$500 million to over US$1 billion.134  Their 
preferred investments range from a typical 10-40 per cent stake in a company, to outright 
control and from US$10 million upwards to US$100 million and over. While 
exceptionally small investments of US$5 million can be contemplated, they are more 
likely in niche growth markets than in smaller ventures in developing economies. For 
example, several fund managers mentioned ancillary mobile cellular enterprises, such as 
manufacturing specialized equipment135 or providing content such as games in China.136 
Funds tend not to have offices in developing EAP countries unless they are the large 
growth markets of China and India where rising real incomes and policies of market 
opening offer low-priced investment opportunities.137 As the IFC explained there is little 
point in spending US$1 million to invest US$1 million. 138 Funds are looking for hurdle 
rates of return of 25-30 per cent or more, and for liquid markets to exit after 3-5 years if 
possible. 139 Japan and Korea are attractive on this score, especially for overseas 
leveraged buyouts (OLBs) of distressed assets, although the exit strategy may be 
longer.140 
 
The interviews suggest that neither telecommunication infrastructure projects nor the 
service sectors are very much favoured in the current climate. While service sectors are 
regarded as vulnerable to twists and turns in policy and regulation,141 infrastructure 
projects are seen to suffer from lower rates of return and involve higher risk because the 
scale of the investments involved may become subject to regulatory and country risk. 
Rates of return on utility investments are widely regarded as in the 12-15 per cent range 
at the best of times, whereas funds are seeking 25 per cent or better. The following table 
illustrates recent returns in selected telecommunication facility operating companies. 
Evidently returns on net assets of fixed line operators are low. For example, in the case of 
the Philippines only two companies have made positive returns in recent years, one being 
the dominant carrier, PLDT. The PLDT’s principal source of profit comes from its 
mobile operator, Smart. But not all fixed line operators do poorly as Telkom of Indonesia 
indicates, and not all mobile operators make good profits as the contrast between AIS and 
DTAC in Thailand illustrates. See Table 5.1. 
 
 
 

                                                 
134 The largest of all pension funds, Calpers (California Public Employees’ Retirement System) who were 
not interviewed for this Note, have a portfolio of US$166 billion. A decision by Calpers to include or 
exclude a country from their approved list is tantamount to a credit rating for that country.  
135 Telecom Group Ventures (TGV), the only specialist telecoms fund in EAP, has invested in this area. 
136 Softbank Asia Infrastructure Fund (SAIF) notably ventured into multmedia areas of investment. 
137 But as one fund manager explained, all their China deals are structured off-shore, usually in the Cayman 
Islands or British Virgin Islands, to avoid some of the local financial and regulatory risk. 
138 Putting a deal together can take one year or longer to complete. Due diligence is usually outsourced to a 
specialist firms such as Bain & Co, McKenzie, PA Consulting, etc., and typically takes 1-2 months, 
depending upon the complexity of the case. 
139 Where investments are primarily growth-focused, as in emerging markets, the capacity of the local 
capital market becomes much less of an issue. 
140 For example, Newbridge partnered ChinaNet’s purchase of Asia Global Crossing, Ripplewood bought 
Japan Telecom from Vodafone (TGV was also an investor) and recently sold it to Softbank.  
141 Especially in the areas of regulation of network licensing, interconnection and tariff policies.  
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Table 5.1 
Rates of Return on Net Assets of Selected Operators, 2002 and 2003 

Company Pre-Tax Post-Tax 
Fixed Line 

PLDT (Philippines) 1.5% 1.2% 
PT Telkom (Indonesia) 26% 18% 
PT Indosat (Indonesia) 8% 1.4% 
Telekom Malaysia 5% 3% 

Mobile Cellular 
Smart (Philippines) 42% 21% 
Maxis (Malaysia) 38% 28% 
Digi (Malaysia) 43% 30% 
Telkomsel (Indonesia) 47% 25% 
AIS (Thailand) 32% 21% 
DTAC (Thailand) 8% 3% 
Source: Company reports. 
 
 
Cellular markets remain growth markets in many developing economies of EAP, 
although average revenues per user (arpu) inevitably fall as the markets widen to embrace 
lower income groups. For example, the arpu for China Mobile and China Unicom fell 28 
per cent and 30 per cent respectively 2000-2002, by 48 per cent for DTAC in Thailand 
but only 9 per cent for Maxis in Malaysia.142 In this respect the commercial opportunity 
for funds in the telecom sector has diminished from the 1990s, or put differently, funds 
are more cautious about the sector, especially in smaller developing EAP countries that 
opened their markets during the 1990s. The potential is seen rather in more advanced 
services where developing economies neither offer the requisite per capita income growth 
nor the critical mass in the marketplace.  
 
Risk and opportunity are twins in this area. Fund managers see risk in developing EAP 
economies primarily in terms of country or political risk, including regulatory risk which 
is always given as the number one risk factor,143 and the accompanying risk of no exit 
strategy, which is largely a function of lack of liquidity in local capital markets. 
Recommendations by fund managers are for more effort to be focused on raising the 
capacity of local capital markets by developing markets for short and long term bonds 
and convertible bonds, and at the same time lifting foreign ownership restrictions. This is 
important for two reasons. First, it allows in more capital investment and credit-worthy 
companies. Second, it offers financial and strategic investors the chance of control over 
local operations and capital expenditure to mitigate company, market and managerial 
risk.  
 

                                                 
142 Data thanks to CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets. 
143 The case of Thailand in 2001 was cited whereby the FDI ceiling was at one point reduced to 25% before 
being restored to 49% after protest from foreign investors. 
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These measures would take time to work, and they are unlikely to attract significantly 
large fund investments unless the commercial returns look promising, but they open two 
doors. First, to small fund investors and niche investors, this includes local capital, in one 
form as round tripping.144 This is important for smaller local companies trying to survive, 
for example Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and Internet Content Providers (ICPs), who 
may succeed in a first round of funding but still face the problem of a second round and 
beyond. Without strong cashflow145 smaller companies cannot raise bank loans and large 
funds see no opportunities for leverage. In the 1990s funds did invest in mobile 
companies such as Excelcomindo in Indonesia and Bayantel in Philippines, but both fell 
victim to the currency crisis of 1997 leaving investment partners looking for exits.146 
Second, several fund managers told us they would be interested in principle to join in 
projects supported by the donor community, especially the IFC, but in many cases, such 
as China and Vietnam, foreign ownership restrictions ruled this out.  
 
There is also a local learning curve to be climbed. Following the Asian economic crisis 
several fund managers told us that agents representing family-run Asian telecom 
companies proposed a sale of assets, but at no significant discount to market price 
suggesting a lack of understanding of the financial role of investment funds. These and 
other fund managers added that a reason for wanting control of a company was precisely 
to avoid problems of family-run companies, such as the diversion of funds to family-
related businesses. The slow revival of Asian economies has restored the cashflow to 
many of these family concerns, and therefore industry consolidation, if it comes, is less 
likely to be an international affair than a local or regional one. For example, in 2000 
PCCW bought Hongkong Telecom from Cable & Wireless, incurring debts of over 
US$12 billion, but following the collapse of the dot.com bubble was forced to sell its 
mobile company CSL and half its international company, renamed Reach, to Telstra 
(Australia). It is reported that PCCW is currently negotiating a sale to China Netcom.147  
 

                                                 
144 A substantial flow of capital investment from Hong Kong into China is Mainland money circulating 
through Hong Kong. Similarly it is believed that large sums from Indonesia and Philippines are reinvested 
after a trip to the USA or Switzerland, and the same for other EAP economies.  
145 Pre-paid mobile phone cards are one important source of upfront cash. Roaming is another potential 
source of revenue for mobile operators, but unlike Hong Kong where roaming charges account for over 
30% of total revenues, international roaming is far less frequent in less developed economies. In 
geographically large developing economies where mobile penetration rates are high or are growing fast, 
such as China and India, maybe domestic roaming is a potentially important revenue source. 
146 For example, TGV and AIF are still looking to exit Bayantel, and TGV Excelcomindo. The Carlyle 
Group were investors once in Guam, the Philippines, Taiwan and Thailand, and more recently in Japan in 
broadband provider eAccess. The IFC has been involved in Indonesia, the Philippines, Mongolia and with 
Dragon Capital in Vietnam. And today there are numerous funds entering India, such as Warburg Pincus in 
Bharti Telecoms.  
147 PCCW (Pacific Century CyberWorks) is the investment vehicle of Richard Li Tzar-kai, son of Li Ka-
shing the tycoon who owns Hutchsion Telecom. The purchase of Hongkong Telecom from Cable & 
Wireless came after an offer from Singapore Telecom was rejected. It is understood that China’s 
government had an influence in both decisions. Following the collapse of the dot.com bubble, PCCW 
shares tumbled from over HK$25 to around HK$1before being consolidated 4:1 to avoid a threat of de-
listing from the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. 
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5.4:  Strategic Investors148  
Telecommunications is becoming less predictable and higher risk due to increased 
competition that takes advantage of fast moving technologies. That is the view of the 
industry, and higher risk is attractive only if returns can be higher, a situation described 
by one executive manager of a US telecom company in the following terms. 
 

The return thing? In the US we’re a rate of return regulated company at 10-11-
12%. In terms of margins, cost of capital, this isn’t bad. In developing markets 
you’re looking for a return of 25%. The buyout specialists go for 35% (even 50% 
in some cases) but they rely on leveraging. We don’t like that because of the forex 
exposure. You pay in US dollars for your equipment. Vendors aren’t foolish – 
they would never do a contract in local currency. But your revenue is in local 
currency…  

 
These rates of return149 are still achievable on the mobile side of the business as the table 
above shows, but with falling marginal and average revenues per user the entire industry 
is now looking with uncertainty towards mobile ‘data’ revenues.150 As the Philippines 
case study illustrates, cheaper mobile networks and pre-paid SIM cards are realizing 
commercial possibilities in areas of the market previously regarded as uneconomic,151 
and companies like Singapore Telecom and Singapore’s investment arm Temasek, both 
fully committed to expansion within the region, are undertaking substantial 
investments.152 But the time for greenfields is over, and these investments are in 
established companies.  
 
The global operators we interviewed were principally concerned with serving their 
international clients, but each had invested in developing markets in the EAP region in 
the 1990s and each of them had withdrawn from many of these investments. Nine 
operators we interviewed were non-Asian companies who had investments in domestic 
fixed and mobile networks in EAP, and again most but not all had withdrawn. The 
remaining companies were Asian from Japan, Korea, Singapore and Thailand who had 
overseas investments in the EAP region. (Details of overseas entry and exit by country 
are given in the Appendix.)  

                                                 
148 Nineteen strategic investors were interviewed, including eight from Asia.  
149 A European cellular operator involved in the region suggested 20 per cent rate of return was acceptable 
in an emerging market, possibly lower in larger countries with growth potential.  
150 Only in Korea and Japan has mobile ‘data’ really taken off in a big way so far. ‘Data’ in the Philippines 
accounts for nearly 40 per cent of revenues, but this is almost entirely SMS. 
151 In an interview a France Telecom representative made the following comments regards Thailand. ‘You 
need flexibility in the network. That is what a wireless network can give you. Or you can do a fixed-
wireless connection in a home by installing a box, which is connected by radio transmission. If people stop 
paying or move, just remove the box and install it somewhere else. In Thailand, the area of growth is the 
rural areas. .. But for rural areas the revenues are low. Telephony is not the same priority as in the cities. If 
rural inhabitants want or need telephony, they have just a small amount to spend. They come after other 
segments have been reached – one segment after one segment approach.’ 
152 Temasek recently invested in Telekom Malaysia with whom it recently announced a joint venture 
investment with its subsidiary STT in Idea Cellular in India, buying AT&T’s 33% stake. Singapore 
Telecom has invested S$17 billion in the region over the past four years in Australia (Optus), India 
(Bharti), Indonesia (Telkomsel), the Philippines (Globe and Islacom), and Thailand (AIS). 
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The spread of deregulation, partial privatization and market liberalization in the EAP 
region during the 1990s attracted the large scale involvement of strategic investors, 
overseas telecom operators. Some companies, such as Cable & Wireless (UK) and AT&T 
(USA) had been in the region for many years already, but the 1990s saw a wave of new 
investment, often in greenfield ventures, especially mobile cellular. (See Appendix 1.5) 
The turn of the century saw a major retreat by the great majority of them. When they 
arrived most of the telephone networks in the developing EAP economies were analogue 
with very limited country coverage. When they left the region could boast some of the 
most modern networks in the world.  The following table illustrates the growth in 
capacity by measuring ‘effective teledensity’ which is the number of mainlines or mobile 
subscribers per 100 inhabitants, whichever is the larger. Only Myanmar and Vietnam still 
had fewer mobile cellular subscribers in 2002 than fixed exchange mainlines. 
 

Table 5.2 
Growth in Subscribers (Fixed or Mobile) Per 100 Inhabitants, 1992-2002 

Country Effective1 Teledensity 1992 Effective1 Teledensity 2002 
Cambodia 0.04 2.76 
China 0.98 16.09 
Indonesia 0.90 5.52 
Lao PDR 0.20 1.00 
Malaysia 11.26 37.68 
Mongolia 3.05 8.89 
Myanmar 0.23 0.70 
Philippines 1.04 19.13 
Thailand 3.13 26.04 
Vietnam 0.22 4.84 
Note: 1. The greater of fixed or mobile subscribers per 100 population. Source: ITU. 
 
The reasons for entry and exit vary, and at first sight it seems tempting to conclude that it 
is mostly non-Asian carriers that left the region and mostly Asian carriers that stayed or 
entered to fill the vacuum. But that picture is not quite right as an analysis of the data in 
Appendix 1.1 will show. Companies who exited include AT&T, BT, Cable & Wireless, 
Deustche Telekom, France Telecom, KPN, NTT, Telstra, Verizon among others. 
Companies who have stayed or expanded their overseas investments in the region include 
Korea Telecom, Millicom, Singapore Telecom, Telekom Malaysia, Shinawatra, Telenor 
and Telstra. Comparing these lists what appears to be true is that operators from large 
non-Asian economies withdrew, and from Asia’s largest economy in the case of NTT. 
The operators who stayed or expanded come from relatively small economies in global 
terms. Their home markets are either highly sophisticated and competitive as in the case 
of Scandinavia,153 Singapore and Korea (12 per cent the size of Japan’s economy) or they 
are cash-rich dominant operators in their local markets, such as Telekom Malaysia or 
Shinawatra in Thailand. Telstra, from a small but sophisticated market, appears on both 
lists, withdrawing from a fixed line KSO operation in Indonesia, exiting Cambodia and 

                                                 
153 In the case of the Swedish company Millicom it has no home market. 
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Vietnam upon the expiry fixed line contracts and taking complete control of a mobile 
cellular operator in Hong Kong with an eye on China.   
 
The reasons for entry include the following. International carriers were looking to serve 
the overseas offices of their international clients. Partnering with local companies offered 
the prospect of end-to-end connectivity since the price of leasing backhaul from a cable 
landing station and international gateway to a central business district location is 
frequently 25 per cent (at either end) of the international circuit cost. Aggregating locally 
generated traffic into a regional hub for international traffic was a further motive. 
Companies like AT&T, BT, Cable & Wireless and KDDI are all examples. In the case of 
Deustche Telekom the motive was more directly associated with their IPO in Europe in 
1997. Acquiring an Asian portfolio from 1995 onwards served the purpose, although not 
all the investments, which took place in Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and in China 
with China Unicom, served the bottom line. KPN added another reason for seeking a 
global presence, namely economies of scale in buying handsets and achieving a uniform 
purchasing strategy.  
 
The investment strategy of Scandinavian operators like Millicom and Telenor is to seek 
high risk, high return opportunities in emerging cellular markets in IndoChina, Thailand 
and Malaysia. Outward expansion from restricted home markets also motivated Telstra 
and Singapore Telecom. Expansion out of a highly competitive home market motivated 
Korea Telecom and SK Telecom. They have both invested in Mongolia. Most of these 
companies, and others like France Telecom and FT Orange, Verizon (a merger of Bell 
Atlantic, Nynex and GTE) and NTT looked either for outright control or, in most cases, 
substantial influence over the local management of their investment with a view to 
gaining overall control when foreign ownership caps were lifted. Only one of the 
interviewed companies confirmed they entered with an exit strategy in mind, and several 
expressed difficulties and differences in priorities where financial investors were also 
involved. Some financial investors confirmed this to be the case. 
 
Reasons for exit were less diverse. Debt at home and overseas was the principle reason. 
Debts at home arose because substantial investments were lost as a result of the collapse 
of the dot.com bubble, and substantial sums paid for 3G licences in Europe. Debts 
overseas arose from the Asian financial crisis of 1997 and the generally slow recovery 
across East Asia thereafter. These were the major pull and push factors, but another pull 
factor was the threats and opportunities in home markets from new entrants and new 
markets, in particular the broadband and 3G markets in Korea and Japan. Additional 
reasons were given, the major two being the lack of opportunity owing to the 
continuation of foreign ownership restrictions, and regulatory risk. Failure to push 
through and enforce interconnection agreements and tariff reforms were two key issues, 
and a close third were shifts in licensing policies that upset business plans by allowing 
further new entry. The principle plea concerning regulation was for consistency, with less 
emphasis on transparency. Local partners were supposed to cope with the latter, and 
choosing the right local partners who were influential but also commercially sound was 
seen as of absolute importance. Local partners are often not well versed in 
telecommunications as they come from families with a wide range of other business 
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interests and this can and does cause conflicts of judgement as well as of interests. These 
conflicts were directly responsible for some of the exits.154  
 
In the case of IndoChina, there was a view that expectations had not been met in terms of 
regional market integration, and the most likely way forward was separate, and slower, 
development.155 In neighbouring Thailand the continuing saga of regulatory reform that 
never seems to happen was widely commented upon. Finally, there was a view from 
some operators that there were telecommunication cycles, and now was one of them. 
 
Entry or exit strategies always involve risk. We asked about the following risk factors. 
 

1. Rate of return   6.  Regulatory risk 
2. Scale of investment  7.  Other insurable risks 
3. Direct control   8.  Non-insurable risks 
4. Country risk   9.  Local taxation laws 
5. Currency risk   10. Other issues 

 
Of these (1) the rate of return was always important. In Vietnam the Business 
Cooperation Contracts (BCCs) write in the IRR as risk free by revising the revenue-
sharing arrangements in the event of deteriorating market conditions. Indonesia tried 
revising revenue-sharing agreements for the KSOs in 1997 but the crisis was just too 
deep. (2) The scale of investment was rarely mentioned. One company saw larger 
investments as more vulnerable to regulatory risk, and a toe-in-the-water approach 
seemed prudent. Other companies saw it related to opportunity, with foreign ownership 
caps restricting investment. (3) Direct control was mentioned by just about every 
company as extremely important to protect investment. (4) Country risk was a key 
deterrent to some companies, especially in the present climate. The need for stability was 
the word most often used. Some companies rely on rating agencies and political risk 
consultants to make their assessments. Spreading investments globally was seen as one 
way to mitigate country risk. (5) On currency risk opinions differed according to whether 
they were raising funds in dollars and revenues in local currencies or not. Hedging was 
widely used, but not by all companies, some who saw it as a very expensive tool when a 
company may have dozens of currencies to deal with. The preferred route was local 
capital market borrowing. Some companies, for example Millicom, stressed the value in 
developing relationships with local banks that were less likely to flee the market during 
downturns. However, in the case of Thailand it was suggested to us that local banks are 
an oligopoly, and while it is sensible to reduce dependency on international banks it was 
also necessary to nurture alternative sources of local capital market funding. On this 
basis, Millicom and other companies saw an important role for the World Bank and the 
IFC in helping economies develop their local capital markets. Large international 
companies borrowed on world markets at cheaper rates than in local markets. (6) 
Regulatory risk is the number one concern for all companies. Consistency was the 
                                                 
154 More than one operator thought that family ownership restricted the free operation of the market to 
bring about mergers and acquisitions or even outright bankruptcies.  
155 The Mekong regional backbone project was described as ‘desirable, but not essential’ by one interested 
but resigned operator who seemed to think there was little genuine local interest in it. 
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unerring refrain. (7) Insurance really did not figure in the responses of any of the 
companies interviewed. Most companies dismissed insurable risks as simply part of the 
business planning process, full stop. Risk is factored into the WACC.  
 
(8) Non-insurable risks included the quality of local partners, managers and employees. 
The quality of the local partners was a key issue to every company. The quality of local 
staff was partly a direct control issue and partly a training issue. For example, NTT 
provided a lot of training with good results. Some overseas companies would try to 
replace expatriate staff with local staff within 2 years for reasons of cost and sensitivity to 
local expectations. (9) Reasonable levels of taxation are generally accepted. Most 
companies believed that the universal service obligation should be funded from general 
taxation, rather than a levy on the industry, but the important issue was clarity of policy 
and consistency. Withholding taxes were seen as an irritant for expatriate staff where 
bilateral agreements do not exist.  The repatriation of profits is a must. For this reason 
deals in China and Vietnam are sometimes structured offshore. (10) Other issues were 
concerned with the role of free trade zones, membership of the WTO and bilateral 
agreements, which were seen as mildly positive, macro-economic policies that were seen 
as important for markets, and the desirability of developing local capital markets.    
 
5.5: Vendor Finance 
Three vendors, one Asian and two Western, and four Japanese trading companies were 
interviewed. Their views were absolutely consistent. Vendor credits range from $10 
million or less to over $200 million, with $20–$50 million a good middle range. Vendors 
make their decisions, including discounts on prices and loan interest rates, according to 
the strategic importance of the operator or the product to their company. All these 
companies are more risk conscious since 1997 when many of them got burned by bad 
debts. Trading companies in particular look for strong security backing from ECAs 
(Economic Credit Agencies) and IDA (International Development Agencies) money from 
sources such as the World Bank, MEGA, IFC, JBIC, DFID money, EXIM banks, or first 
class banks or insurers such as AIG. Several trading companies got involved in 
telecommunication project finance in EAP countries in the 1990s and lost money.  
 
One big difference with the 1990s is that fewer of the projects involve the public sector, 
making it difficult for ECAs to play a role. For that reason smaller private operators look 
more towards vendor finance, especially the latecomers who have less credit worthiness 
with local banks. Larger, established operators can raise funds from share and bond 
issues. Vendors review all the usual credit risk issues, including the business plans of 
their clients. Most vendors and trading companies are prepared to enter revenue-sharing 
schemes based upon indicators such as total sales and gross revenues. One company 
described their approach as ‘pay as you grow’, and all of them offer deferred payments 
and staggered payments over periods ranging from 1 to 5 years, in addition to simple 
bridging loans. In many cases vendors manage to off-load some of the risk onto banks. 
Technical assistance programmes, such as training schemes, are usually managed 
separately. 
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The companies interviewed made some interesting observations comparing telecom and 
other infrastructure projects. One difference is that telecom projects tend to be smaller in 
capital requirements and spread over shorter time frames. One trading company 
compared $100 million financing for a telecoms project with $1 billion financing for a 
water or power project. Second, it is less easy to out-source work and credit risk on 
telecom projects than with other infrastructure projects. Another difference is that 
telecom business cycles are often shorter. The current cyclical downturn has lasted 
around 3-4 years and there are now signs of slow recovery. This is partly due to 
accelerated depreciation as new technologies come along, and partly to responses to 
demand cycles.  
 
All the companies agreed that credits remain an important source of competition between 
vendors, especially for new equipment and operator markets. The rise of China’s vendors 
is of particular interest in this regard, especially because they had no legacy or inherited 
debts issues to deal with.156 As the cost of equipment falls and the cost barriers to entry 
into services as opposed to facilities markets fall, vendor credit will continue to be an 
important source of investment for small-to-medium sized companies. Cash-rich larger 
companies have other means to raise capital more cheaply. 
 
5.6 Conclusion 
A telecom investment cycle came to a crashing end in 2000, foreshadowed in the EAP 
region by the Asian economic crisis of 1997. From an investor’s perspective the balance 
between risk and uncertainty has shifted. Risk is calculated, uncertainty is uncertainty.  
International fund managers and strategic investors are now much more cautious about 
investing in infrastructure in companies and countries where risk is high because the 
future trends within the industry are not sufficiently clear. Put succinctly, for investors it 
is no longer simply a question of adjusting WACC. The business models relevant to the 
1990s are no longer applicable, except in the case where an incumbent retains a 
monopoly or regulation minimizes new entry. But investors remain convinced that the 
sector has growth to come, and are more than willing to invest where they think the 
conditions are right. This includes further privatizations of incumbents. The number one 
concern is over policy and regulatory consistency, and in a period of uncertainty this 
seems to outweigh the issue of opportunity.  
 
Is the implication a renewed role for public sector investment in telecom infrastructure? 
If there were a short answer to that question it would be no, because there is plenty of 
evidence that local Asian investors are prepared to commitment money to infrastructure. 
If the answer were a technocratic one, it would be that governments should concentrate 
on getting the policies and regulatory frameworks right, and improve the institutional 
capacity of the state to coordinate its response to new developments, such as telecom-IT-
media convergence and the need to promote ICTs. But to be relevant the answer needs to 
take into account the political economy of developing countries. Throughout this Note 
the argument has been that the focus of reform in the telecom sector should fall upon the 
                                                 
156 Huawei, one of China’s leading vendors, recently partnered with Sunday Communications in Hong 
Kong to become its 3G equipment provider. The deal involved paying off Sunday’s outstanding debts to 
Nortel.  
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process of moving forward from existing models to more market-oriented models to 
encourage investment. Four country examples were offered in Part 5, each starting from a 
different model and each with the potential to move from that model to the next stage. In 
some distant future there is likely to be a convergence of models but probably not until 
universal access has been achieved. In the meantime practical incremental steps are 
required that gel with the political economy of each country. In essence this means 
setting in motion market mechanisms that will gain their own impetus, but central to 
them is the issue of the availability of capital. In the case of Vietnam steps are already 
being taken to open markets to private capital participation under the influence of the US-
BTA, and this really follows the same principles as outlined here with its focus on market 
participation. In the case of Malaysia, the role of public-private participation projects can 
be a way forward. In the case of the Philippines, a way forward is by promoting small 
investor-friendly policies to give a helping hand to the market opportunities that exist. In 
Indonesia, similar steps could be taken preceded by a relaxation on areas of local private 
participation. In these cases, it might be worth thinking through a syndicated telecom 
fund arranged through the local banking community for loans to local municipalities and 
small business people. The principle of a universal service obligation could even be 
applied to the banking sector to assist peri-urban and rural financial development for 
infrastructure. Ideas such as these should be explored in local context, as they are all part 
of the process of development. Institutional reforms will surely follow. 
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Part 6: Lessons and the Way Forward 
 
6.1: Economics of Telecommunications 
As an essential service that is used in all parts of the economy and by all sectors of 
society that have access, telecommunications is a utility. Life does not depend upon it in 
the same way that life depends upon water, rather it is like electric power that without it 
many life-supporting activities cannot function. Like electric power it grows in 
importance as the technological architecture of modern societies turns increasingly 
electronic and digital. It shares with other utilities the characteristic of falling long run 
average incremental cost, and issues of peak and off-peak loading. Like many utilities it 
is a networked industry. Two notable differences are that it has become subject to rapid 
and ongoing technological change and its network is duplex, with simultaneous two-way 
traffic. The technology changes have been cost reducing in a substantial way, and 
because they are electronic and digital they have introduced economies of scope into the 
sector in addition to economies of scale. For example, telecom can multiplex (switch and 
transmit down a single connection) audio, video and data services. This has had a 
fundamental impact upon the commercial economics or business models of the sector by 
opening new revenue streams. These in turn offer alternatives to traditional sources of 
revenue that are diminishing as a result of disruptive technologies, such as Internet 
Protocol and mobile cellular telephony, and competition. These changes undermine 
existing business models and lead to new business models, and continue to attract 
investment into the sector.  
 
Most other utilities do not have these alternative revenue opportunities, or have not fully 
exploited them.157 New technologies have also reduced costs and absolute barriers to 
entry. This has been especially true of mobile cellular telephony and of Internet-based 
services, but these cost reductions are counter-balanced by network economics. The 
duplex character of the telecom network gives rise to network economics because as a 
result the value of a telecom network is related to the number of possible connections the 
network can provide. For this reason, even though a mobile cellular network costs much 
less to build than a fixed line network it must still aim to provide a wide coverage without 
which it will not be competitive.  
 
6.2: Investment  
Estimating and comparing the costs of building fixed and mobile networks is not a simple 
task because most of the cost is in the local loop and the configuration, scale, density and 
distances to be covered vary from place to place within and between countries. Even 
switching costs are not so easy to determine because they too can vary according to scale 
and functionality.158 In the following calculation two sets of cost assumptions have been 
used for illustration purposes only. 
 
Table 1 estimates the scale of annual investment required over 5-years to raise the level 
of fixed line teledensity of developing EAP countries from their 2002 level to the level of 

                                                 
157 For example, other networked industries can use their networks to offer telecom services. 
158 In practice vendors offer numerous discounts that are carefully guarded commercial secrets. 
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China in 2001. It also estimates the scale of annual investment required over 5-years to 
raise the level of mobile subscribers per 100 population of developing EAP countries 
from their 2002 level to the level of Malaysia in 2001. China 2001 is chosen for fixed 
because it clearly sets a benchmark of achievement for developing countries within the 
region with comparable per capita GDP (see Graph 1.1). It also corresponds to a recent 
draft World Bank report on telecom in Indonesia that uses the same benchmark to 
estimate the annual investment required for raising teledensity in Indonesia to China’s 
level.159 Malaysia is chosen for mobile because as a middle income country it leads the 
field among developing EAP countries and if mobile substitution for fixed lines continues 
it is to be expected that lower income countries will strive to catch up quickly. The table 
estimates the additional fixed line and mobile subscriber lines that are required, and 
assumes two different averages for line costs. Following the draft World Bank report on 
Indonesia (which assumes that in future fixed wireless technologies will be used instead 
of copper wire) the first assumption used is a cost of US$150 per line. Noting that until 
recently US$1,000 per line was a worldwide rule-of-thumb and technology costs are 
rapidly falling, the second assumption is US$500 per line. For mobile telephony the first 
assumption is a low US$50 per line based upon discussions with a vendor, and the second 
assumption is US$150 per line to take account of the spread of mobile telephony to less 
densely populated areas.  
 

Table 6.1 
Annual Investment Requirements 

to Raise Teledensities to 2001 levels of China and Malaysia 
Average annual investment Average annual investment Country Fixed 

lines 
required 
(000s) 

@$150 per 
line 
US$ million 

@$500 per 
line  
US$ million 

Mobile 
lines 
required 
(000s) 

@$50 per 
line  
US$ million 

@$150 per 
line  
US$ million 

Cambodia 379 56.9 189.6 912 45.6 136.9 
China 0 0 0 53,693 2,684.6 8,054 
Indonesia 4,370 655.4 2,184.7 13,405 670.3 2,010.8 
Lao PDR 143 21.4 71.3 399 20 59.9 
Malaysia 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mongolia 43 6.4 21.4 125 6.3 188.8 
Philippines 1,590 238.4 794.8 2,956 147.8 443.4 
PNG 140 20.9 69.9  20.1 60.2 
Thailand 384 57.5 191.8 1,151 57.6 172.7 
Vietnam 1,398 209.6 698.8 5,632 281.6 844.8 
Total 8,445 1,266.7 4,222.4 78679 3,933.9 11,801.8 
Source: TRP research 
 
 
Total annual investment required in fixed lines is between US$1-4 billion, ex-China and 
ex-Malaysia (which already exceeds China in teledensity). Total annual investment 
required in mobile capacity is between US$4-12 billion, ex-Malaysia, but of this China 
accounts for two-thirds. Ex-China the amount is US$1-4 billion. Ex-China, if both fixed 
and mobile targets were met, and this assumes no substitution of fixed for mobile, 
                                                 
159 See Part 5, section 5.2.2. 
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between US$2-8 billion annual investment would be required, or between US$10-40 
billion over 5 years. According to the ITU database, annual total (public and private) 
investment ex-China and ex-Malaysia (also ex-PNG) was US$4.4 billion in 2001, and the 
post Asian economic crisis annual average for 1998-2001 was US$3 billion. This 
suggests that at existing levels of investor interest and public investment there is an 
investment gap if substantial progress is to be achieved in teledensities in developing 
EAP countries. Also, it may be that as China and India and Vietnam become greater 
investment opportunities other developing countries will be struggling to maintain 
investor interest. But the evidence of the survival rate for local Asian companies also 
suggests that local entrepreneurial capital will be able to close at least some of any gap 
that opens up. It certainly implies that governments in developing EAP countries need to 
become more flexible in their policies and regulations towards attracting and sustaining 
local private sector involvement. 
 
6.2.1: Telecom Cycles and Investor Attitudes 
The evidence suggests that a telecom cycle came to an end around the turn of the century, 
preceded by the Asian economic crisis of 1997. For both push and pull reasons most of 
the non-Asian overseas investors withdrew from telecom in the EAP region, 160 except for 
those still serving international clients, and even they reduced their presence. On the 
other hand, local Asian companies, many of them family-owned, were for the most part 
able to survive the downturn. By early this decade telecom companies were generating 
sufficient cashflow to stay afloat, although the level of their network investment fell. The 
most successful were those assisted by strategic investors from Asia, notably Singapore 
Telecom, NTT and KDD of Japan, Korea Telecom and SK Telecom from Korea, as well 
as Telstra from Australia.  
 
Before the withdrawal, most investment had gone either into divestitures or greenfield 
projects. In the EAP region divestitures have been fewer in number and only partial 
compared with other regions, such as South America and Eastern Europe. The most 
attractive greenfield projects were those involving mobile cellular opportunities.  
What emerges from the interviews of investors is that the interest is still there for both 
divestitures and greenfield projects, but on much more rigorously defined criteria. For 
divestitures a clear distinction will be made between those which operate in a well 
regulated environment and those that do not. Tariff rebalancing needs to be assured, the 
universal service obligation needs to be well defined, and the fundamentals of the 
company need to be sound, which implies that issues such as over-staffing have to be 
solved before further divestiture takes place. 
 
There is a clear difference also between fund investors and strategic investors. Fund or 
financial investors are extremely wary of going back into emerging markets unless quite 
stringent conditions are met. These conditions relate mostly to political and regulatory 
risk, in particular to the number of licences likely to be issued. Financial investors are 
also looking for rates of return in the range 25-30 per cent or above, and for means of exit 
by way of liquid local capital markets. Strategic investors are more prepared for lower 

                                                 
160 Three European companies maintained their investments in EAP domestic markets, all Scandinavian. 
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returns over the long term, but are very concerned with ownership control, and certainly 
control over key management functions. In general, both sets of investors tend to see 
limited opportunities for additional new entrants (i.e. greenfield projects) into the EAP 
region, and prefer to look at companies that have established a solid foundation in the 
market. Both sets of investors are unanimous on one thing, the need for ‘certainty’ (the 
word that came up time and again in interviews) in the regulatory environment. Since 
regulators cannot guarantee there will be no changes to policy, it is especially important 
that the regulator abides by the principle of due process and that changes to policy and 
regulation take place only after adequate consultation, and that contractual obligations are 
upheld, or appropriate compensation is awarded. These investor concerns imply a need 
for much greater emphasis by governments on their capacity to handle these issues in a 
professional manner. These concerns have arisen on occasions within the region. In cases 
involving the PLDT in the Philippines and PT Telkom in Indonesia, both listed on the 
NYSE, issues of disclosure and accounting standards were decided in the US courts or 
the US Securities and Exchange Commission. In countries where commercial law 
remains embryonic, like China, Lao PDR and Vietnam, investors insist on overseas 
business registrations in the Cayman Islands or the British Virgin Islands.  
 
Will there be another telecom cycle? The industry is in transition between cycles. It is 
involved in a paradigm shift from models based upon voice revenues, especially 
international voice calls, to models based upon multimedia content in which voice is 
likely to become a bundled commodity. The virtuous loop introduced in Part 2 is the 
mechanism, the interplay of technology-regulation-markets that drives the industry 
through the transition period. If the investment gap identified above is to be closed 
policies and regulations need to facilitate the functioning of the virtuous loop. 
 
 6.3 Models of Telecom Development and the Role of the Public Sector 
The principle observation of this Telecom Note is that the sector generally is in a healthy 
state but has suffered its first major cyclical downturn. The principle argument is that the 
economics of the industry have shifted as a result of technology, and that economies of 
scope present the industry with a variety of revenue streams not previously available. As 
a consequence, and unlike other utilities, telecom is shifting its fundamental business 
model. The business of carrying voice traffic, while still the central economic activity of 
the industry, is diminishing in importance as a revenue stream. The marginal cost of 
carrying traffic is minimal compared with the fixed cost recovery necessary to finance 
network investment. Since the monopoly model is not sustainable, fixed cost recovery 
has to occur through means other than high charges for access to the network. Substitute 
networks (mobile cellular, cable) and network by-pass (Internet by-pass of PSTN tariffs) 
make this unavoidable as PSTN margins narrow. This means fixed line operators need to 
find ways to maximize the volume of paid-for traffic passing through their networks, and 
that implies convergence or partnerships with other media such as mobile cellular, 
wireless access, broadcast video media to capture their traffic. Within this shift of 
paradigm, voice calls may well become free or bundled into flat-rate charges. 
 
What are the implications for policy and the public sector? Part 2 elaborates the virtuous 
loop created by technological innovation in digital electronics, with a flexible response 
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by regulators and a market that is elastic. The argument is that once the interplay between 
technology-regulator-market is allowed to take off it becomes self-sustaining. It is the 
elasticity of the market than makes the loop virtuous. If the elasticity is insufficient to 
generate new revenue streams to compensate for the loss incurred by relaxing monopoly-
pricing models, then the funds for network investment will diminish. This situation may 
be a likely outcome in very small economies found in the Pacific Islands, but even among 
the Pacific Island countries there are cases where economic returns may outweigh 
financial returns, and governments can recoup through general taxation what they lose in 
the profits of the telecom incumbent. (See the case of Fiji in the Pacific Islands case 
study.) If the virtuous loop works well enough, even the incumbent may profit. This 
sounds like a risky proposition for governments heavily reliant upon subventions or 
corporate profit tax from telecom, and it requires demonstration effects to make the case. 
Demonstration effects are best achieved from developing EAP countries where policy-
makers and regulators can be convinced of the need to be sufficiently flexible in response 
to changes in technologies and markets that they are prepared to open their markets.  
 
It is argued in this Telecom Note that a focus on process, which includes the adoption of 
pro-market policies and regulations, would be more productive than a focus that relies 
entirely on outcomes, such as institutional reforms. The reasoning behind this is that 
results can be more quickly accomplished if steps are taken with existing structures of 
policy-making and regulation to open telecom markets to private capital and 
entrepreneurship than if they first require major reforms of structure and institutional 
status. These are not exclusive approaches, but one starts from where things actually are 
today while the other emphasizes ideal outcomes. If the virtuous loop has the opportunity 
to work, the conditions and momentum will be created for subsequent structural changes. 
For example, the signing of the WTO’s Basic Agreement on Telecommunications was 
generally the result, not the cause, of gradual market liberalization.  
 
The virtuous loop is not a model; it is a process that emphasizes flexible regulation in the 
face of technological innovation that allows markets to develop with the encouragement 
of private investment, and it can be helped to function inside any of the telecom models 
we have identified in this Note. (See especially Part 2 and Part 5) For example, in 
Mongolia the Vsat company MCS is involved in a public-private partnership project with 
the Ministry of Finance (with World Bank and ABD funding) to supply 2 Mbps network 
connections to banks and offices of the Ministry in various aimags (small provincial 
towns).  MCS plans to extend these connections to other commercial buildings within the 
vicinity of the aimag and even provide community access. This project is a good example 
of incremental development that pushes the Mongolian model further in the direction of 
achieving sustainable development through the involvement of private capital. 
Nevertheless, within the Mongolian model progress towards universal access remains 
heavily dependent upon the role of public projects under the auspices of the PTA. (See 
Mongolian case study.)  
 
This stands in contrast to the models of Thailand and the Philippines. In Thailand the 
SOTE model has been developed around a series of BTOs as a means of involving the 
private sector. There is no universal service obligation on the two SOTEs, but there is an 
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active programme to promote ICTs in rural areas led by NECTEC (see Box 4.7), and 
since the late 1990s the focus of competition of the private-sector driven mobile cellular 
sector has shifted to the rural areas. So the active participation of private capital is adding 
to public sector initiatives to address the issue of universal access. In the Philippines 
public sector initiatives to address the universal  access issue have met with mixed 
success, however mobile cellular operators are now competing to serve villages of 5,000 
population that were considered uneconomic just a decade ago. (See Philippine Case 
study.) In these models the role of the public sector varies considerably. In Thailand the 
TOT and CAT own all the network assets through BTO arrangements, although this 
model is about to change. In the Philippines the entire sector is in private ownership. 
These three cases show there is plenty of room for regulation to open the door to public-
private participation, or simply to independent private initiatives on their own, letting the 
market decide which cost-effective technologies are most suitable.  
 
From this perspective it follows that the public sector has several roles to play. First, in 
the area of institutional and policy reform, irrespective of whether it precedes market 
opening or not. Second, capacity building, including the capacity to coordinate between 
government agencies, and resource planning, including how to pay for the regulator. 
Third, regulatory reforms and reforms of the regulatory process to ensure consistency of 
regulation. Fourth, provision for universal access and tackling the digital divide through 
the encouragement of the diffusion and adoption of ICTs. This is another area in which 
policy and regulatory flexibility is paramount, especially in terms of engaging the private 
sector and community organizations. It is discussed in some detail in Part 4. Fifth, large 
scale infrastructure projects that have been justified on economic or social grounds. 
These tend to be national backbone projects or projects associated with science park 
initiatives, and are too often not based upon good economic analysis. Sixth, and most 
important in terms of this Note, an understanding that telecom markets in many areas are 
elastic, policies and regulations should avoid becoming locked into traditional business 
models of incumbents that are not sustainable, and they should become flexible enough to 
take advantage of that fact.  
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At a Glance (2002) 

Population  
GDP per 

capita  
Public  
phones Fixed mainlines Cellular   INTERNET  Total Internet price Country 

 
 
 
 
 
  

TOTAL 
(M) 

 
 2002 

(per km2) 
 US$ 

 
2002 

per 1'000 
pop 

 
 2001 

TOTAL 
‘000 

 
2002 

Per 100 
inhabitant 

 
 2002 

TOTAL 
000’s 

 
2002 

Subscribers 
per 100 

inhabitants 
2002 

Hosts per 100 
inhabitant  

 
2002 

SUBSCRIBERS  
(‘000)  

 
2002 

USERS 
(‘000s) 

 
 2002 

Users per 
100 

inhabitant 
2002 

20 hours of 
use US$ 

  
August 2003 

As % of 
GNI per 
capita 

  
August 

2003 

Cambodia             13.79 254 0.3 35.4 3.01
 

380 2.76 0.01 6.7 30 0.22 57.36 245.8
China           1,284.53 963 2.64 214420 16.69 206620 16.09 0.01 49700 59100 4.6 10.14 13
Indonesia              212.11 860 1.83 7750 3.65 11700 5.52 0.03 600 8000 3.77 22.26 37.6
Laos PDR 5.53 328 0.06 61.9 1.12 55 1 0.01 2.6 15 0.27 31.87 123.4 
Malaysia               24.53 3870 6.87 4669 19.04 9241 37.68 0.35 2633 7841 31.97 8.42 2.9
Mongolia 2.43  439  0.26 128 5.27 n/a 8.89  0.01   10.5  50 2.06  n/a  n/a  
Myanmar              48.99 148 0.04 342.3 0.7 48 0.1 - 8.4 25 0.05 42.5 180.9
Philippines              79.48 969 0.19 3310.9 4.17 15201 19.13 0.05 800 3500 4.4 17.05 20.1

Timor Leste .82 494 n/a 
2 

(2000) 
.26 

(2000) 
12 

(2000) 
1.5 

(2000) n/a  n/a
.15 

(2000) n/a  n/a  n/a 
Thailand              61.89 2044 3.39 6499.8 10.5 16117 26.04 0.16 1500 4800 7.76 6.98 4.2
Vietnam             81.25 429 0.08 3929.1 4.84 1902 2.34 - 350 1500 1.85 19.85 55.4 

Pacific Islands 
Cook Island 

0.18   4715 n/a
6.2 

(2002) 25 1.5 9.5 n/a  n/a n/a n/a  na  na 
Fiji 

0.82       2068 1.83
102 

(2003) 
12.35 
(2003) 

109.9 
(2003) 

13.31 
(2003) - 7.6

55 
(2003) 

6.6 
(2003) 31.74 17.6

Fed. States 
Micronesia 

118 (July 
2003 est.) 

2,070 
(2002 est.) 

- PPP 

.63 
 
 

11 
(2001) 

 
10 

 

4 
(2003) 

 
3.4 

 
n/a 

 
1.8 

 
6 
 

4.4 
 

n/a 
 

n/a 
 

Kiribati  
   

.9
 

700 
 

0.21 
 

4.5 
 

13.4 
(2000) 

.5 
 

0.6 
 

 42 
 

n/a 
 

1.22 
(2000) n/a n/a n/a

Marshall 
I l d

0.06            1817 n/a 4.5 8.27 .6 1.11 0.01 0.7 1.4 2.6 20 10.2
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Islands    (2003) (2003) (2003) (2003)
Nauru   

         
.115 3,900

n/a 
1.9 

(2001) 16.5
1.5 13.04 

(2002) n/a n/a .3 2.4 n/a  n/a 

0.22
 

13940 
 

4.56 
 

52 
 

23.21 
 

80 
 

35.71 
 

2.64 
 

15 
 

60 
(2003) 

 

26.2 
(2003) 

 
80.34 

 
6.4 

 
 

.1 
 

3,710 n/a 
1.1 

(2002) 
61.1 

(2004) n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a    
PNG 5.46 0.16 62 1.13 15

(2002) 
New 
Caledonia  

Niue 
n/a 

             777 0.27 0.01 27 75 1.37 20 45.3
French 
Polynesia              0.25 16613 3.61 52.5 21.87 90 37.49 1.49 11 35 14.2.6 69.29 4.8
Samoa 

0.18   (2003)         1428 0.86
11.8 

(2003) 
6.53 

2.7 1.5 3.16 1.3 4 2.22 42.97 36.3
Solomon 
Islands              0.44 611 0.6 6.6 1.49 1 0.22 0.11 1 2 0.5 91.15 191.9
Tonga 0.1             1322 0.56 11.2 11.29 3.4 3.38 19.64 1.9 3 2.92 45.45 38.7
Tuvalu  

.9 
 

1,160 n/a 
.7 

(2002)          8.6 n/a n/a
.02 

(2000) n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Vanuatu 

0.2          1113 0.73
6.5 

(2003) 
3.15 

(2003) 
7.8 

(2003) 
3.76 

(2003) 0.27 1.5 7 3.46 46.7 51.9
 
Source: ITU, ADB, CIA Fact Book
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Appendix 1.1 
 
Country Company  Foreign Investors (Financial & Strategic) 

 
CAMBODIA 

Camintel (Cambodia Indosat Telecommunication) Seeking to exit – PT Indosat (Indonesia) (49%) but plans to sell. 
The government of Cambodia has the remaining 51% stake. 

CamShin (Cambodia Shinawatra) (GSM1800) Shin Satellite (Sattel) (Thailand) (100%) 35-year build-operate-
transfer wireless-telecoms licence 

Camtel (AMPS)  CP Group (Thailand) (70%) 
Casacom (GSM900) Samart Corp (Thailand) (49%) 

Telekom Malasyia International (Malaysia) (51% for $16 million) 
CamGSM (MobiTel) (GSM900) Millicom (Sweden): with partner Royal Group (Cambodia) have 

58.4% stake 
Tricelcam  
 

Exit – Technology Resources Industries Bhd (Malaysia) (1999 after 
having invested US$10m, subscribers turned over to Casacom) 

SLD Telecom recently won CDMA license SLD is a consortium comprised of SK Telecom, LG Electronics, and 
DongAh (all South Korea) 

Big Pond (2nd ISP) Exit – Telstra (Australia) US$15-20m; In 2000, 10-year contract with 
the government ended, left after building Cambodia’s first 
international gateway and running lucrative IDD monopoly 

SingTel Cambodia (paging) Exit – Singtel (US$1.4 million, 1998) 
VoIP project Modernform Enterprise Computing (Mfec) (Thailand) 45m baht 

(2003) 
Camnet (ISP) International Development Research Centre (IDRC) (NGO, 

Canada), through its Pan Asia Networking (PAN) program funded 
Cambodia’s 1st ISP with US$366,000 grant in 1997 

Community Information Centers (CIC) Asia Foundation (NGO), to coincide with July 2003 national election 
 

CHINA 

First-tier Operators 
China Telecom Dual listing on NY and HK stock exchanges in November of 2002. 

Forced to halve its listing after the initial offering failed to attract 
sufficient international response. In the end, managed to raise 
around US$1.43bn. 

China Netcom (CNC Group) Internet broadband JV with IDG Venture Capital (USA) (which holds 
less than 30%) 
 
November 2002: With Newbridge Capital and Softbank Asia 
Infrastructure Fund (SAIF) acquired most of assets of insolvent Asia 
Global Crossing, renamed Asia Netcom, for US$89.9 million. 
Bought out its partners’ 49% stake in early 2004. 
 
Prior to IPO, must deal with foreign investors – among them 
Goldman Sachs, NewsCorp, Michael Dell, Sun Hung Kai Group 
(Hong Kong) – who paid $325 million for 12 percent stake (2001) 

China Mobile 1997 $4bn IPO  
Vodafone (UK) (~3%) 
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China Unicom 
 

2004: Wireless data JV ($6m) with SK Telecom (South Korea) 
(49%) 
 
With Zhongxing (ZTE), signed agreement with Romania’s fixed-line 
phone operator POSTelecom whereby ZTE will provide soft 
switching, broadband data and wireless access products worth 
US$94m and China Unicom will provide consulting services in 
network construction and operation. Romania Post, the biggest 
shareholder of POSTelecom with an 80% equity, will transfer 29% 
of the total stake to ZTE. (August 2003) 
 
Floated overseas in June 2000 and raised $5.65bn 
 
Mass Exit 
China-China-Foreign (CCF) investment scheme: Between 1995-
1998, 40 foreign firms, including France Telecom, Deutsche 
Telekom AG, SingTel, Sprint, Bell Canada, Korea Telecom, New 
World Development (HK), CCT Telecom Holdings (HK), First Pacific 
(HK), CNK Telecom (HK), Henderson Investment (HK), Cable and 
Wireless, and NTT, sunk $1.4bn in Unicom. Many companies lose 
millions as MII declares CCF illegal. 

Second-tier Operators 
China Railcom Network construction loans from World Bank and UBS AG 
China Satcom In talks with Nextel (USA) to set up JV (December 2003) 

Strategic Investors 
Shanghai Symphony Telecom Co (UNISITI) AT&T (USA) (25%, $25m) in JV with Shanghai Telecom and 

Shanghai Information Investment 
NTT China  NTT (Japan) Set up wholly-owned subsidiary in January 2004 
4G research lab (Beijing) NTT Docomo (Japan) (2003) 
KDDI China  KDDI (Japan) Opened up Guangzhou affiliate in 2003, $420,000 
Shenzhen-Guangzhou MVNO China Motion (Hong Kong) 7-year contract with China Mobile up for 

renewal 
Wireless and (online) Value-Added-Services Providers (WASPs) 
Linktone Shanghai SMS and mobile gaming provider; listed on Nasdaq in 

March 2004 and raised ~$86m; spun off from Intrinsic China 
Technology and registered in Cayman Islands. 

Tom Online Internet spinoff of tycoon Li Ka-shing's media flagship TOM Group 
Ltd, headquartered in Beijing. Dual listing on Nasdaq and Hong 
Kong’s Growth Enterprise Market (March 2004). Raised $194m. 
Also registered in Cayman Islands. 

Tencent Technology Ltd Shenzhen instant messaging service provider; seeking May 2004 
listing on Hong Kong’s main board 

21CN CyberNet Corp CITIC Pacific (Hong Kong) 
Shanda Networking Development Co Online gaming company; listed on Nasdaq in May 2004 and raised 

~$165 million 
SAIF (US$40m in 2003) 

EfriendsNet 1st social networking website in China. Received startup capital 
from, among others, Tim Draper, founder and managing director of 
Draper Fisher and Jurvetsen, and Yasumitsu Shigeta, founder and 
chairman of Hikari Tsushin Inc (Japan) (September 2003) 

China Network International (CNI) Technical services provider and IDC; secured $20m from UBS 
Capital, AIDEC (Asia Infrastructure Development Company), and 
TFG Venture Capital (June 2001) 

Ningbo GWT Network Communications Co Quadtel (Australia) (7.5%, May 2002) 
Sina Wireless and online value-added-services provider; listed on 

Nasdaq 2000 
Pacific Century Cyberworks (PCCW) (Hong Kong) ($5 million for a 
1.4 per cent stake, 1999) 
Softbank (Japan) 
Walden Group 
Dell Computer Corp (USA) 
Creative Technology (Singapore) 
United Overseas Bank (UOB) (Singapore) 
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Sohu.com China’s first Internet portal; listed on Nasdaq (July 2000) 
Exit – Intel Corp: sold its 8.6% stake to Beijing-based software firm 
Beida Jade Bird Group (2001) 
Goldman Sachs 
Dow Jones 
IDG  
Hikari Tsushin (Japan) 
Morningside Ventures 

Netease.com Inc Listed on Nasdaq (June 2000), almost delisted in 2001 
Baring Private Equity Partners 
Goldman Sachs 
Softbank China Venture Investments 

AsiaInfo 
 

Listed on Nasdaq (March 2000) 
Warburg Pincus (US$18m) 
Goldman Sachs 
Fidelity Capital Asia 
ChinaVest 
Morgan Stanley 

Ctrip.com International Ltd Online travel agent; listed on Nasdaq in December 2003 and raised 
US$75.6 million 

 
INDIA 

Mahanagar Telephone Nigam (MTNL) (Delhi and 
Mumbai) 

Listed on New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) (2001) 11% of the 
company's equity capital, which had been in the form of global 
depository receipts (GDRs), was converted to American Depository 
Receipts (ADRs) for the New York listing 

Videsh Sanchar Nigam Limited (VSNL) Listed on local Indian exchanges and the New York Stock 
Exchange (NYSE) (2000) 57m ADRs representing about 30% of the 
company's total share capital 

Bharti Tele-Ventures Ltd Listed on Bombay and Delhi stock exchanges (2002) 
 
SingTel (first acquired stake through Pastel Ltd, 2000) (altogether 
~28%) 
Warburg Pincus (1999 acquired stake through Brentwood 
Investment Holdings Ltd; by 2001 had committed US$292m) (20%) 
AIF Funds Management Ltd. (US$35m) 
IFC (US$20m) 
New York Life Insurance Fund (NYLIF) (US$5m, 2001) 

Bharti Mobile Ltd (Karnataka) Exit – Overseas Telecom (Telia Overseas) (sold 26% to Bharti 
TeleVentures) (2003) 

Bharti Cellular Exit – BT (UK) (sold 44% stake to Bharti Tele-Ventures, June 2001)  
Bharti BT Internet Exit – BT (sold 49% stake to the Bharti group, April 2001) 
Bharti BT (Vsat) Exit – BT (sold 49% stake to the Bharti group, April 2001) 
Bharti Mobinet (Chennai) 
 

Exit – Millicom (2001) 
Exit – BellSouth International (2001) 
Combined 49.5% stake picked up by Bharti Enterprises 

Bharti Telenet  
 

Exit – Telecom Italia (26%, 2000) 

Hughes Tele.com Exit – Hughes Network Systems (US) (sold stake to Tata Group) 
Modi Telstra (Kolkata) Exit – Telstra (sold 49% stake to Modi Group) 
Idea Cellular AIG (1.8%). STT (Singapore) and Telekom Malaysia are to buy 

AT&T’s stake. 
Exit - AT&T Wireless (USA) (33%) 

BPL Mobile (Mumbai) BPL group (74%): ~40% of which is controlled by American 
Insurance Group (AIG) (USA), Actis (then known as CDC Capital 
Partners), TVG (Hong Kong), Asian Infrastructure Fund (AIF), and 
AIDEC Management Co (Singapore) 
FT/Orange (France) (26%) 

BPL Cellular Exit – AT&T Wireless (sold 49% stake to majority owner BPL 
Group, December 2003) 

Escotel Mobile Exit – First Pacific (Hong Kong) (49%) (January 2004 sold stake for 
US$20m gain, acquired by Idea Cellular) 
(2002 IFC loan and equity commitment never taken up)  

RPG Cellular (Chennai circle) Exit – Vodafone (UK) (21% stake acquired by Sivasankaran's 
Sterling group June 2003)  

Hexacom India Ltd (Rajasthan)  Exit – Telesystem International Wireless TIW (Canada) (27.5% 
stake sold for $11.7m to Shyam, later acquired by Bharti, 2004) 

Hutchison Essar Telecom Ltd (Delhi) Hutchison Telecom (Hong Kong) (49%) 
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Hutchison Max Telecom Ltd (Mumbai) Hutchison Telecom (Hong Kong): Hong Kong's Distacomm holds 
15-20% of Hutchison's 49% stake in Hutchison Max Telecom 

Hutchison Telecom East (Kolkota) Hutchison Telecom (Hong Kong) (33%) 
Fascel Ltd (Gujarat) Hutchison Telecom (Hong Kong) (49%) 
Hutchison-Essar South (Chennai, Karnataka, 
Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu) 

Hutchison Telecom (Hong Kong) (49%) 

Data Access Ltd. (ISP Now India and international 
services operator) 

Planned Exit put on hold – Pacific Century CyberWorks PCCW 
(Hong Kong): dilute its stake from 24% to 16% through new share 
flotation but put on hold by Securities and Exchange Board of India 

Reliance Infocomm Exit – Verizon (2003) 
Called off earlier plan to offload 4% equity to Qualcomm Inc for 
$200 million. Now looking to sell off 15-20% stake to foreign private 
equity investors. (February 2004) 

Satyam Infoway (Sify) (India’s first Internet service 
provider) 

Listed on Nasdaq  
 
June 2003, a group including Softbank Corp and Softbank Asia 
Infrastructure Fund (SAIF) cut its stake in Sify to 62.6% from 68.4% 
Venturetech Solutions bought out one of Sify’s strategic investors 
Sterling Commerce – (raising its stake to 13.2%) 

Zip Telecom Exit – AIG India Sectoral Equity Trust (sold 12% to Zip Global 
Networks Ltd, the Mauritius-based parent company of Zip Telecom, 
June 2002) 

Zip Global 
 

AIG Asian Opportunity Fund (US$20m for 18% stake, May 2001) 

TVCL (Vsat) Exit – Telstra (20%) (August 2003) 
Communication Ventures India Private Ltd IFC (20%) (July 2000) 

Fusion Telecommunication International (USA) (2%) 
Shyam Telecom Mauritius-based India Communications Global Partners (10%) (May 

2002) 
Gateway Systems India (Pune) (wireless 
broadband access provider) 

Sakon LLC (a subsidiary of Titan Corp) (US$10.6m for 74% stake, 
August 2001) 

ATS Services Private Ltd Libra Advisors LLC (US) (24.5%) 
Tandon Capital Associates (US) (24.5%) 
July 2000 

Spice Communication 
 

Modi Wellvest controls 51 percent (in which Prudential Asian Fund, 
Hong Kong owns 15 percent) 
Seeking to exit – Distacom (HK) (49%) 

 
INDONESIA 

PT Telkom 
 

Listed on Jakarta, Surabaya, London and NYC stock exchanges in 
1995. Forced by US SEC to re-audit 2002 results after 
inadequacies found. 
 

Scheme kicked off in October 1995 in which foreign operators provided regional fixed-line services under a joint operating 
scheme with Telkom known as the Kerja Sama Operasi (KSO) agreement. Out of the 5 original KSOs, only one left. 
 
PT Bukaka Singtel International (BSI) East 
Indonesia (Region 7) 
 

Singtel (40%) 

PT Daya Mitra Telekomunikasi Mitratel, 
Kalimantan (Region 6) 
 

Exit – C&W (25%) 
Resolved for US$121.93m in March 2001 

PT Pramindo Ikat Nusantara, Sumatra (Region 1) Exit – France Cables et Radio (France Telecom) (35%) 
Resolved by Telkom in February 2002 for a reported US$425m 
 

PT AriaWest, West Java (Region 3) Bought out by PT Telkom for US$365.44m (August 2003) 
Exit – AT&T (35%) 
Exit – Asian Infrastructure Fund (12.5%) 
 

PT Mitra Global Telekomunikasi (MGTI), Central 
Java and Yogyakarta (Region 4) 

Exit – Telstra (sold its 20.4% to PT Alberta Telecommunications, a 
subsidiary of Saratoga Investama Sedaya) 
Exit – NTT East (Japan) (15.27%) 
Exit – Itochu (Japan) (1.25%) 
Exit – Sumitomo (Japan) (1.25%) 
All MGTI shareholders, including Indonesian Satellite Corp (IIT) 
(30%), agreed to accept PT Alberta's offer of US$266m (September 
2003) 
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PT Telkomsel (65% PT Telkom) SingTel (35%) 
Exit – KPN (Netherlands) sold its 22.3% interest to Singtel for $602 
million 

PT Indosat (owns PT Satelindo and IM3) Listed on Jakarta, Surabaya and the New York Stock Exchange 
(1994) 
 
Singapore Technologies Telemedia (Temasek) (42%) 
Exit – Deutsche Telekom AG (Germany) Indosat bought its 25% 
stake in Satelindo in 2002 for $325 million 

PT Excelcomindo AIF (13%) 
Mitsui (Japan) (4%) 
Verizon Communications (USA) [original investment made by 
Nynex] (23%) 

PT CircleCom Nusantara Indonesia (CNI) (VOIP 
service provider) 

CircleCom (Australia) (50%) May 2003 

PT Citra Sari Makmur Verizon (USA) (37%) 
PT Cyber Access Communications Charoen Pokphand (CP) Group (Thailand) 
PT Asia Cellular Satellite (AceS)  Lockheed Martin (32.55%, $162m, January 1999) 
PT Bakrie Telecom CMA Fund Management Ltd. (Singapore) (6%) 
PT Mobil-8 Telecom (CDMA 1X) Korea Telecom Freetel (KTF) and Qualcomm (together hold 15.6% 

stake) in JV with PT Bimantara Citra which owns 72% of the 
company and restructured it after buying out three AMPS operators: 
PT Komselindo, Metrosel and Telesera 
PT Dwimarga Dwiutama Asia Link BV (8.5%) 

 
LAO PDR 

Lao Telecom (LTC) Shin Satellite Plc (SATTEL) & Shinawatra International Plc 
(Thailand) (49%) 

Tango (GSM) Millicom (Sweden)  
 

MALAYSIA 
Telekom Malaysia Listed on KL stock exchange (KLSE) (1990); took over Celcom in a 

$1.05 billion buyout in May 2003 
 
Temasek Holdings (Singapore) (paid 1.6bn ringgit for 5% stake, 
March 2004) 
 
Aborted a proposed tie-up with NTT (Japan) in July 2000 with 
Telekom claiming that the Japanese company wanted more control 
than Telekom was willing to give 

DiGi.com Listed on KLSE (1997) 
Exit – Swisscom (1998), sold off 30% stake for 183 million francs 
Plan to sell to Softbank (Japan) 3% stake in March 2000 is aborted 
in Sept. 2000 
 
Telenor (Norway) (currently 61%), entered the venture in January 
2000 

Maxis Listed on KLSE (2002); bought Time's cellular arm, TimeCel, for 
350 million cash (2003) 
Exit – BT (UK); AT&T (USA)  
Exit – MediaOne (US) 
Their combined 46% stake was bought out by Malaysian tycoon 
Ananda Krishnan pre-IPO for US$678.9m in May 2001. 

AtlasOne.net (wireless broadband service 
provider) 

International Leasing and Investment Co (ILIC, 33% owned by 
Islamic Development Bank, Saudi Arabia) (US$50m, August 2003) 

Celcom 
Merged with Telekom Malaysia and delisted  

Exit – Deutsche Telekom AG 
Pending arbitration over $175 million claim. 2003 DT sold its six 
percent stake in Celcom to Telekom Malaysia for 435 million ringgit 
($114 million), or 2.75 ringgit per share. But says it is entitled to a 
buyout price of 1.1 billion ringgit, or 7.00 ringgit per share, under an 
agreement with Celcom's former management headed by Malay 
tycoon Tajudin Ramli.  
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Time dotCom Listed on KLSE (2001) 
 
In May 2000, SingTel was prevented from acquiring a 20 percent 
stake in Time dotCom after Malaysia's political leaders vetoed the 
deal on security grounds.  

Measat Microsoft buys acquires 9% stake from Binariang Satellite Systems 
Sdn Bhd (BSS) in Malaysia’s communication satellite 

 
MONGOLIA 

Mongolian Telecommunications Co (MTC) Korea Telecom (KT) (bought 40% stake in 1995 for $4.5 million) 
Mobicom (GSM) KDDI (Japan) 

Sumitomo (Japan) 
The two Japanese companies each own 44.4%, and the remainder 
is owned by Newcom Co, a Mongolian communications consulting 
firm. 

Skytel (AMPS and CDMA) SK Telecom (South Korea) (1999, 25%) 
Taihan Electric Wire (South Korea) (35%) 

Mongolian Railway Co In fiber-optic project with China Unicom and Russian Railways Co 
(RZD) subsidiary TransTeleCom 

MIDAS council Joint program by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) 
and the Soros Foundation (NGO) that gives small grants to IT-
related development projects 

 
MYANMAR 

Project to provide telephone service to villages in 
remote parts of the country 

Shin Satellite (Thailand) (May, 2002) $12m deal with Myanmar 
Posts & Telecom 

GSM “build and transfer" project in Rangoon and 
Mandalay 

Sky-Link Communications, a company incorporated in the British 
Virgin Islands with ties to the family of former dictator Ne Win (2002) 

CDMA system in Rangoon  Ucom International Company (Singapore) (March 1998) 
Loxley Myanmar Co Loxley (Thailand) (51%, 1995): awarded a letter of credit from 

Myanmar Post & Telecom to provide cellular digital telephone sets 
and equipment 

 
PACIFIC ISLANDS 

Cook Islands  
Telecom Cook Islands Ltd (TCI) – Telecom New Zealand (60%) 

Fiji  
Fiji International Telecommunications Ltd (FINTEL) – Cable & 
Wireless (49%) 
Vodafone Fiji – Vodafone (49%) 

Guam The Government of Guam (GovGuam) intends to privatize Guam 
Telephone Authority (GTA). Privatization adviser is Patton Boggs 
LLP. [www.privatize.gtaguam.com] 

Kiribati  Telecom Services Kiribati – Telstra (49%) 
Northern Mariana Islands  

Micronesian Telecommunications Corp (MTC) [Verizon 
Micronesia]Exit – Verizon (USA) 
Pacific Telecom (Philippines) paid US$60m to buy MTC (May 2004) 

Papua New Guinea 
Telikom PNG Limited – Decision by National Executive Council and 
Independent Public Business Corporation (IPBC) to sell 51% stake 
to Korean strategic investor blocked (change of government, 
change of rules) 
 
Econet Wireless International (EWI, Zimbabwe) told a Zimbabwe 
newspaper that EWI won a $US50 million contract to install a GSM 
mobile phone system in Papua New Guinea. PNG mobile phone 
retailer and regulator, Cellnet, has denied that claim. (March 2004) 

Saipan  
Verizon Pacifica  
Exit – Verizon (USA) Sold off to Tan Holdings-Citadel consortium 
(2002) 

Samoa 
Telecom Samoa Cellular – Telecom New Zealand (90%) 

Solomon Islands  
Solomon Islands Telecom (Solomon Telekom) – Cable & Wireless 
(41.9%) 
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Tonga 
Exit – Cable & Wireless (2000) Tongan government received ($5.29 
million) loan from the Asian Development Bank for the purchasing 
of C&W assets in Tonga 

Vanuatu  
Telecom Vanuatu Ltd (TVL) – Cable & Wireless (33%), France 
Telecom (33%) 

 
PHILIPPINES 

PLDT [Piltel] Listed on Manila and New York (1994) stock exchanges 
 
First Pacific (Hong Kong) (24%) 
NTT (Japan) (15%) 

Smart NTT (Japan) previously held 37 percent of Smart before 
reorganisation under First Pacific's ownership (1999) 

Globe Telecom [subsidiary Innove, previously 
known as Islacom] 

Listed on Manila stock exchange 
 
SingTel (raised stake to 40% from 29.1% by buying part of 
Deutsche Telekom AG’s stake in November 2003) 
DeTeAsia (subsidiary of Deutsche Telekom) still retains a minor 
stake 
Exit – Deutsche Telekom (Germany) sold 60% of its DeTeAsia 
stake to SingTel as well as a stake to Ayala Corp 

Bayantel Seeking to exit – AIF (Asia Infrastructure Fund) (Hong Kong) claims the 
Lopezes' Benpres Holdings owes it US$45.4m for its stake 
TVG (Hong Kong) 
Exit – Verizon (USA) (19%) [through Nynex] 
Exit – Telstra (September 1994) 

Digitel Telia (Sweden) (9.44%) 
Exited 40% stake in 1993-4 – Cable & Wireless (UK) 

Eastern Telecommunications Philippines (ETPI) 
 

Exit – C&W (UK) sold its 40% stake for US$20m in March 2001 to 
AGN Philippines (AGNP), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Australian 
Gigahertz Network International (AGNI, which is in turn owned by 
Union Capital, Australia)  

Capitol Wireless (Capwire) (operator of 
international gateway facility) 

Seeking to exit – Republic Telecommunications Holdings (Retelcom), a 
telecommunications company composed of Telectronics Systems Inc, A2 
Telecommunications and Korea Telecom (70%) 
Clemente Capital (15%) 
H&Q Asia Pacific (15%) 

Express Telephone (Extelcom) Country’s smallest operator (AMPS), sister firm to BayanTel which 
owns 47% of Extelcom 
 
Exit – Millicom (Sweden) (sold its 47.9 percent stake in 2002) 

Philcom Exit – Comsat (USA) (1997) 
Nextel Communications Philippines, trunk radio 
operator, relaunched as Next Mobile (2003) 

Originally launched in 1996 after NII bought Hong Kong-based firm 

Top Mega, which held a 30-percent stake in local telecom firm 

Infocom Network Inc (ICNI)  

 
Exit – Nextel International (renamed NII Holdings in which Nextel 
holds 45% and filed for Chapter 11 protection in 2002) 

 
TIMOR LESTE 

Timor Telecom Portugal Telecom: signed 15-year contract in 2002 to invest $29 
million to rebuild and operate the phone system; Portugal Telecom-
led consortium owns 50.1% 
Vodatel (Macau) (10.9%) 

Connect East Timor Australian NGO 
 Exit – Telstra (2002) Began rebuilding the telecom infrastructure in 

1999 under a UN contract. Managed to resurrect fixed-line network 
and to create GSM mobile phone network. 

 
THAILAND 
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TelecomAsia (True Corp) Listed on the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET) in December 1993  
 
Exit – Verizon (USA) Divested Nynex Network Systems’s 18% 
stake in 2003 

TA Orange Exit – France Telecom/Orange (France) Sold off a 39% stake in the 
company in spring 2004, left with 10% 

True Internet Data Centre (True IDC) DACOM and its subsidiary Korea Internet Data Centre (KIDC) 
(Korea, 30%) 

AIS (Advanced Info Services) Listed on SET 
 
SingTel (21.5%) 

DTAC (Total Access Communications) Listed on Stock Exchange of Singapore (1995) 
 
Telenor (Norway) (30% direct stake, also has an indirect stake in 
the company) 

Hutchison CAT Wireless Multimedia Hutchison (Hong Kong) (raised stake to 75% in April 2004, up from 
~65%, through Imobile, a company owned by Hutchison) 

Provincial fixed-line operator Thai Telephone & 
Telecommunication (TT&T) 

NTT West (Japan) (11.5%) 

Samart Group [Samart I-Mobile: multimedia 
content] 

Telekom Malaysia International (20%) 

Digital Phone Co (DPC), a GSM1800 MHz 
network operator 

Exit – Telekom Malaysia International Sold off its 49.9 percent, 
valued at US$245 million (Bt11.15 billion), to Shin Digital Co (2001) 

CS Loxinfo (Thailand’s largest ISP) IPO in March of 2004 on SET 
 
SingTel (16.8%)  
CitiCapital, a unit of Citigroup 

Internet Thailand (Inet)  Somers (UK) (17.35%) 
Star Pacific Internet (Singapore) (49%) 

 
VIETNAM 

Business Cooperation Contracts (BCC) structure: foreign partner develops infrastructure and provides organizational 
assistance and advice, local partner provides services, the two sides share profits as agreed 
 
East Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC) BCC France Telecom in 1997 entered into a $467 million BCC with state-

owned Vietnam Post and Telecommunications (VNPT) to install 
540,000 fixed-telephone lines in over seven years 
 

Mobiphone BCC Comvik of Sweden (and Millicom) in US$324 million BCC with 
Vietnam Mobile Service Company (VMS), an affiliate of VNPT 
 

4 province BCC Korea Telecom with VNPT in $40m BCC projects to install 150,000 
lines in four provinces: Haiphong, Quang Ninh, Hai Duong, Hung 
Yen; also providing ADSL service on a trial basis 
 

Hanoi BCC NTT (Japan) in VNPT BCC building local telephone network in 
Hanoi 
 

Saigon Postel BCC SK Telecom (Korea) led consortium with Saigon Post and Telecoms 
(Saigon Postel) in US$230m CDMA BCC 
 

Hanoi BCC Exit – Cable & Wireless: 1999 withdrew from $207 million BCC to 
install 250,000 phone lines in Hanoi 
 

HCMC BCC Exit – Telstra: 2003, contract with VPNT ended. Worked on satellite 
stations, the North-South fiber optic cable line, and submarine fiber 
optic cable lines for international connectivity. Had also earlier 
pulled out of a $300 million deal to develop telecoms network in 
HCMC. 
 

HCMC BCC Exit – SingTel (withdrew): back in 1991 SingTel International (STI, a 
subsidiary of SingTel) invested ~$10m with HCMC P&T in a mobile 
network which had 11,000 subscribers 

Vietnam Electronic Navigation (VEN) Haiphong 
(VoIP provider) 

Universal Telecom Services (US) ($2.25 million, 2002)  

Source: Company and press reports 
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Appendix 1.2 
Telecommunication Markets 
 
CAMBODIA 
Teledensity  

Fixed 
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People (0.024m) (0.028m) 0.2 

(0.030m) 
0.25 
(0.034m) 

 0.7 
(0.04m) 

Mobile 
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 
Per 100 People 0.5 (0.04m) 0.7 (0.1m) 1.0 (0.2m) 1.7 (0.31m) 3.9 (0.5m) 
Given the lack of basic infrastructure, telecommunications are mainly conducted through mobile phones which 
account for 81% of total traffic (January 2003) 
Internet  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 
 (0.002m) (0.004m) (0.006m) (0.01m) 0.22 

(0.03m) 
VoIP services are illegal in Cambodia, but are nonetheless readily available at roadside Internet kiosks and via 
prepaid cards.  
Key Players Fixed  Marketshare 
MPT telecoms company (Telecom Cambodia) around 50% 
Key Players Mobile  Marketshare (subscribers) 
Camintel  
Cambodia Samart Communication Co (Casacom) 110,000, up from 50,000 in 2001 
Cambodia Shinawatra (CamShin) 123,949 (by 1st quarter 2004) 
CamGSM (MobiTel), GSM-900, also operating fixed 
wireless service called Telesurf in the licensed 3.5 GHz 
frequency band 

250,000, or ~70% marketshare, up from 55,000 
subscribers in 2000 

Camtel 1,000 
Key Players Internet Marketshare 
CamNet (1997) n.a. 
Cogetel n.a. 
Big Pond (Telstra) n.a. 
Everyday n.a. 
CHINA 
Teledensity  
Fixed  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 7.0 8.7 11.4 14.1 16.7 19.7 
By August 2002 there were 203.5m subscribers, and the penetration rate stood at 22.8% in urban areas. In view of 
the large investment projects undertaken by the main providers, the national penetration rate is forecast to reach 
33.2% in 2007. Excluding fixed-line wholesale, the biggest share in China's total fixed-line market in revenue terms 
was taken by China Telecom, with a 60 percent share, followed by China Netcom's 34 percent and China Unicom's 4 
percent. 
Mobile  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 2.0 3.5 6.8 11.4 16.1 21.0 
China has the largest market for mobile phone services in the world, with 269m subscribers. 
Internet  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 0.3 

(4m) 
0.7 
(9m) 

1.2 
(15m) 

2.6 
(28-
33m) 

6.4 
(68-
83m) 

9.8 
(87-
127m) 

Bandwidth for Internet connections from China to the outside world rose 39.2% in the first six months of 2003 to 
10,577 megabytes (MB). China Telecom remains the dominant basic Internet service provider (ISP) and reseller of 
capacity to other ISPs; it accounted for 6,452 MB, or 61% of the outgoing Internet links at end-June; China Netcom 
was second, with 2,870 MB, or 27%. 

Total marketshare (%) Key Players Fixed and Mobile 
2002 2003 

China Mobile 36.7% 37.0% 
China Telecom 33.1% 30.7% 
China Netcom 16.4% 16.2% 
China Unicom 12.4% 14.5% 
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China Railcom, China Satcom and others Combined 1.4% Combined 1.6% 
Key Internet Players Marketshare 
China Telecom  
China Netcom (China169)  
Great Wall Broadband Network Service (China's third-
largest ISP) 

Currently has four million subscribers, ~5% 
marketshare 

263.com   
China Unicom Plans new national Internet cafe chain 
INDONESIA 
Teledensity  
Fixed  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 2.7 2.9 3.2 3.4 3.7 4.0 
220,000 wartel (telephone kiosks) cover the remotest areas. 
Mobile  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 0.6 1.1 1.8 3.1 5.4 8.1 
Internet  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 0.3 

(0.5m) 
0.5 
(1.0m) 

1.1 
(2.4m) 

2.0 
(4.2m) 

2.8 
(6.0m) 

3.4 
(7.4m) 

Around 65% of Indonesia’s Internet users have a college/university level education and the remaining 35% have a 
high school education. 
Key Players Fixed  
PT Telkom (65% state-owned) Its decades-long monopoly over domestic fixed services 

ended in August 2003, when Indosat was allowed to 
enter. At the same time, Telkom was allowed to do 
international services. Has around 7.2-7.9m fixed 
telephone lines in service. Bought out 3 of the 5 KSOs, 
with PT Alberta buying out a 4th one. 

PT Indosat (16% state-owned) Primary provider of international telecoms services with 
a marketshare of 86.5%. Bought out Satelindo in 2002. 

Key Players Mobile Marketshare (%) 
Komselindo (AMPS, CDMA)  
Prima Bhakti (AMPS)  
Mobisel (AMPS, NMT 450, CDMA)  
Satelindo/IM3 (GSM-900) [Merged with PT Indosat] 27% 
Telkomsel (GSM-900, CDMA) 52% 
Excelcomindo (GSM-900) 16% 
The remaining 5% shared between four regional non-GSM operators. In 1997-8, the government issued seven GSM-
1800 regional licenses, but no one has yet rolled out a network and commenced operations. On the other hand, 
Telkom had already selected Motorola 3G wireless services for the ten provinces of Sumatra. 40% of mobile users in 
the country are based in the Greater Jakarta area. 
Key Players Internet Marketshare 
Telkomnet (PT Telkom) 93 percent of Indonesia’s Internet users use dial-up 

services. Of this number, 48 percent use TelkomNet 
Instan as their ISP provider. 

PT Cyberindo Aditama (CBN) 
Centrin 
Radnet 
Indonet 

 
45 percent of dial-up users 
 

PT Supra Primatama Nusantara (Biznet)  
PT Circleonecom  
LAOS 
Teledensity  
Fixed  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 0.6 

(29,00
0) 

0.7 
(31,70
0) 

0.8 
(42,00
0) 

1.0 
(52,60
0) 

1.1 
(61,90
0) 

 

Mobile  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 0.1 

(6,250
) 

0.2 
(9,000
) 

0.2 
(13,85
0) 

0.5 
(32,00
0) 

0.9 
(51,30
0) 

 

Internet  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
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Per 100 People (500) (2,000
) 

(6,000
) 

(10,00
0) 

0.3 
(15,00
0) 

 

Key Players Fixed  Marketshare (2002) 
Lao Telecom (LTC) 65%  
Enterprise Telecom du Laos (ETL, relaunched in August 
2000) 

35% 

Key Players Mobile  Marketshare (subscribers) 
Lao Telecom (LTC) (GSM 900/1800)  
Tango (GSM) April 2003 launch; coverage in the capital Vientiane and 

main tourist area of Luang Prabang; targeting the under 
30 age-group, which comprises 68% of the population 
of Laos 

ETL  
Lao Asia Telecom (LAT, owned by Lao army)  
Key Players Internet Marketshare 
LaoNet (GlobeNet)  
Planet Online  
LaoTel Internet (LTC) Dominant ISP 
MALAYSIA 
Teledensity  
Fixed  
Year  1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 20.0 19.8 20.1 19.6 19.0 

(4.7m) 
18.6 

Mobile  
Year  1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 10.0 13.1 23.5 33.3 37.7 

(9.3m) 
42.0 

Internet  
Year 1997 1998 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 5 7 11 20 22 

(5.3m) 
30 

Key Players Fixed Marketshare (%) 
Telekom Malaysia 98% 
Time dotCom 1.6% 
Maxis 0.7% 
Digi.com none 
Key Players Mobile Marketshare (%) 
Telekom Malaysia-Celcom Merger 41% 
Maxis-TimeCel Merger 42% 
DiGi.com 17% 
Key Players Internet Marketshare (subscribers) 
TM Net 1.9 million 
Jaring run by government agency Mimos 
 

 

Communication satellite  
Measat Owned and operated by Binariang Satellite Systems 

Sdn Bhd (BSS), wholly-owned subsidiary of MEASAT 
Global Berhad. Carries Astro TV and Internet. 

MONGOLIA 
Teledensity  
Fixed  
Year  1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 4.5 4.4 5.6 

(Budd
e) 
 
OR 
 
5.0 
 
(World 
Bank) 

5.2   

Mobile  
Year  1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
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Per 100 People 0.1 
(0.002
8m) 
 
 
 
.4 

0.12 
(0.003
m) 
 
OR 
 
1.5 

1.9 
(0.05
m) 
 
OR  
 
6.5 
 
(World 
Bank) 

8.5 
(0.23
m) 
 
 
 
8.1 
 
 

11.1 
(0.298
m) 

(0.3m) 
 

Internet 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
 (0.003

6m) 
(0.012
m) 

(0.03
m) 

1.7 
(0.04
m) 

  

Key Players Fixed Marketshare (subscribers 2002) 
Mongolian Telecommunications Co (MTC) 132,000 subscribers; 32.7% market share (2003) 
Mongolian Railcom 10,000 subscribers; 2.5% market share (2003) 
Key Players Mobile Marketshare (subscribers) 
Mobicom (GSM-900) 190,000 subscribers; 47.1% market share (2003) 
Skytel (AMPS, CDMA) 70,000 subscribers; 17.3% marke tshare (2003) 
Key Players Internet Marketshare 
Magicnet (spun off from Datacom in 2002) ~4,500 customers 
Railcom  
Micom  
Internet cafés seem to be dominant means of going online. To quote someone, “Today you cannot walk 200 metres 
without passing an Internet café [in Ulan Bator].” 
MYANMAR 
Teledensity  
Fixed  
Year  1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 0.5 

(229,0
00) 

0.6 0.6 
(266,2
00) 

0.6 
(295,2
00) 

 (416,0
00) 

Mobile  
Year  1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People (8,500

) 
(11,40
0) 

(13,40
0) 

(13,80
0) 

0.06 
(30,00
0) 

(63,15
0) 

Of the current mobile phone system, 8,500 are of cellular system, 2,700 of digital European cordless  (DECT) 
system, 30,050 of CDMA system and 21,900 of GMS system. The cellular system was introduced in 1993, while the 
DECT and CDMA systems were launched in 1997 and the GSM system in 2002. 
Internet  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
  500 7,000 0.02 

(10,00
0) 

0.04 
(15,34
0) 

 

Unauthorized ownership of a fax modem or setting up a computer network without the telecom ministry's approval 
risks seven to 15 years imprisonment and a fine, according to the 1996 Computer Science Development Law.  
Key Players Fixed Marketshare 
Myanmar Posts & Telecommunications (MPT) 100% 
Key Players Mobile Marketshare (subscribers) 
Sky-Link (GSM) (BOT, held up indefinitely in trial)  
MPT (GSM, CDMA) 2002: 300 subs (AMPS), 6,500 subs (CDMA-800), 

8,540 subs (US TDMA-800) 
Loxley (Thailand) (DAMPS, 1996)  
Key Players Internet Marketshare 
MPT  
Bagan Cybertech Semi-government organization established in 2001 to 

be the ISP for a chain of Internet cafes. Also runs 
"Myanmar Intranet services" consisting of 6 websites 
under the category e-shopping, one under e-banking, 
four under e-reservation and one under e-media.  

PHILIPPINES 
Teledensity  
Fixed  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 3.3 3.7 3.8 3.9 4.0 4.2 
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Metro Manila in 2001 accounted for 2.95m, or 42%, of the country’s fixed lines. However, by the end of 2000, only 2.8 
million of the total 6.8 million lines available in the country had been subscribed.  
Mobile  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 2.2 3.6 7.9 13.4 18.4 24.6-

30 
The increase in the number of mobile phone subscribers reflects the affordability of the technology and its suitability 
in a country made up of more than 7,000 islands. World leader in SMS. 
Internet  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 1.6 

(1.2m) 
2.6 
(2.0m) 

3.8 
(3.0m) 

4.2 
(3.4m) 

4.9 
(4.1m) 

5.6 
(4.8m) 

One-third of Internet users accessed the Internet in cyber-cafes in early 2000. About one-fourth did so in schools and 
another one-fourth in the workplace.  
Key Players Fixed Marketshare 
PLDT [which also owns Clark Telecom, Subic Telecom, 
Piltel, Maranaw and SmartTel] 

2.1m fixed-line subscribers, representing a 68% 
marketshare 

Globe Telecom  
BayanTel (in receivership)  
Eastern Telecom (ETPI)  
Key Players Mobile Marketshare (subscribers) 
PLDT [Smart, PilTel and Telesat] 14.4m (58%) 
Globe Telecom 9.1m (40%) 
Extelcom (Bayantel)  
Sun Cellular (DigiTel)  
Key Players Internet Marketshare 
PLDT Infocom Market leader 
Sky Internet BayanTel  
Pacific Internet  
PNG 
Teledensity  
Fixed  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.2   
PNG currently has a teledensity of less than one in 50 
Mobile  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 (AMP

S, 
4,840) 

GSM 
networ
k 
launch
ed 

Internet  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Number of Internet users  2,000 45,00

0 
50,00
0 

  

Key Players Fixed Marketshare 
Telikom PNG Monopoly 
Key Players Mobile Marketshare 
Pacific Mobile Communications (PMC, a subsidiary of 
Telikom PNG) 

25,000 GSM customers (end of 2003) 

Key Players Internet  
Tiare (Telikom PNG)  
TIMOR LESTE 
Teledensity  
Fixed  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People (12,00

0) 
 (~2,00

0) 
   

Much of the telecommunications infrastructure was severely damaged in 1999. In 2002, Timor’s 489 villages were 
phoneless and housed a combined population of 281,000. A 2002 study prepared for the transitional government 
showed there is a need for 12,147 lines, comprising 5767 fixed lines for Dili; 1935 fixed lines shared among the 12 
district capitals; 2610 mobile lines; and 1835 lines for the nation's villages.  
Mobile  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
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Per 100 People   (12,00
0, 
mostly 
UN 
perso
nnel) 

   

Key Players Fixed,  Mobile, and Internet Marketshare 
Timor Telecom  
THAILAND 
Teledensity  
Fixed  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 8.5 8.4 9.0 10.3 10.9 11 
Mobile  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 3.5 4.0 5.8 12.7 27.7 34.2 
Over 70% of consumers use a prepaid scheme. 
Internet  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 1.0 

(0.6m) 
1.4 
(0.9m) 

 3.5m  10 
(6m) 

Internet services began in 1995. CAT Telecom has established a Thailand Internet Exchange Service and there are 
17 Internet service providers (ISPs), with the top five accounting for 77 percent of market revenue. Analysts forecast 
Internet users in Thailand to reach 16 million in 2008 due to strong domestic economic growth.  
Key Players Fixed  Marketshare 
TOT 3.6m lines 
CAT Provides international services and regulates the 

Internet in Thailand 
TelecomAsia (True) 2.6m lines in Bangkok 
TT&T 1.5m telephone lines in Thailand’s 75 provinces outside 

Bangkok 
Key Players Mobile  Marketshare (subscribers) 
AIS (GSM) 13.7m (or ~60% marketshare) 
TAC (GSM) 6.5m (29%) 
TA Orange (GSM) 1.8m 
Hutchison CAT (CDMA) 500,000 
Thai Mobile (1900MHz) 150,000 
Key Players Internet Marketshare 
CS LoxInfo (October 2002 merger of two of the largest 
ISPs, LoxInfo and CS Internet) 

Largest Thai ISP, half owned by Shin Sattelite, in terms 
of revenue, about 40% of total at Bt1.4bn (March 2004) 

Internet Thailand (INet) 20% 
KSC  
Asia Infonet  
Vietnam 
Government strategy on IT and telecom development calls for new enterprises to account for 25-30% of market 
share in basic telecom and Internet services by 2005.  
Teledensity  
Fixed  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 2.2 2.7 3.1 

(2.5m) 
3.8 
(3.1m) 

5.4 
(4.3m) 

5.9 

Forecast to increase to 7.8 per 100 people in 2007 
Mobile  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Per 100 People 0.3 0.4 1.0 

(0.6m) 
1.4 
(1.2m) 

2.34 
(1.6m) 

3.2 

Forecast to increase to 7.4 per 100 people in 2007 
Internet  
Year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2004 
Total Number of Internet Users (0.01

m) 
(0.19
m) 

 (0.44
m) 

(1.9m) 4.9 
per 
100 
people 
(3.95
m) 

Key Players Fixed Marketshare 
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State-owned operator Vietnam Post and 
Telecommunications (VNPT) 

4.7m fixed line subscribers. Its competitors have ~5% of 
the market. 

Army-owned communications company Vietel (2000) By the end of 2003 had planned to install about 3,000 
telephones in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City. Like other 
new entrants, benefiting from regulatory ruling that 
operators with marketshare of less than 30% will be 
able to set their own prices (December 2003). Has 
snapped up a 60% marketshare in domestic and 
overseas VOIP (2002). 

Saigon Postel (1995) 14,000 telephone subscribers 
Hanoi Telecom  
Vietnam Maritime Information and Electronic Company 
(Vishipel)  

VoIP project with a six-year license  

Electricity Telecom Company (ETC) Not yet begun operation 
Key Players Mobile Marketshare (%) 
Vinaphone, subsidiary of VNPT (GSM) 
VMS-Mobiphone, operated by Vietnam Mobile Service 
(VMS), also a subsidiary of VNPT, in a BCC with Comvik, 
a Swedish company (GSM) 
City Phone, low-cost mobile phone service launched by 
VNPT in late 2002. Deploys UT Starcom PHS technology. 

 
 
Vinaphone (62% marketshare or 1.7m subscribers), 
VMS-Mobiphone, and City Phone, all VNPT brands, 
hold close to a combined 80-90% marketshare, or 
~2.6m subscribers 

Saigon Post and Telecommunications (Saigon Postel, or 
SPT), in BCC with SK Telecom (Korea) called S-Fone 
(CDMA) 2001 

40,000 subscribers 

Vietel (GSM)  
Key Players Internet Marketshare (%) (as of April 2004) 
State-owned Vietnam Datacommunications Company 
(VDC) 

59.67% 

Corporation for Financing and Promoting Technology 
(FPT) 

25.28% 

Netnam  6.42% 
Saigon Postel 4.88% 
Vietel  1.85% 
One Connection Inc, first ISP run by a private-sector 
company in Vietnam. Launched its service in early 2003, 
becoming the sixth ISP in the country 

1.77% 

Hanoi Telecom  0.14% 
Source: EIU, Pyramid (2003, 2004), IDC, China’s MII, TIF Briefing Paper, various newspaper articles. Source: EIU, Pyramid (2003, 
2004), TIF Briefing Paper, various regulatory agencies and newspaper articles, Paul Budde (2003), World Bank, ITU 
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Appendix 1.3 
Pacific Islands 
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Country 
 

Population 
(‘000) 

 
 

2002 

 
GDP 
Per 

Capita 
US$ 
2002 

 
Law 

Policy Maker 
and 

Regulator 
 

 
Major 

Telecom Provider 
 

 
Carrier Ownership 

 

 
Market Status 

 

PACIFIC ISLANDS 
Melanesia 

Fiji 
(Independent Republic 
from UK since 1970) 

 
 

824 

 
 

2,068 

Post and 
Telecommunications 

Decree 1989 
(Abolishes government’s  

exclusive privilege to 
establish, maintain and 

operate 
telecommunications in 

Fiji. 
 

Draft 
Telecommunication Act 

2003 
 

Department of Posts & 
Telecommunications 

Telecom Fiji 
(privatized in 1998) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fintel 
(privatized in 1976, 

exclusive rights) 
 
 

Vodafone Fiji Ltd. 
(privatized in 1994) 

 

Amalgamated 
Telecom Holdings 
Limited (ATH) – 

49% 
Fiji National 

Provident Fund 
51% 

 
Government joint 

venture 
Govt 51 % 
C&W 49 % 

 
Telecom Fiji 

Vodafone – joint 
venture 

Fixed line 
monopoly 

 
 
 
 
 
 

International 
monopoly 

 
 
 

Mobile monopoly 

New Caledonia 
(French overseas Territory) 

210.8 
 

13,940 OPT Office des Postes et 
Télécommunications  

 
France Cable & Radio 

State-owned 
 
 

Subsidiary of 
France Telecom 

 

Domestic 
monopoly 

 
International 
Monopoly 

Papua New Guinea 
(constitutional monarchy 

with parliamentary 
democracy, independence 
16 September 1975 from 

the Australian-administered 
UN trusteeship) 

 
 

5,460 

 
 

777 

Telecommunications Act 
1996 

(Established the 
PANGTEL as the 

independent regulatory 
body) 

 
Radio Spectrum Act 

1996 

Telikom PNG 
(exclusive rights up to 

2001) 
 
 
 

Pacific Mobile 
Communications 

 

Government 
Corporation; 

statutorized in 
1996 

 
 

(Wholly owned 
subsidiary of 

Telikom PNG) 

 
To be privatized 
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Telecommunications Bill 

2002 
 

Independent Consumer 
and Competition 

Commission Bill 2002 
 

Postal and 
Telecommunications 

Services Licence (6 April 
2000) 

 
PANGTEL 

 

Solomon Islands 
(Independence from UK 7 

July 1978, former known as 
British Solomon Island) 

447.9  396
 
 
 

Telecommunications Act 
1972 

Comptroller of Posts and 
Telecommunications the 

telecoms to be the 
licensing authority. 

Gives Government the 
exclusive right of 

establishing, maintaining 
and working in the 
Solomon Islands. 

 
 

Min of Posts & 
Communications 

Solomon Telekom 
Company 

(exclusive license up to 
2003, 

privatized in 1989) 
 

Solomon Island 
National Provident 
Fund 51 %, C&W 
41.9%, Investment 

Corporation of 
Solomon Islands 

7.1% 
 

Monopoly 
 

Vanuatu 
(Parliamentary republic, 

independence 30 July 1980 
from France and UK) 

 
199.8 

 
1,230 

 
 

Telecommunications Act 
1989 

Established the 
Telecommunications 

Authority 
 

Ministry of Telecom 
Posts & Tourism 

Telecom Vanuatu Ltd 
(Exclusive agreement until 
2012; privatized in 1989) 

 
 

C&W 
 

France Cable & Radio 

Joint venture of 
Government, 

C&W and FCR 
holding equal 
shares (33%) 

 

Monopoly 

Micronesia 
Guam 

(US Territory) 
159.5  21,000 (2000

est.) - PPP 
GTA Guamtel  To be privatized 

Kiribati        Telecommunications Act
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(Independence12 July 1979 
from UK) 

90   700 1983
(amended in 1996) 

Permanent Secretary of 
the Sector Ministry is the 

designated 
Telecommunications 

Authority. Operations of 
telecoms is undertaken 

by Kiribati 
Telecommunications 
Services Ltd, which 

sometimes performs the 
duties of the regulator. 

 
Draft 

Telecommunications Act 
2001 

 
Ministry of 

IndoCommunications & 
Transport 

 

Telecom Services Kiribati 
Ltd. 

privatized in 1990 
(exclusivity of service until 

2005) 
 
 
 

Telecom Kiribati Ltd. 
(Corporatised in 1983) 

State-owned 
(JV between Govt 

and Telstra 
terminated in May 

2001) 
 
 

Government 
owned; asset 

holding company 
which collects 

lease fees from the 
operator for the 

use of 
Government aid 
funded facilities 
and also advise 
Government on 

matters of 
regulation 

Monopoly 

Marshall Islands, Republic 
of the 

(Constitutional government 
in free association with the 
US; the Compact of Free 
Association entered into 
force 21 October 1986) 

 
51.8 

 
2,210 

 
 
 

Communications Act 
1987 and Public Law 

1990-105 
Established National 

Telecom Authority as a 
statutory corporation. It 

also gives the 
corporation wide powers 
to enable it to carry out 

its function as the 
provider of 

telecommunications. 
 

Marshall Island National 
Telecommunications 
Authority Act 1990 

 
Draft 

Telecommunications Act 

Marshall Islands National 
Telecom Authority 

(MINTA, Privatized in 
1991) 

 
 
 
 
 

Government owns 
25% of MINTA. 
Only citizens can 

hold the remaining 
share 

 

Monopoly 
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2003 
 

Min. of Transport & 
Communications 

Micronesia, Federated 
States 

1. Chuuk State 
2. Korsae State 

3. Pohnpei 
4. Yap 

(Constitutional government 
in free association with the 
US; the Compact of Free 
Association entered into 
force 3 November 1986; 

economic provisions of the 
Compact are being 

renegotiated) 

 
 

118 (July 
2003 est.) 

 
 

2,157 
 
 

FSM 
Telecommunications 

Corporation Act of 1981 
 

FSM Radio 
Communication Act of 

1991 
 

Dept. of Transport & 
Communications 

(Regulation of 
telecommunications is 

the responsibility of the 
Ministry) 

 
 

 
 

FSM Telecom Corporation 
(1987 statutorized) 

 
 
 

 
 

State-owned 
 

 
 

Monopoly 
 

Nauru, Republic of 
(Independence 31 January 
1968 from the Australia-, 

NZ-, and UK-administered 
UN trusteeship) 

 
11.5 

 
3,900 

 
 

Wireless Telegraphy Act 
1974 

 
Telecommunication Act 

2002 
(establishment of 

RONTEL Corporation) 
 

Ministry of Island 
Development 

( The government is the 
regulator and the 

provider of all 
telecommunications 

services 

Nauru Telecommunications 
Department 

 
Rontel Corporation 

 

Government 
Department 

 

Monopoly 

Northern Mariana Islands 
(US Commonwealth) 

80 (July 2003 
est.) 

12,500 (2000 
est.) - PPP 

Federal 
Telecommunication Act 

1996 
 

Commonwealth 
Telecommunication Act 

Micronesian 
Telecommunications 

Corporation 
 
 

Verizon Pacifica 

Privately owned 
by Verizon 

 
 

Currently under 
negotiation for 

Monopoly 
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Commonwealth 
Telecommunication 

Commission 
 

 sale to Pacific 
Telecom Inc. 

(Delgado family 
of the Philippines) 

Palau, Republic 
(Also Belau formerly, Trust 

territory of the Pacific 
Islands. 

Independence 1 October 
1994 from the US-
administered UN 

Trusteeship) 

19.1 8,030 An Act in 1982 of the 
Palauan Congress 

established the Palau 
National Corporation. 
The body is a public 
corporation that is 

wholly owned by the 
Palauan national 

government which has 
some regulatory 

oversight of the industry 
 

Draft Radio Regulation 
2003 

 
Ministry of Commerce & 

Trade 

Palau National 
Communication 

Corporation 
(Statutorized in 1982) 

 
 

Palau National Cellular, 
Inc. 

quasi-government 
corporation 

 
 
 
 

PNCC (originally 
with the Family 

Telephone 
Company , Japan) 

Monopoly 

Timor Leste 1,019 
(July 2004 

est.) 

494  Authoridade Reguladora
das Comunicacoes 

(ARCOM) 
Regulatory body under 

the authority of MTCOP 
(Ministry of Transport, 
Communications and 

Public Works), which is 
responsible for all 

telecom activities, such 
as frequencies 

management, tariff 
control, telecom policy, 

licensing, quality of 
service, etc. 

Timor Telecom 
(New telecom operator in 

July 2002 created by 
Portugal Telecom; 15 year 

concession with the 
MTCOP, in 2017 telecom 
network will be transferred 

to the government) 
 
 
 
 

Telstra 

Portugal Telecom 
(PT- led 

consortium agreed 
to provide all 13 
East Timorese 
districts with 

telecoms services 
at the lowest 

possible tariffs.) 

Has an exclusive 
operation of 

mobile, fixed, 
data, leased 

circuits, transport 

Polynesia 
Cook Islands 

(self-governing in free 
association with New 

Zealand; Cook Islands is 

 
 

14.3 

 
 

4,950 
 

Telecommunications Act 
1989 

(amended by the 
Telecommunications Act 

Telecom Cooks Is. Ltd. 
(privatized in 1989) 

 
 

Joint venture 
Government 40%, 
Telecom NZ 60% 

 

 
Monopoly 
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fully responsible for 
internal affairs; New 

Zealand retains 
responsibility for external  

affairs and defense, in 
consultation with the Cook 

Islands) 

1992) 
Telecom Cook Is. Ltd. as 

the sole provider of 
telecom services. 

 
Ministry of Posts and 

Telecom 

 
 
 
 
 

French Polynesia (TAHITI) 
(French Overseas Territory) 

 
265.1 

 
16,613 

 Office Post & Telecom 
(Domestic, Mobile) 

 
Tahiti Nui  

Telecommunications 
(International) 

 
Tikiphone (Mobile) 

State-owned 
 
 

34% France 
Telecom 

monopoly 

Hawaii 
(US Territory) 

1,244   Gross State
Product (2000): 
$ 39.1 billion 

Hawaiian Telecom  Carlyle Group of 
Washington D.C (formerly known as 

Verizon Hawaii) 

 

Niue 
(self-governing 

parliamentary democracy 
since19 October 1974 

from NZ) 
 

 
 

1.9 
 

 
 

3,710 
 

Communication Act 
1989 

Gives Cabinet power to 
issue public 

communications service 
licenses.   

 
Communications 
Amendment 2000 

 
Min. of Posts & Telecom 

Niue P&T 
(was also given control & 

management of the 
frequency spectrum) 
statutorized in 1982 

 
 
 

Government 
corporation 

 

Monopoly 
 

Pitcairn 
(Dependent Territory, UK) 

.047 (July 
2003 est.) 

 
 

 (International:
radiotelephone) 

   na

Samoa, American 
(US Territory) 

70.2  (July 
2003 est.) 

8,000 (2000 est.) 
- PPP 

     American Samoa
Telecommunications 

Authority 
 

Blue Sky Communications 

State-owned Monopoly

Samoa  
(Formerly Western Samoa, 

independence 1 January 
1962 from New Zealand-

administered UN 

 
 

169.2 

 
 

1,060 

Post Office Act 1972 
 

 
 

SamoaTel 
(corporatised in1999 and 
holds a 10-year exclusive 

 
 

State-owned 
 
 

 
 

Monopoly Post and 
Telecommunications 
(Internet) Act 1997 
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trusteeship)   
Postal and Telecom 
Services Act 1999 

 
Posts & Telecom 

Department 
 

Ministry of Post & 
Telecoms (MPT) 

 
Telephone charges  

prescribed by the Head 
of State on the advice of 

Cabinet. 
 

Ministry of Posts and 
Telecommunications 

licence to provide the main 
postal and telecom services 

in Samoa.) 
 
 

Telecom Samoa Cellular 
 

 
 
 
 

Joint venture, 
Govt 10% and 
Telecom New 
Zealand 90% 

Tokelau 
(Dependent Territory, NZ) 

1.4  (July 
2003 est.) 

1,000 (1993 est.) 
- PPP 

 Telecommunications
Tokelau Corporation 

 Community-
owned corporation 

Monopoly 

Tonga, Kingdom of 
(Independence 4 June 1970 

from UK protectorate) 

 
100.2 

 
1,870 

Tonga 
Telecommunications 

Commission Act 1984 
 

Radio Communication 
Act 1930 

 
Companies Act 1995 

 
Communication Act 

1999 
 

Communication Act 
2000 (primary act) 

Established the 
Department of 

Communication as the 
regulatory body in all 

ICT activities 

 
Tonga Communication 

Corporation 
(Established in February 

2001 as public enterprise) 
 

 (C&W, Privatised in 1978; 
franchise agreement until 

July 2000)  
 

U-Call Mobile 
(Prepaid GSM) 

 
Shoreline Communications 

(Tonfon) 
 
 

 
Government as 
sole shareholder 

 
 
 
 

 
Fixed 

Competition 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mobile 
competition 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tuvalu 
(Constitutional monarchy 

with a parliamentary 

 
9.9 

 
1,160 

Telecommunications 
Ordinance 1979 

(established the 

 
Tuvalu Telecom 

Corporation 

 
Government 
corporation 

 
Monopoly 
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democracy; began debating 
republic status in 1992, 

began independence from 
UK in 1978) 

telecommunications 
authority, appointed by 
the Ministry. The 
ordinance is silent on the 
provision of 
telecommunications but 
the authority has been  
authorized to establish 
telecommunications lines 
and posts on any 
property and do all such 
things necessary for the 
proper operation of a 
telecommunications 
system established by the 
Government. 

 
Telecommunications 
Corporation Act 1993 

Min. of Works, 
Communications & 

Energy 

 
 
 

 

Wallis & Futuna 
(French Overseas Territory) 

15.5 (July 
2003 est.) 

3.700 (2001 est.) 
- PPP 

 Service Des Postes et 
Telecommunications (SPT) 

 
FCR Wallis et Futuna 

France Telecom Monopoly 
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Internet Total Internet price 

US$ 
 

Country 
 

Fixed lines 
per 100 

inhabitants 
 

2002 

 
Fixed lines 

 in use 
‘000 

 
Cellular Subs 

per 100 
Inhabitants 

 
2002 

 
Mobile 

Cellular 
Subs. 

 
‘000 

 
Total 

Telecom 
Staff 
‘000 
2002 

 
Subscriber 

per 
Employee 

 
2002 

Subs 
(‘000) 
2002 

Users 
(‘000) 
2002 

20 Hrs use  
August 2003 

GNI  p/cap 
 August 2003 

PACIFIC ISLANDS 
Melanesia 

Fiji        12.35
(2003) 

102 
(2003) 

13.31 
(2003) 

109.9 
(2003) 

1.2 139 7.6 55 31.74 17.6

New Caledonia 23.21 52 
(2002) 

35.71        80
(2002) 

.3 367 15 60
(2003) 

80.34 6.4

Papua New Guinea 1.13 
(2002) 

62 
(2002) 

.27        15
(2002) 

1.8 41 27 75 20 45.3

Solomon Islands 1.49 6.6 
 (2002) 

.22        1.0
(2002) 

.2 55 1 2.2 91.15 191.9

Vanuatu        3.15
(2003) 

6.5 
(2003) 

3.76 
(2003) 

7.8 
(2003) 

.2 40 1.5 7.5
(2003) 

46.7 51.9

Average           8.2 9.9
Micronesia 

Guam         47.9 84.1
(2003) 

34.4 
(1998) 

55 
(1998) 

na na na 5
(2000) 

na na

Kiribati          13.4
(2000) 

4.5 
(2002) 

0.6 .5
(2002) 

na na .51 3
(1999) 

na na

Marshall Islands, 
Republic of the 

8.27 
(2003) 

4.5 
(2003) 

1.11 
(2002) 

.6 
(2003) 

.1      45 .7 1.4 na na

Micronesia, 
Federated States 

10          10.1
(2001) 

3.4 4
(2003) 

na na 1.8 6 (2002) na na

Nauru, Republic of 16.5 1.9 
(2002) 

13.04        1.5
(2002) 

na na na na 20 10.2

Northern Mariana 
Islands, 
Commonwealth 

29.2 
(2000) 

21 
(2000) 

na        3
(2000) 

na na na na na na

Timor Leste .26 2 
(2000) 

1.5        12
(2000) 

na na na .15
(2000) 

na na

Palau           35.1 6.7
(2002) 

10 1
(2002) 

na na 1.7 na na na

Average           21.9 12.4
Polynesia 
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Cook Islands 45 6.2 
(2002) 

9.5        1.5
(2002) 

na na 1.1 na na na

French Polynesia 21.87 
 

52.5 
(2002) 

37.49 
 
 

90      .9 129 11
 

35 
 

69.29 4.8

Hawaii           na na na na na na na na na na
Niue         61.1

(2004) 
1.1 

(2002) 
5.6 

(2004) 
0.1 na .2 na na na

Pitcairn na .001 (there are 
17 telephones 
on one party 
line) (1997) 

 

na        na na na na na na na

Samoa, American 21.83 15 
(2002) 

na        2.3
(1999) 

na na na na na na

Samoa (Formerly 
Western Samoa)  

6.53 
(2003) 

11.8 
(2003) 

1.5        2.7
(2002) 

.2 66 1.3 4 42.97 36.3

Tokelau 20.96          .3
(2002) 

0 na na na na na na na

Tonga, Kingdom 
of 

11.29 
 

11.2 
(2002) 

3.38        3.4
(2002) 

.3 50 1.9 2.9 45.45 38.7

Tuvalu           8.6 .7
(2002) 

0 na na na .25 na na na

Wallis & Futuna 12.96 1.9 (2002) 0 na na na na .9 
(2002) 

na  na

Average           23.9 7.2
Average for 
Pacific Islands 

18.9 
Range: 1.1-

61.1 

         9.4
Range: 0-37.5 

Average for EAP 
countries 

6.6          11.96

 
Source: ITU, CIA The World Fact Book, The Pacific Telecommunications Association (PITA, 1998); SOPAC (2000) South Pacific Applied Geoscience Commission, World Bank 
(2002), CTO, Forum Secretariat 
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Pacific Domestic Communications Services 

 

Telex HF/VHF Paging Cellular Microwave Local TV Local Radio Internet41 

Cook •  •  •  •  • •  •  •  

Fiji •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  

FSM •  •  
   

•  •  •  

Kiribati •  •  
  

•  •  •  
 

Marshall •  •  
 

•  
 

•  •  •  

Nauru •  •  
 

•  •  •  •  •  

Niue •  •  
 

•  •  •  •  •  

Palau  

•  •  •  •  •  •  •  

Samoa •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  

Solomon •  •  •  •  •  
 

•  •  

Tokelau  

•  
     

•  

Tonga  

•  •  •  •  •  •  •  

Tuvalu  

•  
    

•  
 

Vanuatu •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  

PNG •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  

Source: Forum Secretariat 
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Pacific Regional Satellite and Cable Coverage 

  PeaceSat InmarSat Iridium IntelSat 

174 
IntelSat 

177 
IntelSat 

180 
USPnet Submarine 

cable 

Cook •    •  •    •  •    

Fiji •    •  •  •  •  •  •  

FSM •    •  •    •      

Kiribati •    •  •    •      

Marshall •    •  •    •      

Nauru •    •  •    •      

Niue •    •  •    •      

Pitcairn  •       

Palau •    •  •    •      

Samoa •    •  •    •      

Solomon •    •  •    •  •    

Tokelau •    •  •    •      

Tonga •    •  •    •  •    

Tuvalu •    •  •  •  •      

Vanuatu •    •  •    •  •    
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PNG •    •  •  •  •    •  

Source: Forum Secretariat
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Appendix 1.4                     
Public-Private Project Focus 
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Appendix 1.6 
Capitalisation of Major Private Telecom Companies in Asia
10/2/2003

Local Mkt cap

Company Currency price (US$ bn) Date of IPO
Weight in 

local Index

Cellular carriers
Pan Asia

SmarTone HK$ 11.95           0.9               10/31/1996 -
SUNDAY HK$ 0.37             0.1               3/16/2000 -
CMHK HK$ 20.80           52.4             10/23/1997 11.695%
Unicom HK$ 6.65             10.7             6/22/2000 2.375%
SK Telecom Won 186,000       13.3             11/7/1989 5.240%
KT Freetel Won 21,750         3.5               12/7/1999 10.474%
LGT Won 3,810           0.9               9/20/2000 2.662%
MobileOne S$ 1.42             0.9               12/4/2002 0.816%
TAC US$ 1.48             0.7               10/13/1995 0.278%
AIS Bt 57.0             4.2               8/5/1993 -
Digi RM 3.72             0.7               12/18/1997 0.787%
Maxis RM 6.45             4.2               7/8/2002 4.511%
PT Indosat Rp 9,600           1.2               10/19/1994 2.815%
TCC NT$ 27.00           3.6               9/19/2000 1.065%
Far EasTone NT$ 22.30           1.5               12/10/2001 -
Globe Telecom P 700              1.9               1/2/1990 11.620%

Japan
NTT DoCoMo Yen 279,000       126.2           10/22/1998 0.114%

Integrated carriers
Pan Asia

PCCW HK$ 5.25             3.6               10/18/1994 0.801%
China Telecom HK$ 2.05             19.9             11/15/2002 -
SingTel S$ 1.68             17.4             11/1/1993 8.333%
Telstra A$ 4.83             42.5             11/14/1997 4.518%
Telecom NZ NZ$ 5.10             5.8               7/18/1991 22.0%
Korea Telecom Won 47,350         12.0             12/23/1998 4.713%
CHT NT$ 47.90           13.7             10/27/2000 3.938%
PLDT P 670              2.1               1/2/1990 12.764%
PT Telkom Rp 6,450           7.8               11/14/1995 18.229%
Telekom Malaysia RM 7.45             6.2               11/7/1990 6.782%
Telecom Asia Bt 6.45             0.5               12/22/1993 -

Japan
NTT Yen 516,000       74.1             1/8/1988 0.212%
KDDI Yen 598,000       22.9             10/1/1993 2.404%
Japan Telecom Yen 353,000       10.2             9/6/1994 0.366%

Source: Bloomberg, CSFB estimates
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Appendix 3.1 
Telecommunication Price Changes 

Figure 3.1.1 
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Figure 3.1.2 
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Figure 3.1.3 
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Appendix 3.2 
Traditional Public Switched Telecommunication Network 
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